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Abstract
Social contexts often change how people engage with and evaluate
available rewards, leading to behaviours that defy simple rules of reward
maximization. The current thesis aims to characterize some of the principles
that underlie reactions to rewards obtained in a social context and formalize
them in computational models.
In study 1, I explore how social reward distributions change the hedonic
and motivational value of rewards. The study shows that people are often
demotivated and distressed by the unfairness of the distribution, and are less
willing to work for their offered rewards even if they are the ones benefiting
from the unfair situation. I introduce a model that characterizes the responses
to reward distributions as a linear combination of statistical dispersion and
rank ordering of the rewards and show that its predictions fit more closely to
observed behaviour than many other alternative models suggested in
behavioural economics and psychology. In study 2, I test how people form
subjective judgments about reward distributions. The study demonstrates that
subjective judgments are biased by personal position in the distribution, and
violate several normative axioms used in economics. In study 3, I demonstrate
the effect of the international distribution of rewards on life-evaluations: the
study shows that life evaluations are not only sensitive to comparisons with
citizens in one’s own country, but also to comparisons with people in other
countries. The model characterizing the response to reward distributions as a
linear combination of statistical dispersion and rank ordering again is shown
to fit well-being data better than any other alternative. Study 4 focuses on the
influence of the distribution of beliefs about oneself on preferences for
feedback. It shows that people sometimes might prefer negative feedback, and
describes heuristics and learning mechanisms that lead to this behaviour.
The four studies presented in this thesis expand our knowledge of how
external and internal social contexts change our experience with rewards. They
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introduce computational models that aim to formalize such contextual
influences, contributing to a more mechanistic understanding of these effects.
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Impact statement
This thesis offers several practical and theoretical insights relevant to
our society.
In Chapter 2 I demonstrate that those who are disadvantaged are
demotivated by both their position in the society and unfairness of the
situation. This effect might be responsible for motivational poverty-traps, in
which those who are disadvantaged are also the ones who are the most
demotivated to improve their situation. I this experiment, I also test predictions
of many competing theories, advancing our theoretical understanding of the
influence of context on evaluation of rewards.
In Chapter 3, we show that people’s subjective perceptions of inequality
deviate from the measures used in economics and propose a measure that
more closely approximates such subjective perceptions. We also identify which
standard measures most closely correspond to lay perceptions. These findings
provide practical solutions for governments aiming to minimize inequality as
seen by the public, rather than as operationalized by economists.
In Chapter 4, we identify the most plausible model of contextual
influence of international living standards in a representative sample of more
than 2 million individuals from 156 countries. We discover that well-being is
not only affected by comparisons with people in one’s own country but also
with people in other countries, as well as inequality between countries. This
finding can inform our understanding of factors involved in migration
decisions, as well as provides an explanation for tensions within countries that
can arise due to factors outside these countries. These insights might be
helpful for policy-makers who tackle the issues of immigration and national
well-being.
In Chapter 5, we describe computational mechanisms underlying the
phenomenon of seeking confirmatory information about oneself. By doing so,
we create a bridge between theories in social psychology and a reinforcement
learning

framework

developed

in
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decision

neuroscience.

Formal

characterization of processes involved in confirmatory information seeking is
of relevance for computational psychiatry and can help in designing
interventions for anxiety and major depressive disorder in which this
mechanism self-reinforces negative views of oneself.
Overall, this thesis provides a more complete understanding of
reactions to social rewards, informing political science, economics, psychology,
and neuroscience, and proposing a computational framework that can be used
as a starting point in future studies.
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Chapter 1
General Introduction
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OVERVIEW
The current thesis explores how different social contexts can change
how people react to and engage with rewards. On the one hand, I focus on the
external contexts, such as the distribution of wealth in a person’s group or
society, and investigate how they might influence what a person thinks and
feels about their available rewards. On the other hand, I look at the internal
contexts, such as distribution of beliefs about oneself, and investigate how
they can influence how people respond to and seek rewards in the form of
social feedback. In all cases, I put a special emphasis on the formal description
of the mechanisms and computational principles through which social
contexts influence the evaluation of rewards.
The idea that context influences perception is as old as experimental
psychology itself and goes back to the early days of gestalt school of thought
(Ehrenfels, 1890). Contextual effects on vision and other sensory domains have
been well defined since (Eagleman, 2001; Jäkel et al., 2016). In contrast, we
know little about how social context changes the subjective experience with
rewards, with many questions remaining unanswered: What are the
computational principles that determine how social context changes the value
of rewards? How do the properties of reward distributions in a population
influence the hedonic experience with them? How do beliefs about oneself and
internalized norms reshape the reward evaluation functions? These and other
related questions are addressed in four studies.
In chapter two, I investigate how the motivational and hedonic value of
an offered reward is changed by the context of rewards offered to others in
the group. The study described in this chapter decomposes two aspects of
inequality of rewards that have often been interpreted as a single
phenomenon: relativity of rewards and unfairness of the distribution. It tests
how these two factors influence momentary well-being and motivation to
pursue rewards in an experiment in which participants have to repeatedly
decide if they want to work for randomly drawn rewards while observing what
13

rewards were offered to others. I hypothesized that those with relatively lower
rewards, and groups with more unfair distributions of rewards, will be less
motivated to work for their rewards, even if the absolute value of their offered
reward is the same as in the case of relatively higher rewards and more fair
distributions respectively.
In chapter three, I take a closer look at the mechanisms of perception
of inequality. The study described in this chapter investigates how people form
explicit judgments about the distributions of rewards. In an experiment, I
present people with a selection of 60 different reward distributions and asked
them about how equal they are. The study verifies to what extent lay
perceptions of inequality agree with normative axioms assumed in economics.
I hypothesized that lay perceptions of inequality will violate several axioms
used in economics in the quantification of statistical dispersion, and that selfinterested biases will influence objective judgments of inequality
In chapter four, I return to the question of how the hedonic value of
offered rewards is changed by the context of rewards offered to others in the
society, and investigate to what extent findings from chapter two are echoed
in the international well-being reports. The study described in this chapter
reports an analysis of responses from a large-scale survey containing data
points from over two million individuals. It examines how inequality between
countries and the relative position of a country can change how people
evaluate their living standards. Additionally, it discerns the influences of the
group and personal identities on such comparisons. I hypothesized that
citizens in countries with a lower relative international position, and regions
with more inequality between countries, will have lower life satisfaction,
despite having a similar living standard as citizens in countries with a relatively
higher position on the international stage and regions with less inequality
between countries.
In chapter five, I focus on the effect of the internal context of one’s
beliefs about oneself on motivational and hedonic value of social feedback. In
14

an experiment in which participants are repeatedly provided with an
opportunity to reveal higher or lower evaluations of them made by others, I
investigate what drives people to look for confirmatory information about
oneself, and how beliefs about oneself can change how people respond to
positive and negative information. The study tests to what extent the observed
behaviour could be characterized by several different decision heuristics and
learning algorithms. I hypothesized that confirmatory choices would be
followed by an increased mood and certainty about one’s self-evaluation in
comparison to disconfimatory choices; and that different people would
employ either heuristics or learning mechanisms depending on the
discrepancy of their self-views and provided feedback.
The next few sections provide an overview of concepts and theories
relevant to studying the contextual effects involved in responses to social
rewards.

INEQUALITY OF REWARDS AND SOCIAL PREFERENCES
Do people prefer equal distribution of rewards in society? The existence
of pure other-regarding preferences seemingly defies the axiom of rational
self-interest assumed in neoclassical economics. Nevertheless, acting with
regard for the well-being of others is widespread across cultures and found in
the animal kingdom (Waal, 1997; Henrich et al., 2001; Engel, 2011). One of the
most well-known descriptive models of these behaviours in economics is the
inequality aversion model, according to which both advantageous inequality
(being better off than others) and disadvantageous inequality (being worse off
than others) have a negative utility (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). In this model,
advantageous and disadvantageous inequalities are conceptualized as a
weighted sum of differences between all incomes lower or higher than one’s
own income, respectively.
Inequality-aversion model is mainly supported by studies using dictator
games, in which people granted initial endowment often decide to re15

distribute some part of it to participants who did not receive any endowment
(Engel, 2011; Bechtel et al., 2018). Consistently with this model, a study
employing computational modelling has demonstrated that advantageous
and disadvantageous inequality have indpendent negative effects on
momentary subjective well-being – suggesting that these two types of
inequality not only influence prosocial behaviours but also change the
experience with rewards (Rutledge et al., 2016). Differential experience of
unequal rewards is also supported by an fMRI study that found that rewards
contributing to a decrease of inequality are associated with a stronger
activation of value-related brain regions than rewards contributing to an
increase of inequality (Tricomi et al., 2010).
The inequality-aversion hypothesis has been criticized on many
grounds. On the one hand, some experiments have shown that framing the
experiment as a game that allows people to take money from others can cause
inequality-seeking, suggesting that re-distribution behaviours might be more
regulated by social expectations rather than actual preferences (List, 2007;
Bardsley, 2008; but see: Bechtel et al., 2018). This interpretation of inequalityaversion has been also suggested before in a guilt-aversion model, according
to which people try to minimize feeling guilty after failing to fulfil social
expectations (Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007; Nihonsugi, Ihara and Haruno,
2015; van Baar, Chang, and Sanfey, 2019). On the other hand, people prefer
some degree of inequality in society (Norton and Ariely, 2011; Fiske and
Norton, 2014) and seem to be completely tolerant towards inequality, when it
is considered to be a result of a fair process, such as an outcome of one’s
efforts rather than randomness (Brockner, 2002; Baumard, Mascar, Chevallie,
2012; Tyler, 2011; Almås et al., 2010), suggesting that the discourse should
focus on unfairness-aversion rather than inequality-aversion (Starmans,
Sheskin and Bloom, 2017). Inherent aversiveness of inequality remains also
controversial in the light of studies investigating the link between income
inequality and well-being. Although studies focusing on western samples have
16

found a negative link between averaged reported well-being and income
inequality (Alesina, Di Tella, and MacCulloch, 2004; Oishi, Kesebir and Diener,
2013; Verme, 2011; Powdthavee, Burkhauser, and De Neve, 2017; O’Connel,
2004), studies including a greater variety of countries either find no relation
(Berg and Veenhoven, 2010; Zagorski et al., 2013), or even a positive one
(Kelley, and Evans, 2017; Rözer and Kraaykamp, 2013; Sanfey and Teksoz, 2007;
Haller and Hadler, 2006; Katic and Ingram, 2017), suggesting that the
relationship between inequality and well-being remains unclear. The latter
result is often discussed in the context of relative deprivation theory, according
to which inequality can be considered a positive phenomenon when it signals
opportunity (Hirschman, 1973; Durongkaveroj, 2018). The support for this
claim comes from the fact that a positive relationship between well-being and
inequality has been mostly observed for developing or transitioning countries,
in which inequality might spur optimism about a personal situation in the
future (Kelley and Evans, 2017; Sanfey and Teksoz, 2007).

REWARD CONTRASTS, REWARD ADAPTION, AND REFERENCE
POINTS
Although undeniably social preferences modulate the value of rewards
presented in distribution of rewards, many studies suggest that the same
rewards can be also valued differently just because we gained experience with
some other rewards. One of the earliest studies on the effect of previous
experience on evaluative judgments found that subjective odour pleasantness
depended on the presentation of preceding stimuli (Beebe-Center, 1929).
Specifically, pleasantness increased and decreased after the presentation of
the least and most pleasant odours respectively. Subsequent studies have
revealed that affective judgments incorporate the whole history of experiences
and extend beyond mere contrast effects of two stimuli (Helson, 1964). These
findings led to a formulation of adaptation-level theory, according to which
17

affective and perceptual judgments are based on comparisons of stimulus to
an internal norm that is updated with every experience (Helson, 1964). This
norm, or adaptation-level, was mathematically expressed as a mean of the
logarithm of previously experienced stimuli.
The adaptation-level theory was very influential across various
disciplines. It is echoed in two components of prospect’s theory: the idea that
value of rewards and punishments diminishes with increasing magnitude
(based on the law of diminishing marginal utility also present in classical
economic theory), and a definition of a dynamically changing reference point
that determines what is perceived as a gain or a loss (Tversky and Kahneman,
1992). The existence of reference points in reward evaluations has been
demonstrated in many areas of decision-making since (Wang and Johnson,
2012; Rigoli, Friston, and Dolan, 2016; Bavard et al., 2018). The adaptation-level
theory and the concept of a reference-point gathered also some support in
economic surveys investigating the influence of pay on satisfaction, which
identified contrast of one’s income with a mean pay of a comparison group as
a good predictor of satisfaction about one’s income (Clark and Oswald, 1996;
Byrgen, 2004).
The notion of a dynamically updated mean value is also closely related
to reward expectation in the reinforcement learning literature (Bavard et al.,
2018). The main difference between the two is that the latter assumes an
exponentially decaying trace of past experiences instead of a simple average.
One important study in this tradition has shown that changes in momentary
subjective well-being can be well described as a weighted sum of such
expectations and deviations of rewards from these expectations, known as
prediction-errors (Rutledge et al., 2014).

REWARD NORMALIZATION
Despite its generality (Helson, 1964), adaptation-level theory cannot
explain many of the findings on evaluations of stimuli presented
18

simultaneously. In its simplest form, the comparison of two rewards is
equivalent to taking a difference of their magnitudes. In principle, any agent
should choose the reward with a higher magnitude. Could adding a third
reward to the context change how the difference between the first two is
perceived? According to the independence axiom of decision theory (Luce,
1959), the probability of selecting one reward over another should be
independent of the existence of irrelevant alternatives. Contrary to this rational
assumption, it has been demonstrated that adding an inferior option often
causes an indifference or even preference reversal between the original
options (Huber et al., 1982; Soltani, De Martino and Camerer, 2012; Louie et
al., 2013). One biologically plausible explanation of this effect is based on a
phenomenon of divisive normalization, in which response of a neuron is
divided by a sum of neighbouring neurons (Louie et al., 2013; Carandini and
Heeger, 2011). Divisive normalization is ubiquitous in the brain and is believed
to solve the problem of efficient coding - that is, the problem of how the firing
of a neuron should vary in response to different inputs, to most efficiently
represent the available stimuli, given biophysical constraints on the firing
range (Carandini and Heeger, 2011). According to this model, adding a third
option decreases the difference between the two original options because the
neural responses representing them are divided by a greater sum of neural
activity.
The model of divisive normalization assumes that all stimuli present in
context contribute equally to the computation of reward value. An alternative
theory of range-normalization proposed that values are normalized with
respect to the two most extreme values, corresponding to minimal and
maximal possible firing rates of a neuron (Padoa-Schioppa, 2009; Soltani, De
Martino and Camerer, 2012; Rustichini et al., 2017). In this theory, the
representation of intermediate values would scale proportionally to these two
extreme points. Consequently, adding a third option of inferior value should
bring the value that was previously at the bottom closer to the top value,
19

causing a possible indifference between the two. This effect should be
proportional to the distance between lower and intermediate value – a
prediction that was supported by data (Soltani, De Martino and Camerer,
2012).
The above theories represent just a few examples of valuenormalization processes (for a standard deviation normalization see: Diederen
et al., 2016), that can be understood in a broad-terms as a transformation that
forces two variables to be represented on the same scale. Normalization is also
ubiquitous across different statistical and cognitive models that require scaleindependence, including soft-max function widely used to model decision
probability (Reverdy and Leonard, 2015) and Gini-coefficient used to quantify
inequality (Lerman and Yitzhaki, 1984).

REWARD RANK
Many of the above theories require encoding of the value of all stimuli
and comparison of their magnitudes in absolute terms. However, research in
psychophysics has established that humans are notoriously bad at making
judgments about absolute values of stimuli, despite being quite good at
discriminating them (Kinchla, 1971; Lockhead, 2004; Goffin and Olson, 2011).
This led some researchers to suggest that judgments might rely not on
absolute but ordinal comparisons (Parducci, 1992; Stewart, Brown, Chater,
2005; Stewart et al., 2006). Following this line of thought, the decision by
sampling theory assumes that instead of comparing all values, we sample
examples from past and present contexts and make affective judgments based
on a value’s rank in an ordered set of examples (Stewart et al., 2006). This
theory was successful in recreating some of the classical effects of prospect
theory, under the assumption that everyday distributions of probabilities,
rewards and losses are consistent with a power-law function. The importance
of rank has been also demonstrated in well-being studies, in which rank of pay,
but not absolute pay, was shown to correlate with life-evaluations (Boyce, et
20

al., 2010) – suggesting that psychophysical comparisons are not the only
domain in which ordinal comparisons might dominate judgments.

INTERNAL SOCIAL CONTEXT
The above sections include some examples that could be considered an
internal rather than external reward context, such as the influence of rewards
experienced in the past. Another way in which internal context can change how
reward signals are represented is through the interpretation of rewards based
on personal beliefs and motivations. For example, it has been shown that
people exhibit biased learning either after hearing bad news or hearing good
news about the severity of climate change, depending on them being either
climate change deniers or climate change believers (Sunstein et al., 2016).
Therefore, in some cases, bad information can be favoured, if it confirms one’s
initial beliefs.
This topic has been also explored in research focused on preferences
about social feedback. Two types of motivations have been proposed to
regulate such preferences: self-enhancement and self-verification (Leary, 2007;
Blaine and Crocker, 1993). According to the former, people are motivated to
hold the best view of themselves and therefore will always prefer information
that enhances their self-esteem. According to the later, people are motivated
to hold consistent views of themselves, and therefore will seek feedback that
confirms their beliefs. Depending on which motivation dominates, the same
social feedback can be interpreted as more positive or more negative,
irrespective of its absolute value (Kwang and Swann, 2010).
Internal social processes and motivations can also regulate the units of
social comparisons. According to social identity theory, people not only
possess personal identity, but also many group identities, such as their
nationality or occupation (Ellemers, Knippenberg and Wilke, 1990). Therefore,
in some situations, people might compare the relative standing of their group
rather than their personal situation and react to it accordingly. For example, it
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is known that people often derive a sense of pride from membership to the
high-status group and incorporate it into their self-esteem (Smith and Tyler,
1997).

MEASURING AFFECTIVE STATES
The last issue discussed concerns the measurement of affective state.
Throughout the thesis, I rely on self-reported measures of well-being, which
have been used in many previous studies before (Will et al., 2017; Rutledge et
al., 2014; Rutledge et al., 2016; OECD, 2013). A common concern relates to the
validity of such measures. However, it has been demonstrated that well-being
self-reports correlate with external ratings of happiness of a person by family
members (Zou, Schimmack, and Gere, 2013), facial expressions (Ito and
Caccioppo, 1999), health indicators (Blanchflower and Oswald, 2007), suicide
rates (Koivumaa-Honkanen et al., 2001), and self-reports on other related
constructs (Sandvik, Diener, Seidlitz, 1993; Diener and Suh, 1997), suggesting
that we can have relatively high confidence that such measures actually assess
well-being.

SUMMARY
Previous studies have demonstrated that the value of rewards is most
likely constructed as a linear combination of the value derived from the
properties the offered reward, such as its magnitude, and the value derived
from contextual cues, such as the magnitudes of alternative rewards (Burke et
al., 2016). Despite a plethora of evidence suggesting that context can change
how rewards are evaluated, we still know little about the exact mechanisms
through which context influences evaluation of rewards. In particular, in
situations where the context consists of many alternative rewards, such as in
the case of income distribution in the society, there are many possibilities of
how context could transform the value of rewards. For example, the value of
available reward could be normalized by the sum (Louie et al., 2013; Carandini
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and Heeger, 2011) or range of all rewards in the context (Padoa-Schioppa,
2009; Soltani, De Martino and Camerer, 2012; Rustichini et al., 2017).
Alternatively, it could be contrasted with the mean (Wang and Johnson, 2012;
Rigoli, Friston, and Dolan, 2016; Bavard et al., 2018), or highest/lowest reward
(Powdthavee et al., 2017). The absolute value of the available reward could be
also ignored altogether, and instead expressed in relative terms as a rank of
the reward in the distribution (Stewart, Brown, Chater, 2005; Stewart et al.,
2006). Independently, preferences for specific distributions of rewards in the
context could be also incorporated into the evaluation of the available rewards,
as in the case of (un)fair distributions (Rutledge et al., 2016). Finally, it is also
possible that the evaluation of rewards is influenced by internal contexts of
personal motivations and higher order values (Sunstein et al., 2016; Leary,
2007; Blaine and Crocker, 1993).
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ABSTRACT
Factors beyond a person’s control, such as demographic characteristics
at birth, often influence the availability of rewards an individual can expect for
their efforts. We know surprisingly little how such differences in opportunities
impact human motivation. To test this, we designed a study in which we
arbitrarily varied the reward offered to each participant in a group for
performing the same task. Participants then had to decide whether or not they
were willing to exert effort to receive their reward. Across three experiments,
we found that the unequal distribution of offers reduced participants’
motivation to pursue rewards even when their relative position in the
distribution was high, and despite the decision being of no benefit to others
and reducing the reward for oneself. Participants’ feelings partially mediated
this relationship. In particular, a large disparity in rewards was associated with
greater unhappiness, which was associated with lower willingness to work –
even when controlling for absolute reward and its relative value, both of which
also affected decisions to work. A model that incorporated a person’s relative
position and unfairness of rewards in the group fit better to the data than other
popular models describing the effects of inequality. Our findings suggest
opportunity-gaps can trigger psychological dynamics that hurt productivity
and well-being of all involved.
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INTRODUCTION
Randomness plays a surprisingly important role in determining the
barriers and opportunities encountered by individuals on their path to a
prosperous life (Pluchino et al., 2018). Country of birth alone explains 66% of
global variation in living standards (Milanovic, 2014). Other non-meritocratic
factors, such as zip code (Chetty & Hendren, 2018), parental socio-economic
status (Duncan & Magnuson, 2012), gender (Blau & Kahn, 2007), or a person’s
name (Silberzahn & Uhlmann, 2013) have been shown to have a significant
effect on earnings, even after accounting for inter-individual differences in
merit. Economic inequality arising due to random circumstances is often
viewed as unfair (Starmans et al., 2017), and previous studies have shown that
people support redistribution of wealth in such situations (McCall et al., 2017).
However, much less is known about how opportunity gaps influence human
motivation. Such knowledge could shed light on psychological mechanisms
that lead to differences in aspirations, that in turn might contribute to higher
unemployment (Elmelech & Lu, 2004; Findlay & Wright, 1996; Uhrig, 2015) and
lower university application rates of people from disadvantaged backgrounds
(Boliver, 2013; Crawford et al., 2014; Thiele et al., 2017). Here, we examine how
randomly assigned unequal reward prospects can influence a person’s
willingness to exert effort in exchange for rewards – a proxy measure of
motivation in labour supply decisions.
Due to a lack of experimental research on the impact of inequality on
motivation, the underlying mechanisms of this relationship remain unknown.
We hypothesize that arbitrary differences in opportunities to earn rewards can
negatively impact not only disadvantaged individuals but also those who are
offered relatively high rewards. This is because facing opportunity gaps can
involve two separate mechanisms: relative comparisons and reactions to
unfairness, representing self-regarding and group-regarding reactions to
inequality, respectively (Clark & D’Ambrosio, 2015). First, because people
engage in spontaneous social comparisons, evaluating their rewards relative
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to those of others (Bault et al., 2011; Boyce et al., 2010; Hagerty, 2000;
Lyubomirsky & Ross, 1997), opportunity gaps can increase motivation to
pursue rewards of those offered relatively high rewards and reduce the
motivation of those offered relatively low rewards. However, at the same time
people may have a negative response to the unfairness of arbitrary
distributions of rewards in their group regardless of which side of the
distribution they are at, and be less willing to pursue rewards in situations that
are unfair. Indeed, it has been shown that subjects are less happy when they
themselves win in a gambling task, but the other subject loses, in comparison
to when both subjects win (Rutledge, de Berker, et al., 2016). We hypothesize
that such a negative reaction may have consequences beyond a person’s
affective state. Specifically, negative feelings can lead to apathy as well as a
reduction in the subjective value of rewards (Eldar & Niv, 2015), leading to a
reduced motivation of all members of the group. Thus, individuals at the
bottom of the distribution may be negatively affected twice, first due to their
lower relative position and second due to their reaction to unfair distribution.
We formalize the above hypotheses in a model that characterizes the
motivational response to rewards as a linear combination of reward’s absolute
value, relative value, and statistical dispersion of all rewards in the group. Based
on the law of decreasing marginal utility, we assume that absolute reward has
a non-linear effect on decisions to engage in an effort to earn the reward
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). As previous studies have shown that people have
a tendency to engage in ordinal rather than absolute comparisons (Stewart et
al., 2006), we define the relative value of rewards as the rank of the offered
reward. Statistical dispersion is calculated in our model as Gini coefficient,
following other studies suggesting a relation between this measure and wellbeing in national surveys (Oishi et al., 2011).
In three experiments, we were able to dissociate and quantify the
influence unfairness, reward’s rank, its absolute value, while studying them
independently from other factors that are often associated with opportunity
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gaps, such as demographics or stereotypes. In all three studies, participants
made decisions on whether to exert cognitive effort in exchange for a reward
while observing the rewards offered to others for completing the same task.
In these experiments we manipulated: (i) the deviation of payments in the
group from an equal distribution (thereafter ‘unfairness’), and (ii) the relative
position of the offer in the distribution (thereafter ‘rank’). Experiment 1 aimed
to establish if the motivation to work for rewards is influenced by unfairness
and rank of offered rewards. Experiments 2 and 3 aimed to test the
mechanisms underlying the influence of relative value and unfairness on
motivation, including the mediating role of emotions, and the moderating role
of uncertainty.

METHODS EXPERIMENT 1
Overview
Experiment 1 used a one-shot design (Fig 1) and was conducted on
Prolific - an online labour market platform. Participants were offered £0.24 for
an optional task of transcribing 1/3 of a page of text from a displayed image
and were made to believe that this reward offer was drawn at random. The
offered reward was displayed in the context of 4 other rewards assigned
randomly to other workers on the platform. Seven hundred participants were
assigned to separate conditions in a 2x5 design that determined the context
of their offered reward: the five rewards could be either relatively equally
distributed or unequally distributed, and participant’s reward of £0.24 could
be presented either as 5th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd or 1st best-offered reward.
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Fig 1. Behavioural task in Experiment 1. (A) The online task had a one-shot design. The task
was advertised on an online labour market platform as a simple transcribing job. After
completing the mandatory cognitive task, participants were informed that they would have an
opportunity to complete an optional transcribing task for a randomly drawn fee. The random
draw was determined by spinning a wheel of fortune that assigned a participant one out of
five different colours. After the colour assignment, participants were presented with the reward
offers for all five colours, and were told that the other rewards were assigned to other people
who drew those colours. Participants then decided to either accept or decline the reward offer
for the optional task. If they accepted it, they had to transcribe an additional text. If they
declined it, the task ended, and they were granted their base fee. Unbeknownst to participants,
the reward offer was always equal to £0.24, and the random colour assignment determined if
the offer was presented either as 5th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd or 1st best reward. Independently, participants
were randomly assigned to one of two levels of unfairness (Gini coefficient = 0.3 or Gini
coefficient = 0.5) of reward distribution. (B) The task had a 5x2 design (10 conditions in total):
two levels of inequality, and five levels of relative value. Each participant viewed only one of
these conditions. Panel B illustrates example conditions. The example a) shows a situation
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where £0.24 was presented as the second-best reward in an unfair context, and example b)
where it was presented as the second-best reward in a fair context. The example c) shows a
situation where £0.24 was presented as the middle reward in an unfair context, and the
example d) shows a situation where £0.24 was presented as the middle reward in a fair context.

Participants
In experiment 1, seven hundred participants were recruited to take part
in the online study, spread evenly across ten conditions (70 participants per
condition). All participants provided written informed consent. The experiment
was approved by the UCL ethics committee. Participants were recruited
through the Prolific platform – an online platform for offering web-based tasks.
Eighty participants were excluded due to failing attention check that asked
them about the colour that they have been assigned to. This exclusion criterion
was necessary, as the colour indicated which reward a participant was offered.
All participants in the online task were currently UK residents (mean age
26.2[5.0], age range 18 – 35, 487 women). The average self-identified political
orientation was 4.61(1.61) on a scale ranging from 1 (extremely right-wing) to
7 (extremely left-wing), significantly more left-wing than the centre of the scale
(t(699) = 18.27, p < 0.001).

Procedure
Participants responded to an ad on Prolific platform that recruited
people for a short transcribing task – a common task on online labour markets.
The display of the advertisement was restricted to current UK residents aged
18 – 35. After signing up to complete the task, participants were informed that
the task will consist of a mandatory transcribing task, for which they will be
paid the advertised wage (£0.25), and an optional transcribing task for which
they will be paid a bonus payment. The mandatory transcribing task required
participants to transcribe a 1/5 of a page from an old cookbook. The optional
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task was to transcribe a different text from the same cookbook, which was
approximately 3 times longer. The instructions emphasized that participants
had to be 99% accurate to receive the bonus payment. There was no time limit.
They were also informed that the wage for the optional task would be
randomly drawn. The random draw was determined by a wheel of fortune that
after spinning for 3 seconds picked one colour out of 5 colours. After the
participant was assigned one of 5 colours, the bonus wages for the optional
task were revealed all at once for all 5 colours. Participants were told that
information about the other wages was displayed to inform other Prolific users
who drew different colours. Unbeknownst to participants, the offered wage for
the optional task was always equal to £0.24, and each participant was assigned
to one condition in a 2x5 design that determined the context in which the
reward was displayed. In particular, the reward could be presented either as
5th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd or 1st best reward, and was presented either in a context of a
roughly fair distribution of rewards between participants (corresponding to a
0.2 Gini coefficient) or an unfair distribution (corresponding to a 0.5 Gini
coefficient). Full list of reward distributions is included in the Supporting Table
2. After seeing the reward offers, participants had to decide to either accept or
reject the optional task. If they decided to accept it, they had to transcribe an
additional text and were paid their bonus wage (£0.24) plus base wage (£0.25).
If they decided to reject it, they were paid just their base wage (£0.25).

Data analysis
To test the influence of reward’s rank and unfairness of the distribution,
we used a Generalized Linear Model (GLM) that included decisions to work as
the categorical dependent variable, and unfairness (measured as Gini
coefficient) and rank (normalized to range from 0 to 1, for lowest and highest
rank respectively) as independent variables. Both independent variables were
standardized prior to the analysis. The GLME model assumed a binomial
distribution of the dependent variable.
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Participant’s offer rank was normalized to range from 0 to 1 as follows:

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑡 =

𝑖−1
𝑛−1

Where i is the reward offer index in a set of offers ordered from lowest to
highest and n is the number of participants in the group (in our case 5). The
above rank measure assigns 1 to the person with the best offer, 0 to the person
with the lowest offer, and 0.5 to the person with the intermediate offer.
Unfairness was measured as the Gini coefficient, calculated as follows:

1 𝑛
𝑛
2 ∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 |
𝑛
𝑈𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
2𝑥̅
Where n is the number of participants in the group, 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 is the reward offers
received by each person, and 𝑥̅ is the mean reward offer.
To illustrate the results from experiment 1, we plotted the number of
participants who decided to pursue additional reward divided by the number
of all participants in the condition separately for each rank and level of
unfairness (Fig 2).

RESULTS EXPERIMENT 1
Overall, 77.33% of participants decided to perform the optional task in
exchange for an additional fee of £0.24. However, we found that participants
were less willing to work for the additional reward when they believed that the
distributions of offered rewards were unfair vs. fair (β = -0.31, p < 0.01), and
when the rank of their reward was low vs. high (β = 0.40, p < 0.001), despite
absolute reward being the same across all conditions in this experiment (Fig
2). On average, an increase of 0.3 in Gini coefficient resulted in 10.6% less
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accepted offers, and increase of one rank resulted in 5.3% more accepted
offers.

Fig 2. Motivation to work is higher when the distribution of rewards is fair and the rank
of the reward is high, despite the same level of absolute reward. The plot illustrates the
results from a one-shot experiment conducted on an online labour market platform. Each dot
represents the proportion of participants who decided to perform an additional task for a
bonus reward of £0.24, which was presented either in a relatively fair (blue) or unfair (red)
context, and either as the 5th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd or 1st best reward. The lines represent the best fitting
line based on the Ordinary Least Squares method. Participants were more likely to accept the
offer of £0.24 when its rank was high than when it was low, and when the rewards of all
participants were fairly distributed than when they were unfairly distributed.
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METHODS EXPERIMENTS 2 & 3
Overview
Experiments 2 and 3 followed a similar logic as experiment 1, but used
a repeated measure design (Fig 3), in which the same person was exposed to
different distributions of rewards. Repeated measure designs achieve greater
statistical power with fewer participants, allowing us to test more efficiently a
larger number of hypotheses regarding the mechanisms underlying the effects
observed in Experiment 1. Experiments 2 and 3 aimed to test the robustness
of the effects observed in Experiment 1 when translated to a different context.
Both experiments included a greater variety of distributions (both positively
skewed and negatively skewed) and a different cognitive effort task. Different
distributions allowed us to test the predictions of different models describing
the impact of inequality on the evaluation of rewards. Additionally, the
experiments: a) gathered information about participants’ current feelings after
seeing the distribution of rewards, allowing us to test if the observed effects
are mediated by the impact of rank and unfairness on person’s emotional state,
and b) manipulated the uncertainty about the value of rewards, by either
introducing a known (Experiment 2) or an unknown (Experiment 3) exchange
rate of earned points with £, allowing us to test if reliance on the social context
in one’s decisions to work is moderated by uncertainty.
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Fig 3. Behavioural task in Experiment 2 and 3. (A) Both Experiment 2 and 3 used a repeated
measures design. Participants were invited to the lab in groups of five. To easily identify
themselves during the experiment, each participant selected a cartoon avatar that would
represent them throughout the task. They then retired to individual cubicles to complete the
study. There were 60 trials in total. Each trial started with a display of all participants’ reward
offers, that differed in rank, absolute reward, and level of unfairness between participants.
After seeing the distribution of rewards, participants rated their current feelings and indicated
whether they were willing to exert cognitive effort for their offered reward on that specific trial.
If they decided to do so, they would complete three mathematical problems. If not, they would
move on to the next trial. If a participant gave an incorrect answer to the mathematical
problem, they would have to solve an additional one, until they completed three problems
correctly. (B) For the repeated measure experiments, we created 30 income distributions based
on a log-normal probability density function (corresponding to 10 levels of Gini index
uniformly distributed between 15 and 55, with 3 different median values) Log-normal
distribution approximates reward distributions encountered in real-world, such as income
distributions within countries (Pinkovskiy & Sala-i-Martin, 2009) and companies (Lazear &
Shaw, 2009). Because these distributions are always positively skewed, we also created 30
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distributions that were negatively skewed and a mirror image of the positively skewed
distributions. For illustration purposes, we plot four of these distributions. Each dot on the line
represents one of five reward offers presented to participants. Numbers above the dots refer
to the reward’s rank. Numbers in the rectangles refer to unfairness level, expressed in the Gini
coefficient. Distribution a) is an example of a fair positively skewed distribution with a low
median reward; distribution b) is an example of similarly fair distribution, but with a higher
median value; Distribution c) is an example of an unfair positively skewed distribution, and
distribution d) is an example of a negatively skewed distribution that is a mirror image of c).

Participants
In Experiment 2 and 3, one hundred and ten participants from University
College London subject pool were recruited to take part in two onsite studies:
sixty in experiment 2 (mean age 22.1[3.2], age range 18 – 35; 38 women) and
fifty in experiment 3 (mean age 21.4[2.0]; age range 18 – 35; 34 women). All
participants provided written informed consent. The experiment was approved
by the UCL ethics committee. Across these two experiments, 67% of
participants originated from Western countries. The average self-identified
political orientation was 3.52(1.38) on a scale ranging from 1 (extremely rightwing) to 7 (extremely left-wing) and was not significantly different from the
centre of the scale (t(87)=0.12, p = 0.91). All participants started with an initial
endowment of £10 and were paid an additional bonus based on their decision
to accept or reject reward offers in exchange for performing a cognitive task
in one randomly selected trial. Participants who accepted all reward offers were
excluded from the data analysis as we could not identify the factors influencing
their decisions due to lack of behavioral variability, beyond the fact that they
were maximizing their bonus reward at the end (eight subjects in experiment
2 and seven subjects in experiment 3), leaving 52 and 43 participants in each
experimental sample respectively. None of the subjects rejected all offers.
Task
In both experiments, we invited participants to the lab in groups of five
(N = 110 in total). To easily identify themselves during the task, participants
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were asked to choose a cartoon avatar that would represent them in the study.
A randomly drawn lot number determined the order of choosing avatars.
Participants were informed that each person will be offered a different reward
on each trial and that these rewards were randomly decided on each trial by a
computer program. Next, participants retired to separate cubicles where they
were given additional instructions.
Participants first completed one practice trial. Both experiments
consisted of 60 trials. In each of 60 trials, we presented to participants the
reward points offered to each of the five members of the group on that trial.
On each trial, we independently manipulated: (i) the deviation of payments in
the group from an equal distribution (‘unfairness’), (ii) the rank of the reward
offered to each person within the group (ranging from 1 to 5 - ‘rank’) and (iii)
the absolute reward offered (i.e., points - ‘absolute reward’).
We created 60 different distributions of reward offers in total and
presented them in random order. We generated 30 reward distributions based
on a log-normal probability density function. Log-normal distribution was
chosen as it fits closely real-world income structures within firms (Lazear &
Shaw, 2009) and countries (Pinkovskiy & Sala-i-Martin, 2009). To vary the levels
of reward magnitude range and statistical dispersion we used a combination
of 3 different median values (0.55, 1, 1.45) and ten different standard
deviations, corresponding to values of the Gini coefficient varying uniformly
from 20 to 65, resulting in 30 different distributions. Log-normal distributions
are always positively skewed. To generalize our findings, we also included 30
negatively skewed distributions that were a mirror-image of the positively
skewed
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representative values:
𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 , 𝑥5 }
𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = |𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 )| + min(𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 )
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Where 𝑥𝑛 is subject n payment offer in each trial, 𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 and 𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 are
payment offers of all participants in trials with positively and negatively skewed
distributions, respectively.
To generate reward offers representative of the above distributions, we
used an inverse cumulative density function of these distributions, which
assigns maximal pay value earned by each percent of the population. We next
took an average pay from subsequent 20 percentiles of this function, with the
exclusion of top 1 percentile, resulting in 5 values reflecting an average pay of
each 20% of the population. The last percentile was excluded as it approaches
infinity. Unfairness was quantified based on these 5 representative values. To
introduce variability to the middle pay (that otherwise would be the same for
all distributions generated from the same median value) we additionally
subtracted a number between 0 and 9 from each representative value in each
distribution (in each distribution the same number was subtracted for each
value). This resulted in the pay offers shown in Supporting Table 1.
After seeing the distribution of reward offers, participants then rated
their feelings by clicking on a continuous sliding scale ranging from very
unhappy to very happy. The slider started in the middle of the scale on every
trial. After the feeling ratings, participants indicated whether they were willing
to complete three mathematical problems to earn their reward. If they decided
to do so, they were asked to solve the problems (the instructions emphasized
that the mathematical problems were the same for all). If they decided not to,
they would move on to the next trial. Each problem required adding two 3digit numbers. To ensure equal difficulty of mathematical problems
throughout the task, each addition had exactly two carryovers (sum of ones,
tens or hundreds greater than 10). E.g., problems included sums like 118 + 197.
If participants provided an incorrect answer, they had to solve an additional
problem. Participants continued until they got three problems correct. On
average, 89% of attempts were correct, and it took subjects 17 seconds (SD =
7.56s) on average to solve each problem.
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At the end of the study, we selected one trial at random for
compensation – a common procedure used to avoid the effects of reward
accumulation during the task (Charness et al., 2016). If the participant had
decided not to work on that trial, no bonus reward was received. If the
participant decided to work for a reward on that trial, they would receive the
reward offered on that trial. The decision of whether to work did not influence
the rewards offered on future trials or pay-out of other members of the group.
This information was emphasized in the instructions, and participants had to
pass a comprehension check to ensure that they understood the details of the
task.
The difference between the two onsite experiments was that in one
experiment the participants knew the exchange rate between reward points
offered and Great British Pounds (1 point was worth £0.04), in the other
experiment it was unknown and said to differ on each trial (ranging from
£0.001 to £0.08). The total bonus reward (after exchanging earned points from
a selected trial to £) could range from £0 to £18.64 in Experiment 2 and from
£0 to £37.28 in Experiment 3. We hypothesized that when the value of points
was unknown, participants would rely more heavily on social context when
deciding to work for a displayed reward. We replicated the core findings across
both studies. Thus, we initially report results from the combined dataset, and
then formally test if the effects differed in strength between both experiments.
A separate analysis of each dataset is presented in the Supporting Information.
Data analysis
Although participants on average accepted 54% of reward offers in
experiment 2 and 3, we found a considerable variability between participants,
with some participants accepting/rejecting as little as just one offer, limiting
inferences that can be drawn from a single participant. To account for this
issue, as well as within-subject correlations of responses related to repeated
measures in our design, we used Generalized Linear Mixed Effects (GLME)
model approach, in which fixed effects describe the effect common for all
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participants and random effects describe idiosyncrasies specific for an
individual. The GLME model included decisions to work as the categorical
dependent variable and assumed a binomial distribution of the dependent
variable. The independent variables were unfairness (measured as Gini
coefficient), rank (normalized to range from 0 to 1, for lowest and highest rank
respectively), and reward magnitude (expressed as a power function, see
below). All variables were standardized prior to the analysis. Following
methodological recommendations by Barr and colleagues (Barr et al., 2013),
all models included fixed and random effects for intercept and all independent
variables.
Rank and unfairness were calculated as in Experiment 1. To account for
a possibility of diminishing marginal utility of each additional awarded point,
we tested if the effect of reward magnitude was better expressed as a linear or
a power function (as it is in the prospect theory(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992)):

𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑥𝑖 𝜌
Where 𝑥 is the reward offer, and 𝜌 represents parameter describing the
curvature of the reward function, ranging from 0 to 1 (at which point it is
linear). To fit the above function, we estimated non-linear mixed-effects model
with stochastic Expectation-Maximization algorithm (Delyon et al., 1999). The
𝜌 value maximizing the R2 of the model describing the relationship between
reward magnitude and motivation to work (including the variables listed in the
section below) was equal to 0.43, suggesting a non-linear relationship between
absolute reward and its value, and was subsequently used in all analyses.
We additionally tested if skewness of the distribution could separately
influence participants’ decisions, by including in the above model an Adjusted
Pearson’s Coefficient of Skewness, calculated as follows:
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𝐴𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛′ 𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

1
√𝑛(𝑛 − 1) 𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )3
1
(𝑛 − 2) (√ ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )2 )
𝑛

3

Where 𝑥̅ is the average reward offer, n is the number of participants in the
group, 𝑥𝑖 is the reward offer received by each person.
To illustrate the size of the effect of unfairness and rank we plotted
predicted values of the above GLME model across different levels of unfairness
(Fig 4A) and separately, across different ranks (Fig 4B), with the effect of trial
number, rank (only for Fig 4A) and unfairness (only for Fig 4B) set to 0. To
illustrate the effect of unfairness and rank in isolation from reward magnitude
(Fig 4C), we estimated the probability of pursuing rewards on each trial from a
GLME model including absolute reward and trial number (with other factors
fixed to 0). We then calculated the residuals, by subtracting observed decisions
and their predicted probability. We categorized residuals into 5 ranks and two
levels of unfairness (based on the middle value of the tested range) and
calculated the average residual value for each participant within each category
and plotted the averages over participants within each category.
The fit of the model including rank and unfairness was compared to two
other popular models describing the effects of inequality on the evaluation of
reward: the adaptation model (Helson, 1964), and inequality aversion model
(Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). All compared models included absolute value as one
of the independent variables. Adaptation model additionally included the
difference between absolute value of the offered reward and the average
reward offered to all people in the group on a specific trial. Inequality aversion
additionally model included advantageous and disadvantageous inequality,
calculated as follows (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999):
𝑛

𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = ∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 , 0|
𝑗=1
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𝑛

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = ∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥|𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖 , 0|
𝑗=1

Where 𝑥𝑖 is an individual’s payment offer and 𝑥𝑗 are payment offers received
by other group members. All models were compared based on their Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) which simultaneously assesses the model’s fit, while
penalizing it for its complexity.
To investigate if person’s current emotional state mediated the effect
of rank and unfairness on decisions to work, we used a multi-level mediation
analysis approach (Kenny et al., 2003), which nests trial-level observations
within upper-level units (individual participants), similarly to the GLME
approach described above. The analysis was performed using M3 Mediation
Toolbox for MATLAB (Wager et al., 2008). Bootstrapping approach, a nonparametric method based on resampling with replacement, was used to
estimate the significance of the effects, using the standard 1000 samples
(Hayes, 2009). To control for the fact that independent variables in our design
were correlated and ensure that the conclusion of the mediation analysis
relates specifically to the investigated variable, each mediation model was
performed on residuals from a GLME model regressing out the effect of the
variable not tested. That is regressing out trial number, and: (i) reward
magnitude and rank for the mediation model describing the effect of
unfairness, or (ii) reward magnitude and unfairness for the mediation model
describing the effect of rank; on both feelings and decisions to work. Prior to
the analysis, feelings ratings were transformed to range from 0 to 1, with 0
indicating a low score (i.e., very unhappy).
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RESULTS EXPERIMENTS 2 AND 3
Opportunity gaps reduce the motivation to work.
Across two onsite experiments, participants chose to work on 54% of
trials. To test whether the hypothesized factors influenced participants’
choices, we used a generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLME) predicting
decisions to work for reward on every trial from unfairness level of all offers,
rank of individual’s offered reward (from 1 to 5), and the absolute value of the
offered reward (expressed as a power function to account for diminishing
marginal utility; see Methods for details). Additionally, we examined if
participants reacted to reward offers differently when the minority of
individuals are at the top of the distribution and the majority at the bottom or
vice versa, by including in the model the signed skewness of the distribution
(measured by Adjusted Pearson’s Coefficient of Skewness). The possible effect
of fatigue was accounted for by including trial number. All three hypothesized
factors significantly influenced decisions to work in exchange for rewards. In
particular, the likelihood of pursuing rewards was greater when (i) unfairness
was low (β = -0.29, p < 0.001), (ii) rank was high (β = 0.92, p < 0.001) and (iii)
absolute reward was high (β = 2.82, p < 0.001). In addition, the likelihood of
pursuing rewards decreased over time (β = -1.04, p < 0.001), presumably due
to fatigue. Skewness of the distribution did not have a significant effect (β =
0.01, p = 0.92).

Fig 4. Motivation to work is higher when the distribution of rewards is fair; the rank is
high, and the absolute reward is high. To illustrate the effect of factors influencing the
motivation to work in repeated measures experiments, we plotted the probability of
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participants’ decision to work from a GLME model predicting choice from reward magnitude
and either different levels of (A) unfairness or (B) rank. (C) We also plotted average residuals
for the five rank categories and two levels of unfairness from a GLME model predicting choice
just from absolute reward and trial number. We observe that participants are more likely to
decide to work when (A, C) rewards are fairly distributed and (B, C) when the rank is high than
low. Error bars = SEM.

To illustrate the impact of unfairness, we calculated each participant’s
probability of pursuing rewards at different levels of unfairness and reward
magnitudes (based on the estimated fixed and random effects from a GLME
model predicting decision to work only from these two factors, setting the
other factors to 0). The estimated probabilities were then averaged over
participants (Fig 4A). As can be observed, for the same reward magnitude,
participants were more likely to work when unfairness was low rather than
high. The indifference point (i.e., the reward magnitude for which participants
choose to work with 50% probability) was 27.5 points greater for the highest
level of unfairness than for the lowest level.
Next, we plotted the likelihood of pursuing rewards for each reward
magnitude across the five offer ranks, using the same method as above. As can
be observed in Fig 4B the likelihood of pursuing rewards was greater when the
rank of the offer is high than when it was low for the same absolute value of
the reward. For the lowest rank, participants required an additional 66.4 points
to be indifferent on whether to pursue reward than for the highest rank.
To illustrate the effect of unfairness and rank in isolation from the
reward magnitude, we plotted the residuals from the above GLME model with
the effect of unfairness and rank set to 0. These residuals were then divided
into five ranks and two levels of unfairness (high and low based on a median
split; Fig 4C). This exercise demonstrates that participants were less likely to
work when unfairness was high (red line) than low (blue line) across different
ranks. Moreover, participants were more likely to work when the rank of their
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reward offer was high than when it was low, across different levels of
unfairness.
While large unfairness in the group had a negative effect on motivation,
it may be that when looking downwards at the less fortunate, large unfairness
might increase motivation. To test for this possibility, we added to the above
GLME model two covariates for each subject and trial: the sum of distances
between the participant and everyone below them (advantageous inequality)
and the sum of the distances between the participant and everyone above
them (disadvantageous inequality). While all three main effects from the
original model remained significant (unfairness: β = -0.33, p < 0.001; rank: β =
0.87, p < 0.001; absolute reward: β = 2.67, p < 0.001), neither upward (β = 0.04, p = 0.67) nor downward (β = -0.29, p = 0.08) comparisons significantly
influenced the willingness to work. In other words, while the relative ranking
of a participant’s pay offer affects motivation, as does the general level of
unfairness, once we account for these two factors, having people’s pay be at a
greater distance from others’ in either direction does not additionally impact
their willingness to work.
Finally, we compared the original model to two well-known models in
the literature that respectively describe the effect of relative value and
inequality on utility: (i) the adaptation model, which is based on the
assumption that people compare their income to an average value for their
reference group (Helson, 1964), and (ii) the Fehr-Schmidt inequality aversion
model, which assumes that people have a separate reaction to advantageous
and disadvantageous inequality (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999). In both, we include
absolute reward and trial number as covariates. Our original model (the ‘rankunfairness model’) (BIC = 3661.9) outperformed both the adaptation model
(BIC = 3765.8) and the Fehr-Schmidt inequality model (BIC = 3780.1), as well
as models consisting of only rank (BIC = 3681.3), only unfairness (BIC = 3687.3),
or only absolute reward (BIC = 3833.4). Together, the results suggest that high
unfairness, low rank and low absolute reward all have significant, negative and
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independent effects on the willingness to work and that both unfairness and
relative value components are necessary to explain the reactions to unequal
opportunities.
Across two experiments, we manipulated the level of uncertainty about
the monetary value of points by either disclosing or not disclosing the
exchange rate (£ per point). To test if the effects differed in these two cases,
we added to our GLME model interaction effects between the version of the
experiment and the three main factors: rank, unfairness, and absolute reward.
We found that the effect of rank and unfairness was stronger when the value
of points was unknown than when it was known (interaction with rank: β =
0.97, p < 0.01; interaction with unfairness: β = -0.27, p = 0.019), while remaining
significant in both experiments (see Supporting Information). The effect of
absolute reward was weaker when the value of points was unknown than when
it was known (interaction between experiment version and absolute reward: β
= -1.7, p < 0.001). This suggests that participants relied more heavily on social
context when they were uncertain about monetary value.

Feelings partially mediate the effects of opportunity gaps on decisions to
exert effort.
To examine whether feelings mediated the effects of opportunity gaps
on decisions to work, we performed two multi-level mediation analyses. Each
of the mediation analysis examined whether feelings mediate the effect of one
of the factors identified above (i.e., rank or unfairness) while controlling for the
absolute reward magnitude, trial number and the other factor.
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Fig 5. Feelings partially mediate the effect of opportunity gaps on decisions to work for
the reward. We examined whether the effect of the two components of the motivational
response to opportunity gaps, that is (A) unfairness and (B) rank, were mediated by feelings.
In both cases, we controlled for the absolute reward, trial number and either rank (A) or
unfairness (B) respectively. In both cases, we found a significant indirect effect and direct effect
(which represents the influence of the given factor on decision to work, while controlling for
the indirect effect), suggesting that feelings partially mediate the influence of each of the
factors on decisions to work.

We found that the effects of unfairness and rank on decision to work
were both partially mediated by feelings (see Fig 5). First, as we already
reported, low unfairness and high rank were related to greater likelihood to
work (total effect: unfairness: β = -0.019, p < 0.001; rank: β = 0.029, p < 0.001).
This effect was partially mediated by feelings (path ab: unfairness: β = -0.002,
p < 0.001; rank: β = 0.010, p <0.001) with positive feelings related to low
unfairness and high rank (path a: unfairness: β = -0.012, p < 0.001; rank: β =
0.038, p <0.001). Additionally, feelings predicted decisions to work even when
unfairness and rank were accounted for (path b: unfairness: β = 0.318, p <
0.001; rank: β = 0.327, p <0.001). This suggests that incidental fluctuations of
feelings, unrelated to task variables, also had a unique effect on the decision
to work. Conversely, the two task related variables had direct effect on the
decision to work that could not be accounted for by changes in feelings (path
c’: unfairness: β = -0.014, p < 0.01; rank: β = 0.013, p <0.001).
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DISCUSSION
Circumstances beyond a person’s control, such as socio-economic
status at birth, often determine the rewards available to a person for their
efforts. In the current study, we investigated how decisions to work are altered
by a person’s awareness that some people in their group were luckier than
others in the rewards they were offered for performing the same task. We
hypothesized that the motivation to work would be influenced by the violation
of the fairness principle and relative valuation of rewards. Across three
experiments, we found that unfair distribution of rewards between group
members had a negative impact on the decision to work not only of
disadvantaged individuals but also of advantaged individuals. Specifically, high
unfairness was related to a reduction in the likelihood that participants agreed
to work for their reward irrespective of the magnitude of their reward and their
relative position in the distribution. This is despite such refusal reducing the
likelihood of receiving a bonus while having no impact on the rewards received
by others.
Second, the likelihood of agreeing to work in exchange for reward was
reduced when the rank of the offer was low and vice versa (i.e., higher rank
was related to greater motivation to work), irrespective of the actual
magnitude of the offered reward. The third factor modulating motivation was
the absolute reward itself. The fact that absolute reward magnitude exerted
influence even when controlling for the level of unfairness and offer rank
suggests that while people do care about the rewards of others, they only
partially adapt to present social context when deciding whether to work (Burke
et al., 2016).
We find that the rank-unfairness model outperformed the adaptation
(Helson, 1964) and inequality-aversion models (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) in
explaining participants’ reactions to opportunity-gaps. The adaptation model
assumes that people focus on the difference between their reward and the
average reward, while the inequality aversion model assumes that people
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focus on two types of inequality: less heavily weighted advantageous and more
heavily weighted disadvantageous inequality. The advantageous inequality is
based on the absolute difference between a person’s reward and all other
worse rewards, and the disadvantageous inequality is based on the difference
between a person’s reward and all other better rewards. All three models
predict an increase of motivation with increasing relative value, but the rankunfairness model is based on ordinal rather than absolute comparisons.
Predictions of these model substantially diverge for the effect of statistical
dispersion: the rank-unfairness model predicts a uniform decrease of
motivation with increased statistical dispersion across all different ranks, while
the inequality aversion model predicts a greater drop of motivation for people
with lower than higher ranks. On the other hand, the adaption model predicts
that person at the top should always be more motivated by an increasing
statistical dispersion, as statistical dispersion is associated with greater
deviation of their reward from the mean. In both cases, the observed pattern
of results is more consistent with the predictions of the rank-unfairness model
than the alternatives.
By manipulating the unfairness of offers, offer’s rank and absolute
reward in the second and third experiment, we were able to dissociate the
influence of each of the three factors within the same individual. By doing so,
we overcome a difficulty in studying these variables in the “real-world”, where
individuals with different traits or experiences may populate different parts of
the distribution (Gelissen & de Graaf, 2006) - making it difficult to isolate the
influence of these components from factors correlating with them, such as
negative effects of stereotypes on aspirations (Migheli, 2015; Riegle‐Crumb et
al., 2011) or differences in risk aversion (Guiso and Paiella, 2008). Together,
these findings suggest that individuals who are offered less than others are
disadvantaged not only because the absolute reward they can possibly obtain
is lower, but also because they might suffer from a motivational cost that
reduces the likelihood of pursuing the rewards that are within their reach. The
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latter may be due to a lower relative value of their rewards and a demotivating
effect of participating in a situation that seems unfair.
Importantly, because the decisions to work were made in private and
did not affect others, the observed effect of unfairness on motivation cannot
be attributed to reputation concerns (Engelmann & Fischbacher, 2009),
reciprocity (Kube et al., 2012) or retribution motives (Suleiman, 1996). Instead,
our results suggest that unfairness and rank exert their effect on motivation
partially by influencing experienced feelings. We report a mediation that
includes two links: the first is between each of the two factors (unfairness and
low rank) and negative feelings; and the second between negative feelings and
a reduction in the willingness to exert effort. As for the first link, high unfairness
and low rank each triggered negative feelings even when controlling for the
magnitude of the reward offered. The negative impact of opportunity gaps on
feelings supports the notion that the perception of unfairness is reflected in
emotional response (Rutledge, Berker, et al., 2016) and thus carries a cost to
one’s psychological well-being. The finding that rank influenced experienced
feelings is consistent with studies showing that well-being measures are
influenced by a person’s standing relative to others (Boyce et al., 2010; Hagerty,
2000; Lyubomirsky & Ross, 1997).
The second link is between feelings and the willingness to work for the
reward. Although the idea that unhappiness is related to low motivation is
intuitive, there has not been conclusive evidence for it in healthy individuals (
for review see: Taris et al., 2014). Past studies have mostly examined the
relationship between mood and performance level, rather than the decision to
engage in effort altogether, and produced mixed results. While some
researchers found a beneficial effect of positive mood induction on
performance (Oswald et al., 2015), others found that positive and negative
emotions can improve or impair performance depending on the nature of the
task (Dreisbach, 2006; Dreisbach & Goschke, 2004; Gray, 2001; Phillips et al.,
2002). With regards to the motivation to pursue rewards, we find that
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unhappiness has a negative effect. Such an effect could be explained by the
negative influence of bad mood on the perceived value of rewards, as
suggested by previous experimental studies (Eldar & Niv, 2015; Huys et al.,
2013). Alternatively, rather than playing a causal role, lower happiness in our
study could simply index reaction to lower the subjective value of offered
rewards (Rutledge et al., 2014). The effects of rank and unfairness were also
observed in the first experiment, despite not asking participants about their
current emotional state. This suggests that the influence of unfairness and rank
on motivation is not conditional on prompted introspection.
The mediatory effect of feelings in a relationship between unfairness
and willingness to work for reward was partial, suggesting that additional
mechanisms drive the negative influence of unfairness on motivation. One
such possibility is that participants use information about the social
environment to resolve uncertainty about the value of their offers. In line with
this suggestion, we found that in the condition in which the value of points
was unknown, the effects of rank and unfairness were stronger than when the
value of points was known.
Our study may have implications for people’s decisions and behaviour
outside the lab. We speculate that negative experiences caused by arbitrary
reward disparities might contribute to higher prevalence be one reason why
disadvantaged individuals are more likely to suffer from anxiety and
depression (González et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2017; Piccinelli & Wilkinson, 2000).
Furthermore, decreased motivation caused by unfairness and low relative
position might make upward mobility particularly difficult, contributing to
sustained poverty among disadvantaged groups (Elmelech & Lu, 2004; Findlay
& Wright, 1996; Uhrig, 2015). As such, the motivational phenomenon
described in this study constitutes another example of a poverty-trap, that is a
situation where having worse prospects triggers additional mechanisms
ensuring that a person remains poor. It also suggests that any observed signs
of decreased motivation among disadvantaged groups might be situational,
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rather than stemming from an individual’s characteristics and could be a
potential target of interventions.
The instructions of the studies made clear to participants that they had
no control over the magnitude of the rewards offered. In contrast, in many
everyday situations, there is ambiguity about the role of randomness in
success. Previous studies have shown that in such ambiguous situations, those
who are advantaged are more likely to assume that their economic position is
a result of talent and effort, while those who are disadvantaged assume it is a
result of external circumstances (Hunt, 2004; Kluegel & Smith, 1986). It remains
to be tested whether similar effects to those reported here would be observed
in such situations.
While past studies have suggested that people are generally averse to
unfair distributions of rewards, here we uncover their consequences beyond
distribution preferences (Dawes et al., 2007; Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) or impact
on the affective state (Rutledge, Berker, et al., 2016; Tricomi et al., 2009). We
show that unequal opportunities have a negative influence on the motivation
to work for the reward of not only disadvantaged individuals but also of others
around them. Our findings provide an empirical framework for considering the
impact of opportunity gaps on individuals, organizations, and societies,
suggesting they can trigger psychological dynamics that hurt the productivity
of all involved.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
S1 Table. Distributions of payment offers between participants (expressed in points) for
each trial presented in Experiments 2 and 3.

Rank
5t

4t

h

h

25

31

22

29

19

3rd

2n

1s

d

t

36

42

54

35

42

59

27

34

43

65

17

25

33

44

73

15

23

32

45

82

13

21

31

47

94

10

19

30

48

110

8

17

29

50

129

7

15

28

52

155

5

14

27

55

189

34

44

51

60

79

30

41

50

62

88

27

39

49

64

98

23

36

48

66

111

20

34

47

68

127

17

31

46

71

146

15

29

46

74

170

12

26

45

77

201

10

24

44

81

242

7

21

43

87
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76
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43
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75

93
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38

57

74

96
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33

53

73

100

170

29

50

72

104

196

25

47

71

109

226

21

43

70

114

265

18

40

69

120

315

15

37

68

127

379

12

33

67

136

466

25

37

43

48

54

22

39

46

52

59

19

41

50

57

65

17

46

57

65

73

15

52

65

74

82

13

60

76

86

94

10

72

90

101

110

8

87

108

120

129

7

110

134

147

155

5

139

167

180

189

34

53

62

69

79

30

56

68

77

88

27

61

76

86

98

23

68

86

98

111

20

79

100

113

127

17

92

117

132

146

15

111

139

156

170

60

12

136

168

187

201

10

171

208

228

242

7

217

261

283

297

48

77

91

103

119

43

83

101

116

133

38

92

114

131

150

33

103

130

150

170

29

121

153

175

196

25

142

180

204

226

21

172

216

243

265

18

213

264

293

315

15

267

326

357

379

12

342

411

445

466

S2 Table. Distributions of payment offers between participants (expressed in pence) for
each condition in Experiment 1.
Offer rank

Fair distribution

Unfair distribution

1st

8

11

14

17

24

1

3

5

8

24

2nd

12

16

19

24

34

4

8

13

24

73

3rd

16

21

24

32

45

8

15

24

45

136

4th

18

24

29

36

51

12

24

41

74

225

5th

24

32

39

48

69

24

46

80

144

435

S3 Table. Influence of unfairness, rank and absolute reward on experienced feelings.
GLME model predicting self-reported feelings.
Coefficient (SE)

T-stat

P-value

Intercept
Trial

0.45(0.015)
-0.052(0.006)

29.94
-8.44

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

Absolute reward

0.095(0.008)

11.85

< 0.0001

Rank
Unfairness

0.070(0.009)
-0.011(0.004)

8.08
-3.60

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

S4 Table. GLME model predicting decisions to pursue rewards in Experiment 2 (value of
points known).
Intercept

Coefficient (SE)
1.10(0.60)

T-stat
1.83

P-value
< 0.01

Trial

-1.45(0.17)

-8.37

< 0.0001

Absolute reward
Rank

4.33(0.42)
0.37(0.12)

10.27
3.13

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

Unfairness

-0.14(0.09)

-1.98

0.058
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S5 Table. GLME model of decisions to pursue rewards, Experiment 3 (value of points
unknown).
Coefficient (SE)

T-stat

P-value

Intercept

0.45 (0.35)

1.29

0.20

Trial
Absolute reward

-0.73(0.13)
1.70(0.22)

-9.77
7.96

< 0.0001
< 0.0001

Rank
Unfairness

1.33(0.14)
-0.41 (0.09)

9.40
-4.40

< 0.0001
< 0.0001
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ABSTRACT
How do we form judgments about the levels of inequality around us? Despite
a recent surge of interest in the discrepancies between actual and perceived
inequality in one’s country, we still lack the basic understanding of how people
make inequality judgments when presented with actual information about
incomes. Here we study such judgments and document how they violate
several normative principles underlying inequality measures used in
economics. In an experiment, we expose participants to 60 different income
distributions and ask them to evaluate their inequality. We demonstrate that
people violate the anonymity principle, by being affected by their position in
the distribution, the scale-independence principle, by being affected by the
size of the economy, and the additivity principle, by being insensitive to the
addition of incomes that transforms positively skewed distributions into
negatively skewed ones. We find partial support for the transfer principle,
showing that people are more sensitive to transfers of money to the poor than
to the rich. Out of all tested non-parametric measures of inequality, the mean
absolute difference between incomes most closely approximated subjective
perception. To integrate these findings, we develop a new index of subjective
inequality that fits data better than any other commonly used measure. Our
findings provide a quantitative characterization of principles governing
subjective inequality, with potential implications to different lines of research,
including numerical perception, contextual influences on valuation, and
welfare economics.
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INTRODUCTION
How high is the inequality in one’s own country? It has been shown that
to answer this question people extrapolate from their local environments
(Cruces, Perez-Truglia, and Tetaz, 2013). However, we still lack a basic
understanding of how a person can form a judgment about inequality based
on just a few examples of incomes that they know about, and what criteria do
they use to make such evaluations. The aim of this study is to quantitively
characterize these judgments and show how subjective perceptions deviate
from objective measures of inequality. To measure the effect of inequality on
society, we first have to decide how to quantify it, and the current study
provides many insights that can stimulate the debate on what is important for
the evaluations of inequality from the perspective of the public.
We build on the seminal work of Amiel and Cowell (1999), who
demonstrated that inequality judgments involving pair-wise comparisons of
income distributions often violate common assumptions underlying inequality
measurement in economics. We extend these findings, using a methodology
that relies on continuous rather than categorical judgments and identifying
measures that most closely approximate the lay perceptions of inequality. We
also develop the Subjective Equality Index, based on the Gini coefficient, that
is consistent with principles governing how people perceive statistical
dispersion, as opposed to measures based on normative assumptions.
Many measures of inequality in economics, such as the Gini coefficient,
are based on normative axioms that were developed to measure statistical
dispersion (Dalton, 1920; Blackorby, Bossert, Donaldson, 1999). As such, there
are neutral with regards to fairness or social welfare considerations. It is
possible that lay perceptions of inequality might deviate from objective
measures of inequality precisely because lay perceptions might be influenced
by self-regarding or other-regarding motives.
First of these axioms is the anonymity principle, according to which the
identities of people receiving income should not affect the estimation of
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inequality. In contrast, we hypothesize that personal position in the
distribution might bias equality judgments, favoring equality perception
whenever a person is advantaged and favoring inequality perception whenever
a person is disadvantaged, violating the anonymity principle. Such bias could
arise from many different mechanisms that incorporate seemingly irrelevant
information into judgments, such as anchor effects (Markovsky, 1988),
motivated reasoning (Kunda, 1990), or using affect induced by rank as
information (van den Bos, 2003).
The second axiom is scale-independence, according to which a
proportional increase of all incomes by some factor should not change the
estimation of inequality. In measures of inequality used in economics, this
assumption is implemented by dividing a measure of dispersion by some
normalizing factor (thereafter referred to as ‘normalization’). In the case of the
Gini coefficient, for example, it is twice the mean of all incomes. Subjective
inequality judgments, however, do not necessarily exhibit scale-independence
(Amiel and Cowell, 1999). We test if scale-(in)dependence differs between
individuals and if it falls on a continuum between full insensitivity and fully
proportional scaling to the size of the economy, rather than being
characterized by categorical extremes.
The last axiom is the transfer-principle, according to which any transfer
of income from a richer to a poorer person should decrease inequality. It has
been found that lay perceptions of inequality are consistent with this principle
only in the case of transfers from the very rich, to the less rich, but not in the
case of transfers from the poor to the poorer (Amiel and Cowell, 1999). This
finding implies a differential sensitivity to changes in incomes in different parts
of the distribution: subjective perception of inequality might be different
depending on from whom the money is taken away from and to whom it is
given to. We evaluate this possibility statistically by fitting an extended version
of the Gini index (Yitzhaki, 1983) – an inequality measure that additionally
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quantifies the weight put on each part of the distribution, allowing for
differential sensitivity to changes in income across the distribution.
We also address the additivity principle, which is not part of the
normative set of axioms underlying inequality measurement but is one of the
assumptions in the social welfare theories (Temkin, 1983). According to this
principle, increasing income of any person that is not the target of income
aspirations (usually assumed to be the person at the top), should increase
social welfare. However, it has been observed that gradually adding incomes
to people in the middle of the distribution, starting from the right side of the
distribution, resulted in a U-shape pattern of inequality judgments (Amiel and
Cowell, 1999). Such a pattern is inconsistent with scale-independence and
additivity principles, which would predict a steady decrease. Here we suggest
that the above pattern arises due to the insensitivity of subjective perception
to skewness. More specifically, we predict that distributions that are a mirrorimage of each other in terms of skewness (while having the same range of
incomes and standard deviation) will be considered similarly unequal. We also
test if the violation of the additivity principle replicates in a situation where
distributions are presented separately and in random order, avoiding direct
contrasts between them – a confound noted by the authors of the previous
study (Amiel and Cowell, 1999).
Our approach introduces several methodological advances. We test
income distributions that participants had an opportunity to experience, rather
than hypothetical situations. The distributions in our experiment are presented
sequentially and in a random order, avoiding well-documented biases related
to simultaneous presentation (Kahneman and Thaler, 2006; Read et al., 2001)
or order effects (Mantonakis, 2009). The random and sequential presentation
also avoids highlighting the features of the distributions that the researcher is
interested in studying, minimizing the risk of participants conforming with
inferred expectations. We use continuous rather than categorical subjective
judgments, that allow for a more sensitive assessment of factors influencing
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the perception of inequality. We supplement our findings with statistical
analysis, extending so far mostly qualitative characterization of subjective
perceptions of inequality to a more quantitative understanding of the
phenomenon (Amiel and Cowell, 1999). Finally, we compare different
inequality measures used in economics and identify which of them most
closely match subjective perceptions of inequality. We also introduce the
Subjective Equality Index - an inequality measure based on the modified Gini
coefficient that exhibits many characteristics of the subjective perception of
inequality and fits participants' data better than any other tested measure.

METHODS
Participants
We recruited one hundred and ten participants from the University
College London subject pool to participate in an experiment (mean age
21.5[2.5], age range 18 – 35; 64% women). The experiment immediately
proceeded experiments 2 and 3 from Chapter 2, and was presented as a
second part of the study. For further details about the sample, please see
‘Participants’ section for study 2 and 3 in Chapter 2.
Behavioral task
In the experiments described in Chapter 2, participants had an
opportunity to experience different reward distributions. During this part, they
were shown 5 reward offers representing 60 different reward distributions over
60 trials. Rewards were expressed in points and were exchanged into monetary
rewards after the end of the experiment. On each trial, one reward out of five
was assigned to a participant at random. The participant then had to decide if
they accept the reward offer. If they accepted it, they had to perform a simple
math task to earn their reward. If they rejected it, they proceeded to the next
trial.
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In the second part of the experiment (Figure 1A), participants were
again presented with the same reward distributions as in the first part. This
time, however, instead of deciding to accept or reject the reward offer, they
were asked to judge how equal/unequal each distribution is, by clicking on a
continuous sliding scale.

Figure 1. Behavioral task and Reward distributions. A) The task consisted of 60 trials during
which participants, after viewing a reward distribution for 6 seconds, had to evaluate how
equal are the presented rewards offers. These reward distributions were experienced by
participants in the same form and order in a preceding task, in which participants had to decide
if they reject or accept the presented offer that was assigned to them at random, and marked
among 5 other offers by personal cartoon avatar. B) Out of 60 distributions, 30 income
distributions were based on a log-normal probability density function (corresponding to 10
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levels of Gini index uniformly distributed between 20 and 65, with 3 different median values).
Log-normal distribution approximates reward distributions encountered in the real world,
such as income distributions within countries (Pinkovskiy and Sala-i-Martin, 2009) and
companies (Lazear and Shaw, 2007). For illustration purposes, figures A, B, and C show only
ten of these income distributions based on only one scale value. C) To generate rewards
representative for the above distributions, we used an inverse cumulative density function of
these distributions, which assigns maximal income value earned by each percent of the
population. D) We next took an average income from each quintile of this function, with the
exclusion of the top 1 percentile, resulting in five representative values for each trial. The
inequality of reward offers used in the analysis was quantified based on these five values. E)
We transformed values from positively skewed distribution to create additional 30 negatively
skewed reward distributions. The resulting distributions had the same range and standard
deviation of rewards as the positively skewed distributions.

Distribution of reward offers
We created 60 different distributions in total and presented them in
random order. We generated 30 reward distributions based on a log-normal
probability density function (Figure 1B). We chose log-normal distribution as
it fits closely to real-world income structures within firms (Lazear and Shaw,
2016) and countries (Pinkovskiy and Sala-i-Martin, 2009). To vary the levels of
reward magnitude range and statistical dispersion we used a combination of
3 different scale parameters (0.55, 1, 1.45) and ten different standard
deviations, corresponding to values of the Gini coefficient varying uniformly
from 20 to 65 (Figure 2), resulting in 30 different distributions. Log-normal
distributions are always positively skewed. To generalize our findings, we also
included 30 negatively skewed distributions that were a mirror-image of the
positively skewed distributions by applying the following transformation of
representative values (Figure 1E):
𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 , 𝑥5 }
𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 = |𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 − 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 )| + min(𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 )
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Where 𝑥𝑛 is subject n payment offer in each trial, 𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 and 𝑥𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 are
payment offers of all participants in trials with positively and negatively skewed
distributions, respectively.
To generate reward offers representative of the above distributions, we
used an inverse cumulative density function of these distributions (Figure 1C),
which assigns maximal pay value earned by each percent of the population.
We next took an average pay from the subsequent 20 percentiles of this
function, with the exclusion of the top 1 percentile, resulting in 5 values
reflecting an average pay of each 20% of the population (Figure 1D). We
excluded the last percentile as it approaches infinity. Unfairness was quantified
based on these five representative values. To introduce variability to the
middle pay (that otherwise would be the same for all distributions generated
from the same median value) we additionally subtracted a number between 0
and 9 from each representative value in each distribution (in each distribution
the same number was subtracted for each value).
Model fitting
For the purposes of model comparisons, the models of subjective
perception of inequality were fit individually to each participant using the
least-squares method and fmincon function in MATLAB. To avoid convergence
of the fitting algorithm at the local minimum, each fitting procedure was rerun 100 times with random starting parameter values. The final parameter
estimates were chosen out of all 100 fitting procedures based on the highest
R2 value.

RESULTS
Subjective perception of inequality violates the anonymity principle
We start our investigation with the principle of anonymity. According
to this principle, the identity of the person receiving the income should not
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influence the estimation of inequality (Figure 2A). We hypothesized that
participants might be biased in their estimations of inequality by their position
in the distribution. To test this hypothesis, we created a linear mixed-effects
model predicting subjective inequality rating from a person’s income rank in
the distribution (centered at the middle rank) on each trial. The model also
included a random intercept for each participant, to account for inter-trial
correlations of equality ratings between trials.
We find that the higher the rank of the received offer, the more likely
participants perceived distribution as equal (β = 0.013, p < 0.001). The plot of
average equality ratings for each rank reveals that the effect was particularly
strong for the lowest rank (Figure 2A, third panel). Indeed, including a dummy
variable indicating if a person had the lowest rank on a particular trial suggests
that the effect is primarily driven by the reaction to being at the bottom of the
distribution (bottom rank dummy: β = -0.026, p < 0.01; rank: β = 0.006, p =
0.11). These results suggest that people are not impartial in their inequality
judgments when they are personally affected by the situation, violating the
anonymity principle.
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Figure 2. Subjective perception of inequality violates normative principle underlying
inequality measures. Here we present schematically the normative principle (first column), its
prediction about equality ratings (second column) and the actually observed behaviour (third
column). A) According to anonymity principle, position of a person in the distribution (marked
by black dot) should not matter for the estimation of equality. Instead, we observe that
participants with lower ranks (and especially the bottom rank) judge the distributions as less
equal than participants with higher ranks. B) According to the scale independence principle,
multiplying all incomes by some factor (x1.5 in the example), should not change estimation of
inequality. Instead, we observe that participants monotonically decrease their judgments of
equality with increasing scale. C) According to the additivity principle, adding incomes to the
middle incomes should increase social welfare. Increasing the mean income by doing so will
also decrease inequality, as estimated by Gini coefficient. Instead, we observe that when the
resulting distributions are a mirror image of each other, differing in skewness, they are judged
as similarly unequal. D) According to the transfer principle, transferring money from richer to
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poorer should increase equality. We observed that participants are consistent with the transfer
principle.

Subjective perception of inequality violates the scale-independence
principle
According to the scale-independence principle, multiplying all incomes
by some factor should not change the estimation of inequality (Figure 2B).
However, if participants focus on absolute rather than the relative magnitude
of incomes, then the perceived inequality should increase proportionally to the
multiplication factor. In the experiment, each level of inequality (as estimated
by Gini coefficient) was presented at 3 different scales (i.e. multiplicative
transformations of the same distribution), allowing us to compare the average
equality judgments between these scales while holding the scale-independent
inequality constant. We find that for the same Gini coefficients, distributions
with higher scale were judged as more unequal than distributions with lower
scales (Figure 2B; one-way ANOVA: F(2, 282) = 7.47, p < 0.001). We also find
that a regression model that uses mean absolute difference between incomes
(a scale-dependent version of the Gini coefficient, sometimes referred to as
absolute Gini coefficient), fits better to subjective inequality ratings (R2 = 0.38;
BIC = -3607) than a regression model that uses Gini coefficient (R2 = 0.34; BIC
= -3277). These results suggest that subjective perception of inequality
increases with the scale of the distribution, violating the scale-independence
principle.

Subjective perception of inequality violates the additivity principle.
A related issue concerns the additivity principle and sensitivity to
skewness (Figure 2C). According to the additivity principle, adding incomes to
people whose position is not the target of aspirations for others (usually the
top-income), should increase social welfare. What are the consequences of
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such an addition of income? It simultaneously changes dispersion, mean
income, and skewness of the distribution. Adding incomes to the middle
incomes of a positively skewed distribution will always make this distribution
more negatively skewed. Gini coefficient will always be lower for negatively
skewed distributions than for equivalent positively skewed distributions, due
to a higher mean income in the negatively skewed distributions, which acts as
a scale-normalizing factor for the Gini coefficient. Based on the above, one
would predict that adding incomes to the middle part of the distributions
should decrease inequality.
The previous study has shown that it is not always the case: gradually
adding incomes to subsequent ranks, starting from the second-highest rank
and stopping at the second-lowest rank, resulted in an inverse U-shape pattern
of changes in equality estimation (Amiel and Cowell, 1999). This result suggests
that there is some tipping point after which adding incomes increased
perceived inequality in the above case. We hypothesize this pattern occurred
due to insensitivity to skewness, defined as a similar subjective perception of
inequality for positively and negatively skewed distributions that are a mirror
image of each other. Indeed, when we compare pairs of distributions that
differed in skewness sign but matched in range of incomes and standard
deviation, we find no significant difference in the subjective perception of
inequality between them (Figure 2C; t(94) = 0.55, p = 0.58), despite a large
difference in average Gini coefficient (0.37 vs. 0.21). However, it is unclear if
this result can be fully explained by scale-dependence or perhaps represents
a separate feature of subjective perception – an issue that we return to later
while attempting to model different features of inequality perception
simultaneously.
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Subjective perception of inequality is consistent with the transfer
principle.
According to the transfer principle, any transfer of income from a richer
to poorer person should decrease inequality (Figure 2D). To test if participants
are sensitive to such transfers, we compared 15 pairs of distributions that could
be considered a result of such transfers. In these distributions, the sum of
wealth was roughly equal, but they differed in the share of income of people
at the lower positions (see Table 1. for statistical comparison of each pair). On
average, distributions where the poor had a higher share of wealth were
considered as more equal than distributions where they had a lower share
(Figure 2D; t(94) = -2.78, p < 0.01), suggesting that subjective perceptions of
inequality are consistent with the transfer principle. In all compared pairs of
distributions, the average difference of perceived inequality after and before
the transfer was positive, suggesting strong support for the transfer principle
(Table 1.). Only in one case, the comparison was not significant at least at the
0.1 level, and this case involved simultaneous transfer to the poorest and the
richest.

Table 1. Test of transfer principle. The table shows pairs of distributions that can be
considered a result of the transfer of income from one to another. Some cases involve a ‘leaky
bucket’, that is the sum of wealth after the transfer is slightly lower than before transfer.
However, in none of the cases the loss is greater than 5 points. Mean equality rating between
distribution D2 and D1 reports the difference between average equality ratings for each
distribution. Positive values indicate an increase in inequality after the transfer. P-value is
based on a non-parametric signed-rank test. * p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, ***, p < 0.001.
Distribution D1

Distribution D2

Mean

Before transfer

After transfer

equality

p-value

rating
D2 – D1
19 27 34 43 65

25 31 36 42 54

0.0788

**

7 21 43 87 297

29 50 72 104 196

0.1039

***

10 72 90 101 110

23 68 86 98 111

0.0389

0.072

86

20 79 100 113 127

48 77 91 103 119

0.0408

*

15 111 139 156 170

33 103 130 150 170

0.0655

***

5 139 167 180 189

29 121 153 175 196

0.0207

0.16

13 21 31 47 94

25 37 43 48 54

0.1738

***

10 19 30 48 110

22 39 46 52 59

0.1798

***

8 17 29 50 129

19 41 50 57 65

0.1444

***

7 15 28 52 155

17 46 57 65 73

0.1523

***

5 14 27 55 189

15 52 65 74 82

0.1302

***

13 60 76 86 94

15 52 65 74 82

0.0389

0.054

15 29 46 74 170

13 60 76 86 94

0.0715

**

7 21 43 87 297

8 87 108 120 129

0.0322

0.053

19 27 34 43 65

25 31 36 42 54

0.0788

**

A separate problem concerns the sensitivity to transfers between
different parts of the distribution. Previous studies have found that although
people mostly agree with the general statement that transferring money to a
poorer person decreases inequality when the problem is described verbally,
the results are more mixed when the problem involves comparing distributions
presented numerically (Amiel and Cowell, 1999). In particular, subjective
perception of inequality agrees with the transfer principle only when the
money is transferred from the very rich to the poor, but not when it is
transferred from poor to the poorer, suggesting greater sensitivity of
inequality perception to changes in the upper part of the distribution (Amiel
and Cowell, 1999). To assess more formally if this was the case in the current
dataset, we fit a non-normalized Extended Gini Index - a modification of the
Gini Index designed to quantify such sensitivity, equivalent to the mean
absolute difference that assigns different weights to the different parts of the
distribution. The fit was performed on all trials, as oppose to testing only pairs
of distributions that can be considered a result of transfer of income between
each other. We find that the median value of the sensitivity parameter was
equal to 2.69, significantly higher than the neutral point, which for the
Extended Gini Index is equal to 2 (non-parametric signed-rank test: z = 3.38, p
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< 0.001). Contrary to the previous study, this result indicates that participants
put more emphasis on the bottom rather than the top part of the distribution
when making inequality judgments.

Comparison of non-parametric measures approximating subjective
perception of inequality
What objective measure could approximate the subjective perception
of inequality? To answer this question, we fit 12 different non-parametric
inequality measures to the data, using a mixed-effects linear regression model
that also included a random intercept for each participant. These included:
mean, median, standard deviation, coefficient of variation, Theil index, Hoover
index, Gini index, mean absolute difference, 20/20 ratio, range of incomes, top
income, and bottom income (Figure 3.). Consistent with earlier suggestions,
the mean absolute difference of incomes explained the highest amount of
variance in the subjective perception of inequality (R2 = 0.3801) when
considering a measure that fits overall best to all participants. It is closely
followed by range of incomes (R2 = 0.3796) and standard deviation (R2 =
0.3790).
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Figure 3. Comparison of fits of non-parametric measures of inequality.

A new parametric measure approximating subjective perception of
inequality.
So far, we have analyzed the properties of the subjective perception of
inequality in isolation from each other. However, it is possible that multiple
different features can be explained by one underlying factor, as suggested
before for skewness-insensitivity and scale-dependence. Furthermore, nonparametric measures do not allow for the assessment of the continuous nature
of some features of the subjective perception, possibly mischaracterizing some
of them. For example, participants may be scale-independent to some extent
but rely on an imperfect normalization. Additionally, a measure with
parameters fit individually to each person allows us to draw a picture of interindividual variability. For these reasons, we develop a new parametric measure
of subjective equality (SE) that aims to approximate the observed inequality
perception.
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We take the mean absolute difference (MAD) as a starting point, which
is expressed as:
𝑛

𝑛

1
MAD = 2 ∑ ∑|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 |
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑗=1

Where 𝑛 is the number of incomes in the distribution, and 𝑥𝑖 is an individual
income.
To model scale (in)dependence in a continuous way, we normalize MAD
by the average income and multiply the normalization factor by the parameter
𝜃 ∈ ℝ≥0 .
1 𝑛
𝑛
2 ∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 |
𝑛
SE =
1 + 𝜃𝑥̅
Where:
𝑥̅ =

1
∑ 𝑥𝑖
𝑛

For 𝜃 = 0, SE is equal to MAD, and for 𝜃 = 2, SE is roughly equal to the Gini
index.
To account for the possible existence of skewness insensitivity
mechanism separate from the scale-dependence, we used the mean of
extreme incomes as an alternative normalization factor:
1
𝑥̂ = [𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥) + 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥)]
2
1 𝑛
𝑛
2 ∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 |
𝑛
SE =
1 + 𝜃𝑥̂
Where x is a vector of all incomes. This normalization factor can enforce scale
independence while giving the same estimation of inequality for positively and
negatively skewed distributions, which have the same range of incomes.
To allow for a continuous expression of skewness (in)sensitivity, we
introduce parameter 𝛿 ∈ [0, 1] .
1 𝑛
𝑛
2 ∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 |
𝑛
SE =
1 + 𝜃((1 − 𝛿 )𝑥̅ + (𝛿 )𝑥̂)
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For 𝛿 = 1, a person is entirely insensitive to skewness, irrespective of their scaledependence, and for 𝛿 = 0, a person considers negatively skewed distribution
as more equal, to the extent that they are scale-dependent.
To investigate if the subjective perception of inequality has a different
sensitivity to transfers in different parts of the distribution, we used extended
Gini index, that was developed for that purpose (Yitzhaki, 1983). Nonnormalized Extended Gini (EG) is calculated as follows:
𝑛

EG = 2 ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ ) [(1 − 𝐹 )𝑣−1 − ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (1 − 𝐹 )𝑣−1 ]
𝑖=1
𝑖−1

𝐹 = ∑ 𝑤𝑗 +
𝑗=0

𝑤𝑖
2

Where 𝑛 is the number of incomes in the distribution, 𝑤 is a vector of weights
1

that will be equal to w = 𝑛 in the case where all incomes represent equal parts
of the population, and 𝑣 is the sensitivity parameter. For 𝑣 = 1, a person is
not sensitive to inequality, for 𝑣 < 2 a person is more sensitive to the upper
part of the distribution, for 𝑣 = 2 they are more sensitive to the middle part of
the distribution (at this parameter value EG is also equivalent to standard Gini
index), and for 𝑣 > 2 they are more sensitive to the lower part of the
distribution.
Extended Gini index normalized according to the rules outlined above
(or simpler normalization factors accordingly) will take the following form:
2 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )[(1 − 𝐹 )𝑣−1 − ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (1 − 𝐹 )𝑣−1 ]
SE =
1 + 𝜃((1 − 𝛿 )𝑥̅ + (𝛿 )𝑥̂)
Finally, in situations where the person making a judgment is also a
recipient of one of the incomes, the above equation will be augmented with a
person’s income rank 𝑅.
To fit the above equation to the subjective perception of inequality that
was expressed on a bounded continuous scale ranging from 0 to 1, we used
the logistic function, that transforms the above continuous SE into a variable
ranging from 0 to 1:
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𝑓(𝑆𝐸 ) =

1
1+

𝑒 −(𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑆𝐸 +𝛽2 𝑅)

Where 𝛽0 is the intercept or the indifference point, 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are respectively
relative weights of dispersion and rank. Both SE and R are z-scored prior to
being entered into the logistic function.
Overall, the full model has six free parameters: 𝜃, 𝛿, 𝑣, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , 𝛽0 , which
describe scale sensitivity, skewness sensitivity, transfer sensitivity, dispersion
sensitivity, rank sensitivity and indifference point respectively.
We compared the full model, with its simpler variations. As a
benchmark, we also include in the comparison the best performing nonparametric measure (MAD), described in the previous section, and the two
most widely used parametric measures of inequality: Atkinson index and
Generalized Entropy Index. All these alternative dispersion measures were
entered into the logistic regression instead of SE. To evaluate the performance
of these measures, we compare them on their Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) score, which simultaneously considers the log-likelihood of the model,
and penalizes the model for its complexity, promoting a choice of the most
parsimonious solutions among best-fitting models.
We find that a five-parameter version of the SE (𝜃, 𝑣, 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 ) that
includes all parameters except a parameter that expresses skewness sensitivity
in a continuous fashion (but includes skewness insensitive normalizing factor)
outperformed all other models according to the BIC score (BIC = - 23775; R2
= 0.52; Table 2.). Full model with all six parameters (𝜃, 𝛿, 𝑣, 𝛽1 , 𝛽2 , 𝛽0 ) explained
the highest amount of variance (R2 = 0.53). However, an increase of explained
variance was not substantial enough to justify the inclusion of an additional
parameter (BIC = -23522). These versions of the model also outperformed
other widely used parametric inequality measures: the Atkinson Index (BIC = 23354; R2 = 0.47) and the Generalized Entropy Index (BIC = -22722; R2 = 0.42),
as well as Mean Absolute Difference (BIC = -22860; R2 = 0.39), which was the
best non-parametric approximation of perceived inequality.
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The median value of the intercept of the best fitting model suggests
that participants’ ratings were on average significantly below the midpoint of
the scale, indicating that participants perceived the distributions as more
unequal than equal (𝛽0 = -0.57, z = -7.07, p < 0.0001). Participants also judged
the distributions as less equal the higher the quantified dispersion (𝛽1 = -0.51,
z = -7.43, p < 0.001), supporting the idea that people are sensitive to measures
of statistical dispersion, even when they are based on observation of just 5
numbers. We also find that the lower the participants rank, the more the
distributions was perceived unequal, violating the anonymity principle (𝛽2 =
0.02, z = 3.32, p < 0.001). The median value of the scale sensitivity parameter
𝜃 was equal to 0.05 (z = -4.16, p <0.001), significantly different from 2 (which
would indicate scale-independence similar to Gini Index), suggesting that
people strongly violate scale-independence principle. Out of all participants,
only 16.84% had a parameter value equal to or greater than 1, indicating that
a great majority of participants are scale-sensitive. The median value of the
transfer sensitivity parameter 𝑣 was equal to 2.27 (z = 4.05, p < 0.001),
significantly higher than 2 (which would indicate greater emphasis on the
middle income, similar to Gini index), indicating that people put a greater
emphasis on the changes in incomes in the lower part of the distribution.
To test if value uncertainty could moderate any of the above effects, we
compared the median parameter values between a group of participants who
were informed about the value of points prior to the task, to participants who
were informed about the value of points after the task. Neither of the
parameters significantly differed between these two-groups (𝜃: z = -0.00, p =
0.99; 𝑣: z = 1.71, p = 0.09; 𝛽0 : z =0.57, p =0.57; 𝛽1 : z = 1.09, p = 0.28; 𝛽2 : z = 0.14, p = 0.89), suggesting that uncertainty about value does not influence
how people judge distributions of rewards.

Comparison of fits of Subjective Equality Index and other measures of inequality. The
table reports the mean R2 and the Bayesian Information Criterion summed over participants,
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based on models fit individually to each participant. We tested different specifications of the
Subjective Equality index that included a combination of four factors: scale insensitivity
parameter, skewness insensitivity parameter, skewness normalization factor, and transfer
insensitivity parameter. The skewness insensitivity parameter was always paired with skewness
normalization factor. All models include rank of income. Models without the rank of income
had a worse fit in each case (see Supplementary Table 2.) The Subjective Equality indexes are
ordered from the best to the worst fitting model. The last three rows include Atkinson Index,
Generalized Entropy Index and Mean Absolute Difference for comparison.
Scale

Skewness

Skewness

Transfer

Mean

(in)sensitivity

(in)sensitivity

normalization

(in)sensitivity

R2

x

x

0.52

-23775

x

0.52

-23737

0.48

-23675

0.53

-23522

0.50

-23506

x

0.49

-23371

x

0.47

-23368

x

0.43

-23331

x

x

0.46

-23146

x

x

0.48

-23126

0.44

-22966

Atkinson Index

0.47

-23354

Generalized Entropy Index

0.42

-22722

Mean Absolute Difference

0.39

-22860

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

BIC

DISCUSSION
To understand the effect of inequality on society, we first have to decide
how to measure it. Economists have suggested many different ways in which
inequality can be quantified. However, we still lack the basic understanding of
how people form intuitive inequality judgments based on examples of
distributions of incomes presented to them. The current study fills in this gap,
by characterizing in detail computations that govern subjective perceptions of
statistical dispersion. We build on the seminal work of Amiel and Cowell (1999),
who in a series of surveys showed that people in their judgments of pairs of
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distributions tend to violate many principles assumed in economic measures
of inequality. We expand this work and introduce a novel methodology. We
demonstrate that people violate the anonymity principle, by being affected by
their position in the distribution, the scale-independence principle, by being
affected by the size of the economy, and the additivity principle, by being
insensitive to the addition of incomes that transforms positively skewed
distributions into negatively skewed ones. We find that people on average
respect the transfer principle, according to which a transfer of income from a
richer person to poorer person should decrease inequality. We synthesize
these findings by developing a Subjective Equality Index – a parametric model
of inequality perception that fits better to participants' data than any other
conventional measure of inequality.
Amiel and Cowell (1999) have concluded that the majority of people
respect the anonymity principle, agreeing that inequality of the distribution
does not change if specific ranks of people in the distribution are re-arranged
while holding everything else constant. In the study mentioned above,
participants had to make a judgment about a hypothetical distribution of
income between anonymous people. Here we take a different approach where
a person making a judgment is also a recipient of one of the incomes in the
distribution. In contrast to previous findings, we show that in such situations
people judge the distributions as more unequal when they are at lower ranks
than when they are at higher ranks.
Despite clear violation of the anonymity principle, this finding is
consistent with many theories, including the Fehr-Schmidt inequality aversion
model (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999) and relative deprivation theory (Hirschman,
1973), according to which disadvantageous inequality should be more aversive
than advantageous inequality. We can speculate that a person’s rank could
exhibit its effect on general judgments of inequality through a number of
different mechanisms. First of all, people could be unable to take a general
perspective and ignore their personal position when evaluating the
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distribution of incomes. It also possible that personal rank is a salient feature
of the distribution that captures people’s attention and anchors their general
judgment (Markovsky, 1988). Another possibility is that one’s rank induces
feelings, that are subsequently interpreted as additional information about
how ‘good’ or ‘bad’ is the distribution (van den Bos, 2003). Finally, when people
are disadvantaged by the distribution they might be motivated to reach the
conclusion that the distribution is ‘bad’ and therefore the wealth needs to be
redistributed, but motivated to reach an opposite conclusion when they
benefit from it (Kunda, 1990). As the current study does not allow us to discern
the possible influences of these different mechanisms, future studies will need
to employ more elaborate study designs to explain why personal rank biases
general inequality judgments.
Apart from the violation of the anonymity principle, we also find strong
evidence for violation of the scale-independence principle: multiplying all
incomes by some factor increases perceived inequality, despite no effect on
the Gini coefficient. Based on our model of subjective equality judgments, we
estimate that only 16.84% of participants exhibited at least a moderate degree
of scale-independence. Violation of scale-independence by subjective
perceptions of inequality is shared with some ‘absolute’ inequality measures
that do not use normalization, such as the mean absolute difference. Some
economists have called for broader utilization of such absolute measures for
theoretical and practical reasons (Atkinson and Brandolini, 2010; Yitzhaki,
2002; Bandyopadhyay, 2018). Closer alignment with the public perception of
inequality could be another argument for wider use of such measures. Indeed,
we find that the mean absolute difference fits to participants’ data best, out of
all non-parametric measures of inequality.
According to the additivity principle, increasing income of any person
that is not the target of income aspirations (usually assumed to be the person
at the top), should increase social welfare. Here we investigated if the addition
of incomes to people in the middle of the distribution, that transforms a
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positively skewed distribution into its negatively skewed mirror-image, would
change the perception of inequality. Although according to both additivity
principle and scale-independence principle inequality should decrease in such
a situation, we observed that people judge distributions that are a mirrorimage of each other as similarly unequal. This result could be potentially
explained by full scale-dependence, as the normalization by the mean income
is the main reason why most objective inequality measures would evaluate
negatively skewed distribution as less equal than a positively skewed one that
is a mirror-image of it. However, we do find that most participants exhibit some
degree of scale-independence, and therefore should judge positively and
negatively skewed distributions differently if they used mean of all incomes as
a normalizing factor. Instead, our modeling results suggest that skewness
insensitivity most likely originates from normalization by a skewness
insensitive factor, such as the mean of extreme values. This implies that people
focus on the top and bottom income, when adjusting their judgments for the
scale of the economy, consistent with suggestions that these points might be
the most salient parts of the distribution (Schneider, 2019; Powdthavee,
Burkhauser, De Neve, 2017). In the case of positively skewed distributions, a
minority or people are rich while the majority is poor, while in the case of
negatively skewed distributions the majrotiy is rich, while the minority is poor.
Although according to the additivity principle the latter case should be judged
as the one with higher social welfare, letting the minority to stay poor while
the society is getting richer might be perceived as unequal as letting the
minority to get rich, as suggested by our results.
The last explored axiom is the transfer principle, according to which
transferring money from a richer to poorer person should decrease inequality.
In our study, most participants agreed with the transfer principle. This support
is reassuring, as this axiom is fundamental for most objective inequality
measures. We also explored if transfers between different parts of the
distribution lead to different changes in the estimation of inequality. In line
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with social welfare theories according to which inequality measures should be
more concerned with the well-being of the poor than the rich (Sen, 1992), we
find that participants were more sensitive to changes in the lower part of the
distribution than the higher part. In other words, the transfer of money to the
poor from moderately wealthy decreased inequality to a greater extent than
the transfer of money to moderately wealthy from the rich. However, this
pattern of results differs from the findings in the previous study (Amiel and
Cowell, 1999), which suggested that people are more sensitive to changes in
incomes in the upper part of the distribution. This discrepancy might be due
to differences in methodology. The current study estimated the sensitivity to
different parts of the distribution parametrically based on a continuous
measure of perceived inequality, while the previous study drew conclusions
from a general pattern of percentages of categorical responses.
The above findings are combined in a new parametric measure of
Subjective Equality, which is based on the extended Gini coefficient. It consists
of five parameters: a) intercept, describing an average reaction to a
distribution, b) relative weight put on dispersion, describing the strength of
the relation between the quantified inequality and subjective expression of
inequality, c) relative weight put on person’s income rank, describing to what
extent a person is biased by their own position in the distribution, d) strength
of normalization, regulating the extent to which the person’s perception of
inequality is scale-independent, and e) transfer sensitivity, describing the
weight put on changes in income in different parts of the distribution.
Additionally, the model includes skewness-insensitive normalizing factor, by
which the measure of dispersion is divided. We show that this index of
Subjective Equality fits better to participants' data than any other commonly
used measure, including other parametric inequality indices such as Atkinson
Index and Generalized Entropy Index, and non-parametric measures such as
Gini Coefficient or Mean Absolute Difference. We also show that the five
parameter version of the Subjective Equality index outperforms its simpler
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specifications, and greater complexity sufficiently improves the model fit to
justify the loss of parsimony. For researchers who are interested in
approximating subjective perceptions of equality, but whose paradigms do not
allow for the fitting of the above model, we recommend using mean absolute
difference, as it was the best fitting non-parametric model in our study.
As pointed by Atkinson (1970), even seemingly objective measures of
inequality are based on subjective assumptions about social welfare and
arbitrary criteria of what should be important for a measure of dispersion. The
subjectivity of these assumptions creates a need for an evaluation of how well
they represent more widespread views on inequality. Our findings suggest that
in many cases the objective measures and lay perceptions deviate from each
other. In general, lay perceptions of inequality seem to be influenced by
considerations of personal and societal welfare, as evident from personal rank
bias, greater sensitivity to transfers to the poor than the rich, and similar
evaluations of situations where a minority is much poorer than the majority
and where minority is much richer than the majority. Important limitation of
the current study is that subjective inequality judgments do not necessarily
directly map to explicit welfare judgments, and some initial work suggests that
these might differ in some cases (Amiel, Cowell, and Gaertner, 2012). Future
work will need to address this problem by simultaneously asking participants
about inequality, fairness and valence of evaluated distributions.
Overall, our study provides a quantitative characterization of principles
governing subjective judgments of inequality and outlines a framework for
future studies aiming to investigate the relationship between perceived
inequality and other behaviors. In contrast to previous research (Amiel and
Cowell, 1999), we do find that participants violate the anonymity principle, are
almost entirely scale-dependent, and respect the transfer principle while being
more sensitive to transfers in the lower part of the distribution. We also find
that they are insensitive to skewness, possibly due to both scale-dependence
and normalization of dispersion that is insensitive to skewness. Our Subjective
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Equality Index incorporates these features into one measure while providing
flexibility for estimating variability in the above patterns. In a broader context,
our findings contribute to ongoing interdisciplinary efforts in characterizing
the behavioral reactions to inequality and are important for many different
lines of research, including numerical perception, contextual influences on
valuation, and welfare economics.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary Table 1. Reward offers. Each row corresponds to a separate trial presented
to participants.
th

5
25
22
19
17
15
13
10
8
7
5
34
30
27
23
20
17
15
12
10
7
48
43
38
33
29
25
21
18
15

th

4
31
29
27
25
23
21
19
17
15
14
44
41
39
36
34
31
29
26
24
21
64
60
57
53
50
47
43
40
37

Rank
3rd
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
27
51
50
49
48
47
46
46
45
44
43
76
75
74
73
72
71
70
69
68

2nd
42
42
43
44
45
47
48
50
52
55
60
62
64
66
68
71
74
77
81
87
90
93
96
100
104
109
114
120
127

100

1st
54
59
65
73
82
94
110
129
155
189
79
88
98
111
127
146
170
201
242
297
119
133
150
170
196
226
265
315
379

12
25
22
19
17
15
13
10
8
7
5
34
30
27
23
20
17
15
12
10
7
48
43
38
33
29
25
21
18
15
12

33
37
39
41
46
52
60
72
87
110
139
53
56
61
68
79
92
111
136
171
217
77
83
92
103
121
142
172
213
267
342

67
43
46
50
57
65
76
90
108
134
167
62
68
76
86
100
117
139
168
208
261
91
101
114
130
153
180
216
264
326
411

136
48
52
57
65
74
86
101
120
147
180
69
77
86
98
113
132
156
187
228
283
103
116
131
150
175
204
243
293
357
445

466
54
59
65
73
82
94
110
129
155
189
79
88
98
111
127
146
170
201
242
297
119
133
150
170
196
226
265
315
379
466

Supplementary Table 2. Comparison of fits of Subjective Equality Index and other
measures of inequality, without including the rank of income.
Scale

Skewness

Skewness

Transfer

Mean

(in)sensitivity

(in)sensitivity

normalization

(in)sensitivity

R2

x

x

0.48

-23696

x

0.48

-23633

0.44

-23608

0.49

-23421

0.46

-23431

0.43

-22917

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x
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x

x

BIC

x

0.39

-23278

x

0.43

-23302

x

x

0.41

-23084

x

x

0.44

-23054

0.40

-22515

Atkinson Index

0.43

-23276

Generalized Entropy Index

0.38

-22654

Mean Absolute Difference

0.35

-22814

x

x
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ABSTRACT
Do personal life evaluations change depending on relative living standard of
people in other foreign countries? To investigate this possibility, we quantified
the relative position of countries and individuals within their regions of the
world and tested if they are related to ratings of the current well-being. We
used responses from the World Gallup Poll – a representative survey of over 2
million individuals from 154 countries. We show that an individual's life
satisfaction is not only related to the relative position of their living standard
in comparison to people in other countries, but is also related to a relative
position of their country in international rankings of living standards,
suggesting a coexistence of international comparisons based on personal and
national identity. Independently, we find that inequality of living standards
between countries is negatively related to average well-being across different
regions of the world. A model that incorporated country's international rank,
as well as inequality between countries in different regions of the world,
outperformed 13 different models based on previous theories describing how
relative value could influence well-being. These findings suggest that social
comparisons affecting well-being extend beyond national borders, and span
from comparisons of personal living standard with the situation of people in
other countries, to more general considerations of international inequality.
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INTRODUCTION
Does well-being of a country depend on the living standards of its
neighboring countries? The standard approach to analyzing factors underlying
the average life-satisfaction in a country is to look at factors directly affecting
citizens within a country, such as quality of healthcare, access to education, or
living wages adjusted for costs of living (Anand and Sen, 1994; Helliwell, Huan,
Wang, 2019). Many studies have also suggested that having a relatively better
living standard than a comparison group matters at least as much for life
satisfaction as the actual living standard: it has been shown that people are
more satisfied with their lives when they are more wealthy than their neighbors
vs. less wealthy than their neighbors, irrespective of their actual wealth
(Firebaugh and Schroeder, 2009; Luttmer, 2005; Brown, Gray, and Roberts,
2019). Studies that demonstrated the effect of relative wealth have
predominantly focused on comparisons within and between peer-groups,
workplaces or districts. However, globally the most significant differences in
living standards are not between different occupations, demographics, or
communities, but between people living in different countries: according to
some estimates country of birth accounts for as much as 66% of the variation
in living standards worldwide (Milanovic, 2015). Despite recognition that
relative comparisons matter, the potential effect of an international context on
individuals' well-being remains relatively unexplored.
Past work on inter-group relations suggests that people often identify
themselves with the group that they belong to and incorporate the relative
position of their group into their sense of self-worth (Ellemers, Knippenberg
and Wilke, 1990; Smith and Tyler, 1997). Nationality is arguably one of the most
important group-defining characteristics. Therefore, it is possible that when
people evaluate their lives, they not only think about their living standard but
also about the living standard of their fellow compatriots relative to the living
standard of people in other countries. Here we investigate if a person's wellbeing could be affected by such international comparisons.
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We suggest that individuals engage in at least two different types of
international comparisons: country-level and personal-level. Country-level
comparisons would be related to a status of a country on an international
stage, based on the average wealth of its citizens relative to average wealth of
citizens in other countries. Such contrast could be related to group
comparisons based on national-identity, similar to comparisons that have
been observed for other group defining characteristics, such as gender or race,
and which have been shown to be related to feelings of pride and shame
(Smith and Tyler, 1997; Salice and Sánchez, 2016). For example, a person could
derive some utility from the knowledge that their country is doing well on the
international stage, irrespective of their personal wealth. On the other hand,
personal-level international comparisons would involve a contrast of an
individual's own living standard with the living standard of people in other
countries, which could be related to counterfactual thoughts about the life that
the person could live if they moved to a different country. For example, a
knowledge that a person would have a better living standard if they lived in a
different country, despite a high position in their own country, could have a
negative effect on a person's well-being. The possibility of such comparisons
assumes that people have at least some rudimentary knowledge about the
living standards in other countries. In line with this assumption, it has been
found that subjective perceptions of living standards of foreign countries
correlate with Gross Domestic Product of these countries, making it likely that
people might use such information to position themselves and their country
in the international context (Lahusen and Kiess, 2016; Delhey and Kohler 2006).
One methodological challenge concerning studying the potential effect
of international comparisons is the lack of consensus about what aspects of
the distribution people focus on when comparing themselves to others in a
multi-agent setting. Different theories and experiments suggest that people
might be affected by comparison to the mean income (Helson, 1964; Ferrer-iCarbonell, 2005), top income (Powdthavee et al., 2017), their income's rank
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(Brown et al., 2008), position in the range of incomes (Soltani, De Martino, and
Camerer, 2012; Hagerty, 2000; Rangel and Clithero, 2012), inequality between
incomes (Oishi, Kesebir and Diener, 2011), disadvantageous and advantageous
inequality (Rutledge et al., 2016; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999), or some
combination of these ideas (Powdthavee et al., 2017; Gesiarz, De Neve, Sharot,
2020; Clark and D'Ambrosio, 2015). Here we pit against each other 13 different
operationalizations of how international context of others' incomes could
affect a person's well-being, allowing us not only to document the existence
of the phenomenon but also pinpoint the most plausible mechanisms that are
involved in international comparisons.
The proposed hypotheses are tested using the Gallup World Poll - a
representative survey covering 98% of world's countries, including responses
from more than 2.08 million individuals gathered annually during the years
2006 - 2018. We focus on evaluative well-being, defined as satisfaction about
one's life overall, and measured by a Cantril Ladder. Our findings provide an
extension of the relative income hypothesis to an international scale, putting
it to a test in a global sample. By evaluating predictions of different theories
of social comparisons we advance several theoretical avenues and broaden
our understanding of the impact of globalization on human well-being.

RESULTS
Following the findings that people tend to compare themselves to
similar or proximate others (Clark and Senik, 2010; Pérez-Asenjo, 2011), we
defined international comparison groups based on the regions of the world
(according to the regional division made in the Gallup World Poll; see Figure
2A). These regions overlap with cultural clusters identified by other authors
(Ronen and Shenkar, 2013). An alternative approach would involve defining
comparison groups based on sharing a border. However, such an approach
ignores broader cultural, political and historical ties between countries (e.g. the
former Soviet Union) and is problematic in the case of countries separated by
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bodies of water (e.g. the United Kingdom). After defining the comparisons
groups, we quantified the international comparisons within these groups as
described below.
Higher rank of a country and lower inequality between countries is
associated with higher average well-being, irrespective of the absolute living
standard of a country.
We perform the analysis on two levels: country-level, using
representative samples, and on an individual level, taking into account other
factors that might underlie the effect of international comparisons, but using
a non-representative sample due to missing values for some control variables.
We first focus on average life satisfaction in a representative sample of
individuals in 154 countries. Previous research has used many different
conceptualizations of social comparisons. To establish what aspects of the
distribution of living standards matter most for the international comparisons,
we run a series of regression models with thirteen different quantifications of
relative value (see Methods and Figure 1., for the full list). Apart from the
relative value, all models included also the absolute living standard of a
country. To select the best fitting and most parsimonious model, we used the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), which uses information about loglikelihood to assess the model fit, and penalizes the model for its complexity
(Wasserman, 2000). Based on this criterion, we find that a model incorporating
the rank of a country and inequality between countries in the regions of the
world best accounts for the differences in life satisfaction observed in the data
(See Figure 1.).
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Figure 1. Models of living standards comparisons. The plot shows the fits of different
models of international comparisons. Each model comprised of the international comparison
component and absolute living standard of a country (log gross national income per capita at
purchasing power parity). To compare the models, we used the Bayesian Information Criterion.
Red bars indicate which models were better than the Null model consisting of only absolute
living standards. Labels indicate as follows: (a) median: difference from the median living
standard in the region, (b) mean: difference with the mean living standard in the region, (c)
top: difference from the highest living standard in the region, (d) bottom: difference from the
lowest living standard in the region, (e) range: living standard normalized by the range of living
standards in the region, (f) rank: rank of living standard in the region, (g) disadvantage:
disadvantageous inequality, (h) advantage: advantageous inequality, (i) inequality: inequality
of living standards between countries. The best model according to the BIC score was a model
consisting of a country’s rank in the region of the world and inequality between countries in
the region of the world.
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Figure 2. Rank of a country and inequality between countries of living standards in the
regions of the world. The plot illustrates the distribution of variables used in the rankinequality model of international comparisons, averaged over the years 2006 -2018. (A) Shows
regions of the World, based on the classification made by Gallup World Poll. (B) Shows
absolute living standards of countries, based on Log Gross National Income at Purchasing
Power Parity per capita (Log GNI PPP pc). (C) Shows country’s rank of living standards in the
region of the world, normalized within each region to range from 0 to 1. (D) Shows inequality
of living standards between countries in each region, quantified as Gini index.

We find that absolute living standard (β = 0.69, p < 0.0001) and
country’s rank in a region of the world (β = 0.12, p < 0.0001) are positively
related to average life satisfaction, while the inequality between countries in
the regions of the world (β = -0.28, p < 0.0001) is negatively related to average
life satisfaction (See Figure 2. for the distribution of variables used in the
winning model). In other words, controlling for the actual living standard in a
country, countries with a relatively higher living standard than others in the
region have higher average life satisfaction than countries with a lower living
standard. Independently, countries in regions of the world with more unequal
living standards between countries have lower average life satisfaction than
countries in the regions with similar living standards. These results suggest a
world-wide and population-wide effect of international comparisons on
average life satisfaction of countries.
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An individual’s life satisfaction is related to personal rank, rank of their country
and inequality between countries in the regions of the world.

Figure 3. The panel illustrates different levels of social comparisons that were included in the
regression models. At the country level, a person can focus on the rank of their income in their
own country. At the international level, they can engage in at least three different types of
comparisons characterized by a different extent of generality. At the lowest level, they can
focus on their personal rank in their region of the world, e.g. in Europe. At the mid-level, they
can focus on the rank of their country in the region of the world that requires an abstraction
from a personal situation. At the highest level, they can focus on inequality between countries
in the region of the world that requires abstraction from a situation of their own country.

The above analysis focused on aggregated life satisfaction in
representative samples in 154 countries. To check the robustness of the effect,
we next investigate if the above results hold when predicting the life
satisfaction of individual respondents while controlling for a range of variables
that might underlie the effect of the international rank of a country and
inequality between countries in the regions of the world. Analysis of individuals
additionally allows us to differentiate personal-level from country-level
international comparisons by including rank of a person in their country, and
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rank of a person in their region of the world - both calculated as income
percentile that a person belongs to in the population (See Figure 3. for the
classification of different levels of social comparisons and Methods section for
details).
We control for three types of variables: (i) characteristics of an individual (e.g.,
household income), (ii) characteristics of a country that an individual is living
in (e.g., country’s unemployment rate), (iii) characteristics of a region of the
world that an individual is living in (e.g., political stability of the region).
Additionally, the model included a fixed effect for the year of the survey,
country and region of the world, that allowed us to control for the effects
specific for years, countries or regions not accounted for by other variables
(see Figure 5. for the full list of the control variables). Consistently with the
results about the average life satisfaction on a country level, we find that rank
of a country in a region of the world is related positively (β = 0.09, p < 0.01),
and inequality between countries is related negatively (β = -0.51, p < 0.0001)
to life satisfaction of an individual (for full results, see Supplementary Table 1.).
Additionally, we find independent positive effects of a personal rank in a
country (β = 0.27, p < 0.0001) and personal rank in a region of the world (β =
0.16, p < 0.0001), suggesting a coexistence of multiple levels of social
comparisons, with different degrees of generality (See Figure 3.). These results
are robust to several different specifications of the regression models (see
Supplementary Material), including a sequential regression approach that
decorrelates the absolute living standard and international comparisons.
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Figure 4. An individual’s life satisfaction is related to the personal rank in the region of
the world, rank of their country, and inequality between countries. The plot illustrates the
effects of international comparisons and absolute living standards. In panels (A) and (B) each
point represents an average residual life satisfaction from the model for a given year and
country when (A) influence of absolute living standards in the country and inequality set to 0
(mean value); (B) influence of absolute living standards in the country and country’s rank are
set to 0 (mean value). Lines in (A) and (B) represent the best fitting log function to points
divided by a median split. Colors in (A) represent the value of inequality between countries
and in (B) the country’s rank in the region of the world on a continuous scale. In panel (C) each
point represents an average residual life satisfaction from the model for a given percentile in
the region of the world, separately for each country, when the influence of rank in the region
and personal living standard is set to 0 (mean value). Blackline represents the average value
for each percentile. The colors represent the value of a person’s absolute living standard on a
continuous scale.

To evaluate how much international comparisons matter with respect to other
variables we conduct relative importance analysis (LeBreton and Tonidandel,
2008) – a method that allows assessing proportionate contribution of each
predictor to R2 of the model, considering both the unique contribution of each
predictor by itself and its contribution when combined with the other
predictors. Overall our model explains 31.35% of the variance in the life
satisfaction of individuals. 6.11% of this explained variance can be attributed
to personal rank in the country, 6.09% to personal rank in the region of the
world, 1.91% to country’s rank in the region of the world, and 1.76% to
inequality between countries in the region of the world(see Figure 5. for
comparisons with other variables). Overall, 9.76% of the explained variance can
be attributed to international comparisons. For a reference, the absolute living
standard in the country and personal living standard account for the 2.47%
and 1.62% of the explained variance, respectively.
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DISCUSSION
As early as in the 1960s scientists have noticed that the world is
becoming a "global village", where advances in technology bring people closer
together and blur traditional national boundaries (McLuhan, 1964). In this
study, we explore the implications of this situation on human well-being.
Specifically, we ask if the human tendency to compare oneself to others
extends beyond national borders, and to what degree this affects how people
evaluate their lives. To that end, we used data from the Gallup World Poll,
which included a representative sample from 154 countries, constituting 98%
of all countries in the world. We quantified relative living standards in each of
these countries in comparison to other countries. Our results suggest that
there is a significant relationship between international relative living standard
and the average life satisfaction in a country as well as the life satisfaction of
individuals. We find that these effects cannot be explained by differences
between absolute living standards or other control variables.
Our findings uncover a multi-level structure of social comparisons. We
show that life satisfaction is not only related to relative comparisons with
people in one's own country, but also with relative comparisons to people in
other countries, and comparisons of one's country to other countries. The
distinction between personal and country-level international comparisons is
an important one, as it highlights different processes that might be affecting
well-being. Personal-level international comparisons are most likely an
extension of comparisons made within-country, such as those between
neighbours or co-workers. Country-level international comparisons are
qualitatively different, as they require abstraction from the personal situation
and identification with a larger group. For example, a person might feel bad
because the group they belong to has a low living standard, irrespective of
their personal absolute living standard being high or low. This distinction is
directly related to personal and social identity (Luhtanen and Crocker, 1992),
or egoistic and fraternalistic orientation constructs (Osborne et al., 2015)
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identified in social identity and relative deprivation theories, respectively.
These terms have been used to explain patterns of identification with groups
(Mussweiler, Gabriel and Bodenhausen, 2000), collective emotions (Campo,
Mackie, and Sanchez, 2019), reactions to discrimination (Eccleston and Major,
2006) and inter-group relations (Ramiah, Hewstone, and Schmid, 2011), but to
the best of our knowledge have not been studied in the context of well-being
and international comparisons.
The idea that social comparisons can extend beyond national borders
has been suggested before in the context of the expansion of the European
Union. It has been theorized that the reference groups to which Europeans
compare themselves to will broaden in scope with advances in European
integration (Whelan and Maitre, 2009a; Whelan and Maitre, 2009b). Indeed,
one study has shown that more people in Germany than in Hungary are able
to assess the living standards of eight other European nations, presumably due
to the latter being a newer member of European Union; and that these pairwise comparisons between living standards of other European nations can
have a negative effect on one's life satisfaction if being disadvantageous
(Delhey and Kohler, 2006). Another study found that individuals in former
post-soviet countries, namely Poland, Ukraine, Hungary, and Georgia, identify
western European countries as the most critical comparison group almost as
frequently as they compare themselves to the wealthy citizens in their own
country; moreover, this tendency was associated with lower life satisfaction
(Sági, 2011). The effect of international comparisons has also been suggested
in a study of the well-being of 15 western European countries that were part
of the union at least since 1995. In particular, it has been shown that sharing a
border with a more prosperous country has a negative effect on the country's
average life satisfaction, even though all of the investigated countries in this
study represented high-income countries (Becchetti et al., 2013). Our findings
provide robust evidence for the existence of multiple types of international
comparisons that are not limited to Europe but are prevalent globally,
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suggesting that history of international integration is not necessary for the
effect of the international comparison to occur. We further pinpoint the most
plausible ways in which people might compare themselves to people in other
countries.
To identify the most important aspects of the international distribution
of wealth for international comparisons, we took a data-driven approach,
pitting the predictive power of 12 different models of social comparisons
against each other. The models included comparisons with the richest country,
comparison with the poorest country, comparisons with the mean or median
international living standard, disadvantageous or advantageous inequality of
a country, rank of a country, inequality between countries, position of the
country in the range between the poorest and the richest country, or a
combination of these factors described previously in the literature. The model
consisting of the rank of a country and inequality between countries
outperformed all other alternatives. This result is in line with earlier
suggestions that reactions to inequality can be broken down to two
components: relative comparison of one's situation to others and general
evaluation of income disparities in the group (Clark and D'Ambrosio, 2015).
The importance of rank is consistent with studies showing that rank of income
has a more significant impact on well-being than income itself (Boyce, Brown
and Moore, 2010), as well as studies suggesting that people naturally engage
in ordinal rather than absolute comparisons (Stewart, Chater, and Brown,
2006). The role of inequality is consistent with studies showing its impact on
well-being in cross-national surveys (Powdthavee et al., 2017; Oishi, Kesebir,
and Diener, 2011) and laboratory experiments with small groups (Rutledge et
al., 2016; Gesiarz, De Neve, Sharot, 2020). Simultaneous importance of
inequality and rank for well-being has also been demonstrated before in
laboratory settings (Gesiarz, De Neve, Sharot, 2020).
One explanation for the negative effect of international inequality on
well-being could be that historical factors that lead to inequality in the region
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in the first place could also be related to the competition between countries
or other variables promoting inter- and intra-national tensions. However, our
analysis included proxy controls for many of these potential factors, such as
the value of military expenses and foreign investment, indexes of political
instability, freedom, and globalization, or numbers of migrants and refugees;
limiting the extent to which such factors could explain the observed effect, and
suggesting a more direct relationship between well-being and international
inequality.
Our findings provide a framework for considering the impact of
international context on the well-being of nations. We uncover the effects of
multi-level international comparisons that people engage in, involving
comparisons

based

on

both

personal

and

country-level

identities.

Considerations of country's rank and inequality between countries were the
two most important factors through which international comparisons affected
well-being. The effects of international comparisons were moderated by
freedom of movement, suggesting that differences in opportunities might be
one of the reasons why such comparisons matter for people. In a broader
context, this framework provides a new angle for research that tries to explain
why citizens of some countries might be dissatisfied with their lives despite
having high absolute living standards, or why some regions of the world are
unhappier than others.

METHODS
All data analysis was performed using MATLAB 2019a and R 3.6.1 software.

Well-being data.
The Gallup's World Poll surveyed residents from 154 countries, using
randomly selected and nationally representative samples. The representative
samples have the same distribution of age, gender, education and
socioeconomic status as the national population. To ensure national
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representativeness of the samples, Gallup World Poll assigns a weight to each
individual, correcting for oversampling or under-sampling from some
demographic groups. These weights were used in all our regression models.
The analysis covers the years from 2006 to 2018. For each year and each
country, the survey included around 1000 individuals (although not all
countries were included in the poll each year).
Evaluative well-being (thereafter called life-satisfaction) was measured
by Cantril Ladder question in the Gallup World Poll, in which the respondent
had to position themselves on a ladder, where 0 represented the worst
possible life and 10 represented the best possible life.

Definition of living standards.
We use a proxy for absolute living standards in a country based on Log
Gross National Income at Purchasing Power Parity per capita in international
dollars (Log GNI PPP pc, thereafter referred to as the living standard) - a
measure superior, according to some authors, in quantifying living standards
to Gross Domestic Product (Capelli and Vaggi, 2013). A proxy for the absolute
living standard of an individual was based on equivalized log household
income. Equivalization takes into account the fact that costs of living scale nonlinearly with household size and was achieved by dividing total household
income by square root of number of household members, following the
methodology in OECD reports (2011).

Comparison groups.
Based on the previous studies showing that people tend to compare
themselves to a reference groups with similar characteristics (Clark and Senik,
2010; Pérez-Asenjo, 2011), we created comparisons groups based on regions
identified by the Gallup World Poll: Northern America, Latin America, Europe,
Former Soviet Union, Middle East, and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, East
Asia, South Asia, Southeast Asia, and Australia.
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Country-level analysis.
The country-level analysis was performed on life satisfaction averages
calculated for each country and each year, based on weighted responses
ensuring the representativeness of the sample. These averages were based on
a total of 2.082971 million responses. To assess the relationship between
international comparisons and well-being we used regression analysis, which
included absolute living standards in the country for each year and variables
describing the effect of international comparisons. Comparisons of living
standards can be made based on many different criteria. To not limit our
findings to a particular conceptualization of social comparisons, we tested a
range of different possible ways in which citizens of one country can compare
their living standards to living standards in other countries. These included the
following: (a) difference from the median living standard in the region, (b)
difference from the mean living standard in the region (Helson, 1964; Ferrer-iCarbonell, 2005), (c) difference from the highest living standard in the region
(Powdthavee et al., 2017), (d) difference from the lowest living standard in the
region (Kuziemko et al., 2014), (e) living standard normalized by the range of
living standards in the region (Soltani, De Martino, and Camerer, 2012;
Hagerty, 2000; Rangel and Clithero, 2012), (f) rank of living standard in the
region (Brown et al., 2008), (g) advantageous inequality of living standards
(Rutledge et al., 2016; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999), (h) disadvantageous inequality
of living standards (Rutledge et al., 2016; Fehr and Schmidt, 1999), (i) inequality
of living standards between countries in the region (Oishi, Kesebir and Diener,
2011). Based on conceptualizations of social comparisons in previous studies
we also included: (j) living standard normalized by the range of living standards
in the region and rank of a living standard in the region (Parducci, 1995), (k)
advantageous and disadvantageous inequality (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999), (l)
rank of a living standard in the region and inequality in the region (Gesiarz, De
Neve, Sharot, 2020; Clark and D'Ambrosio, 2015).
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The rank of a country was computed as a normalized value ranging from 0
to 1, for the lowest and highest rank in the region, respectively:
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 =

𝑖−1
𝑛−1

Where i is the living standard index in a set of living standards ordered from
lowest to highest and n is the number of countries in the region.
Range-normalized living standard was computed as follows:
𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚
𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑝 − 𝑥𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚

Where 𝑥𝑖 is the living standard of country i, 𝑥𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 is the living standard of the
poorest country in the region, and 𝑥𝑡𝑜𝑝 is the living standard of the richest
country in the region.
Inequality between countries was quantified as the Gini coefficient,
calculated as follows:
1 𝑛
𝑛
2 ∑𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=1|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 |
𝑛
𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
2𝑥̅
Where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 are the living standard of country i and j, 𝑥̅ is the mean living
standard in the region, and n is the number of countries in the region.
Advantageous and disadvantageous inequality between countries were
calculated as follows:
𝑛

1
𝐴𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗 , 0|
𝑛−1
𝑗=1

𝑛

1
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑑𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥|𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖 , 0|
𝑛−1
𝑗=1

Where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑥𝑗 are the living standard of country i and j, and n is the number
of countries in the region.

Individual-level analysis.
The individual-level analysis was conducted on individual responses
from the Gallup World Poll. To assess the relationship between international
comparisons and well-being we used regression analysis, controlling for
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variables that have been shown in previous studies to affect well-being or
could underlie the influence of international comparisons. We included three
types of variables: (i) characteristics of an individual, (ii) characteristics of a
country that individual lives in, (iii) characteristics of a region that the individual
lives in. Additionally, the model included a fixed effect for the year of the
survey, country and region of the world that allowed us to control for the
effects specific for years or regions not accounted for by other variables. As
country specific fixed effects could not be estimated for countries that did not
change their rank within the observed time period, we limited our analysis to
countries that moved up or down in their regional ranking between the year
2006 and 2018. Due to missing values for some of the variables for some
countries or individuals, the individual-level analysis was based on a
considerably smaller sample of 478669 responses. The supplementary material
discusses alternative specifications of the above regression model, including:
a) a sequential regression approach that decorrelates the absolute living
standards and international comparisons, ensuring that the observed results
are not stemming from a positive correlation between income and rank, or
negative correlation between average income and inequality, b) an analysis
including all countries and country-specific random-effects that relies on less
conservative assumptions about the relationship between observed and
unobserved variables (Plümper, & Troeger, 2007), but allowed us to maximize
the number of data points used in the analysis.
Characteristics of an individual were based on the responses from the
Gallup World Poll and included: log equivalized annual household income at
PPP in international dollars (referred to household income), percentile that the
given annual household income per capita belongs to within a country
(referred to as income rank in the country), percentile that the given annual
household income per capita belongs to in a region of the world (referred to
as income rank in the region). Equivalization of household income was
achieved by dividing total annual household income by the square root of the
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number of people in the household. Equivalization was used to account for the
fact that costs of living per person increase non-linearly with the household
size, as recommended by OECD and used by other authors (Jebb et al., 2018;
OECD, 2011). Percentile of income that the household belongs to was
estimated based on the distribution of incomes in the Gallup Poll. To
differentiate this measure from the income percentile in a person's country,
income percentile in the region of the world was estimated based on all
incomes except the incomes from the country that the person belongs to. In
an example region that contains only two countries, regional income percentile
represents what income percentile a person would belong to if they lived in
the other country. As Gallup Poll contains around 1000 responses from each
country, irrespective of the population of that country, for the estimation of
income percentiles in the region we used weighted percentiles that assigned
weights proportional to the population of a given country. This means that
countries with more citizens had a bigger influence on the estimation of
income percentile in the region than countries with lower number of citizens.
Additionally, we included gender, age (based on previous studies
assumed to have non-linear quadratic effect), education (elementary,
secondary, tertiary), marital status (single, domestic partner, married, divorced,
widowed),

employment

status

(full-time,

self-employed,

part-time,

unemployed, out of workforce), religiousness (answer to question "Is religion
an important part of your daily life?"), settlement size (rural, village, suburb of
a city, city), health problems (answer to question "Do you have any health
problems that prevent you from doing any of the things people your age
normally can do?"), social support (answer to question "If you were in trouble,
do you have relatives or friends you can count on to help you whenever you
need them, or not?"), perceived freedom (answer to question "Are you satisfied
or dissatisfied with Your freedom to choose what you do with your life?"),
feeling safe (answer to question "Do you feel safe walking alone at night in the
city or area where you live?"), perception of corruption (average response to
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questions: "Is corruption widespread within businesses located in this country,
or not?" and "Is corruption widespread throughout the government in this
country, or not?"), and confidence in public institutions (average response to
question "In (this country), do you have confidence in each of the following, or
not?": military, the judicial system, national government, financial institutions,
honesty of elections).
Characteristics of a country included total Gross Domestic Product at
Purchasing Power Parity, Gross Domestic Product Growth, Log Gross National
Income at Purchasing Power Parity per capita, unemployment rate, total
natural resources rents (% of GDP), military expenses (% of GDP), Exports of
goods and services (% of GDP), Imports of goods and services (% of GDP),
number of refugees seeking asylum, number of refugees originating from a
country (% of population), and net migration (linearly interpolated for missing
years, due to the statistic being estimated only every 3 years) taken from World
Bank national accounts database. Additionally, we included KOF Globalization
Index that measures how interconnected a given country is with other
countries on a social, economic and political level; Political Stability and
Absence of Violence/Terrorism index (thereafter called Political stability index)
from Worldwide Governance Indicators, measuring perceptions of the
likelihood of political instability and/or politically-motivated violence; Voice
and Accountability Index (thereafter called freedom index) from Worldwide
Governance Indicators, that captures perceptions of the extent to which a
country's citizens are able to participate in selecting their government, as well
as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a free media; Henley
Passport Index (thereafter called freedom of movement), that measures the
number of countries citizens of a given country can enter without requiring a
visa.
Characteristics of a region included averages in the region of Gross
National Income at Purchasing Power parity per capita, Globalization Index,
Political stability index and Freedom index. To account for possible effects of
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other variables not included above, we also included fixed effects for each
country, region and year.
To illustrate the effect of rank of a country and inequality of living
standards within regions of the world, we plot the average residuals (difference
between predicted and observed responses) for each analyzed year and
country from a regression model including all the above control variables, and
the effects of: (Figure 4A) absolute living standards and inequality between
countries fixed to 0, and (Figure 4B) absolute living standards and rank of a
country fixed to 0, where 0 is the mean value for standardized variables. To
illustrate the effect of rank of a person in the region (Figure 4C), we plot the
average residuals for each regional percentile of living standards, averaged
separately for each country, from a regression model including all the above
control variables, and the effects of personal living standard (log equivalized
household income at PPP) and person's rank in the region set to 0, where 0 is
the mean value for standardized variables.

Relative importance analysis.
To assess the magnitude of the observed effects, we perform relative
importance analysis that allows quantifying the proportionate contribution
each predictor makes to R2, considering both its unique contribution and its
contribution when combined with other variables (LeBreton and Tonidandel,
2008). It achieves this by transforming correlated predictors into new variables
that are uncorrelated with each other but maximally correlated to their own
respective original predictor variable. The results from this analysis overcome
the limitations in the interpretability of standardized beta coefficients in
regression models with multiple intercorrelated predictors.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Regional reference group assumption
To test the assumption that international comparisons are made within
reference regions, rather than globally, we run a regression model predicting
individual-level life satisfaction from the rank of a country, the rank of a person
and inequality between countries without subdividing the world into regions,
but including all control variables from the original model. For ease of
comparison, this model restricts the analysis to countries included in the
original model. The global international comparison model had a much worse
fit (BIC = 2037799) than the model with world subdivisions (BIC = 2030512).

Sensitivity analysis
To test the robustness of the observed effects of international
comparisons, we run several different specifications of the regression model.
Model (1) is the main model described in the manuscript. All other models are
the same as Model (1), except the highlighted differences.
Models (2) and (5) address potential multicollinearity problem between
main variables of interest and absolute income by decorrelating these
variables prior to the analysis. To achieve that, we follow sequential regression
approach (Dormann et al., 2012; Graham, 2003), in which all shared variance
between variables is assigned to a variable considered more important. We
construct the following hierarchy of variables, that gives primacy to absolute
income:

Log equivalized household income at PPP > Personal rank in the country >
Personal rank in the region
Log Gross National Income per capita at PPP > Country's rank in the region
Average Gross National Income per capita at PPP > Inequality between the
countries
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Variables higher in the hierarchy are assigned all the shared variance with
variables lower in the hierarchy. This ensures that any observed effect of
variables lower in the hierarchy cannot be explained by shared variance with
variables higher in the hierarchy.
Model (3) includes all countries in the analysis, and instead of countryspecific fixed effects, includes country-specific random-effects. This approach
relies on less conservative assumptions about the relationship between
observed and unobserved variables (Plümper, & Troeger, 2007), but allowed
us to maximize the number of data points used in the analysis by including all
countries. Models (4) and (5) include only control variables related to income
distribution and income comparisons.
In all cases, we observe that the effect of personal rank in the country,
personal rank in the region of the world, country's rank in the region of the
world, and inequality between countries in the region of the world are
significant, and of the same sign as in the main model.

S1 Table. Regression models and robustness checks. The table reports standardized beta
coefficients and significance values from different specifications of the regression model.
Model (1) is the main model reported in the manuscript, which includes all control variables,
and fixed effects for the country, year and region. Model (2) and (4) takes a sequential
regression approach, by decorrelating international comparison variables from variables
describing income on the personal, country and regional level. Model (3) includes countryspecific random effects instead of fixed-effects. Model (4) and (5) include only control variables
related to income and income comparisons.

Models

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Intercept

4.58*

4.57*

3.96*

4.53*

4.52*

Personal rank in the country

0.21*

0.25*

0.34*

Personal rank in the region

0.22*

0.18*

0.21*

Country's rank in the region

0.18*

0.13*

0.1*

Inequality between the countries

-0.55*

-0.46*

-0.63*
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Personal rank in the countrya

0.37*

0.47*

Personal rank in the regionb

0.35*

0.29*

c

0.18*

0.1*

d

-0.55*

-0.63*

Country's rank in the region
Inequality between the countries

Log equivalized household income at
PPP

-0.07*

0.15*

-0.06*

Gender

0.14*

0.14*

0.14*

Education level

0.18*

0.18*

0.17*

Age

-0.22*

-0.22*

-0.2*

Age2

0.1*

0.1*

0.11*

Health problems

-0.43*

-0.43*

-0.43*

Number of children below age of 15

0.05*

0.05*

0.05*

Unemployed

-0.4*

-0.4*

-0.37*

Self-employed

-0.03*

-0.03*

-0.01

Retired

0.02*

0.02*

0.04*

Employed part-time

0.01

0.01

0.03*

Married

0.09*

0.09*

0.08*

Divorced

-0.17*

-0.17*

-0.2*

Widowed

-0.16*

-0.16*

-0.16*

Domestic partner

-0.11*

-0.11*

-0.12*

Settlement size

0.05*

0.05*

0.05*

Being religious

0.03*

0.03*

0.04*

Social support

0.61*

0.61*

0.62*

Perception of personal freedom

0.3*

0.3*

0.31*

Perception of corruption

-0.06*

-0.06*

-0.05*

Confidence in public institutions

0.16*

0.16*

0.16*

Feeling safe

0.15*

0.15*

0.15*

at PPP

0.25*

0.31*

0.43*

Gini coefficient

-0.1*

-0.1*

-0.18*

0

0

-0.01

Inflation rate

-0.03*

-0.03*

-0.04*

Unemployment rate

-0.18*

-0.18*

-0.16*

Life expectancy

0.51*

0.51*

0.12*

Imports

-0.07*

-0.07*

0.02

Exports

0.02

0.02

0

-0.22*

-0.22*

-0.17*

-0.09*

0.19*

0.03

0.06*

Log Gross National Income per capita

Gross Domestic Product Growth

Value of natural resources
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Globalisation Index

-0.25*

-0.25*

-0.1*

Net migration

-0.15*

-0.15*

-0.11*

Military expenses

0.02

0.02

-0.01

Freedom of movement

-0.08

-0.08

-0.08*

Political stability index

0.05*

0.05*

0.08*

Freedom index

0.17*

0.17*

0.1*

Refugees seeking asylum

0.04*

0.04*

0.03*

0

0

0

capita at PPP

0.92*

1.19*

0.7*

Average political stability index

0.13*

0.13*

0.01

Average freedom index

0.06

0.06

-0.22*

Refugees originating from country

Average Gross National Income per
0.07*

0.38*

All models additionally include an intercept, fixed-effects for each country, year and region of the world,
with the exception of the model (4) that includes random-effects but not fixed effects for each country.
Coefficients for country, year and region were omitted from the table. a: personal rank in the country
decorrelated from log equivalized household income at PPP; b: personal rank in the region decorrelated
from log equivalized household income at PPP and personal rank in the country; c: country's rank in the
region decorrelated from log Gross National Income per capita at PPP, personal rank in the region and
log equivalized household income at PPP; d: inequality between the countries decorrelated from average
Gross National Income per capita at PPP in the region. * p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001.

Relative importance analysis
As it has been demonstrated that in the case of multiple correlated
predictors multivariate regression approach often fails to correctly partition
the variance to the correct predictors, estimates of the standardized beta
coefficients might be misleading in informing which predictors are the most
important. To address this problem, we conduct relative importance analysis,
that has been developed to solve this issue (Johnson, 2000; LeBreton and
Tonidandel, 2008). It quantifies the proportionate contribution each predictor
makes to R2, considering both its unique contribution and its contribution
when combined with other variables. It achieves this by transforming
correlated predictors into new variables that are uncorrelated with each other
but maximally correlated to their own respective original predictor variable.
The results from this analysis overcome the limitations in the interpretability
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of standardized beta coefficients in regression models with multiple
intercorrelated predictors. Table S2 reports the results from this analysis.
S2 Table. Relative importance analysis. The table reports the results from the relative
importance analysis. The model explains in total 32.75% of the variance in individuals' life
satisfaction. The column with the raw contribution to R2 sums up to this value, when
additionally including the contribution of fixed effects of country, year and region. The column
with % contribution to R2 reports what % of the total explained variance can be attributed to
each predictor.
Raw contribution to
R

2

% Contribution to
R2

Social support (I)

0.0196

5.99

Personal rank in the region (I)

0.0191

5.84

Personal rank in the country (I)

0.0172

5.26

Education level (I)

0.0160

4.89

Health problems (I)

0.0121

3.69

Life expectancy (C)

0.0090

2.74

Log Gross National Income per capita at PPP

0.0085

2.59

Perception of personal freedom (I)

0.0081

2.46

Inequality between countries in the region (R)

0.0078

2.39

Freedom of movement (C)

0.0075

2.29

Globalization Index (C)

0.0073

2.24

Country's rank in the region (C)

0.0071

2.17

Freedom index (R)

0.0064

1.97

in the region (R)

0.0064

1.96

Freedom index (C)

0.0062

1.88

Stability index (R)

0.0057

1.75

Confidence in public institutions (I)

0.0055

1.67

Log equivalized household income at PPP (I)

0.0050

1.54

Age (I)

0.0046

1.40

Settlement size (I)

0.0043

1.31

Inequality (C)

0.0040

1.23

Stability index (C)

0.0037

1.13

Value of natural resources (C)

0.0036

1.09

Perception of corruption (I)

0.0031

0.95

Unemployed (I)

0.0029

0.88

Being religious (I)

0.0025

0.77

Average Gross National Income per capita at PPP
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Feeling safe (I)

0.0022

0.66

Unemployment rate (C)

0.0021

0.63

Widowed (I)

0.0018

0.55

Exports (C)

0.0017

0.51

Net migration (C)

0.0016

0.50

Military expenses (C)

0.0014

0.43

Inflation (C)

0.0014

0.43

Refugees origination from country (C)

0.0012

0.37

Age2 (I)

0.0009

0.28

Self-employed (I)

0.0009

0.27

Imports (C)

0.0009

0.27

Divorced (I)

0.0007

0.22

Refugees seeking asylum (C)

0.0004

0.14

Gender (I)

0.0004

0.13

GDP growth (C)

0.0004

0.12

Being married (I)

0.0004

0.12

Being retired (I)

0.0003

0.10

Number of children below the age of 15 (I)

0.0002

0.07

Working part-time (I)

0.0002

0.05

Having domestic partner (I)

0.0001

0.04

The table does not report fixed effects for the country, year and region. (I) individual-level variable, (C)
country-level variable, (R) region-level variable.
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ABSTRACT
Many studies have demonstrated that we often prefer self-relevant
information that confirms our beliefs over information that contradicts them –
a motive known as self-verification. However, it is still unclear how do people
decide what source of information will confirm their beliefs and what drives
them to seek such confirmation. To shed new light on these questions, we
quantified the surprise signal accompanying information-seeking in a new
experimental task, in which people repeatedly face an opportunity to reveal
either positive or negative information about themselves. We find that
experiencing a surprise when revealing information about oneself induces
both negative hedonic and cognitive reactions, even when the information is
positive. Individual differences between people in these reactions suggest that
self-verification behavior is primarily driven by a decrease in self-evaluation
confidence in response to surprise. We uncover a variety of heuristics and
reinforcement-learning mechanisms that people use while looking for
information that minimizes such surprises and find evidence implying that they
select strategies that are the most optimal for their general self-esteem and
specific circumstances. A reference-point heuristic based on average selfevaluations stands out as the most important strategy employed by
participants. Our findings provide a first step in creating a computational
theory of self-verifying behavior.
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INTRODUCTION
With the current abundance of information, it has never been easier to
be selective about the content that one would like to be exposed to. Previous
studies have demonstrated that people often prefer information that confirms
their core beliefs, rather than information that challenges them (Pettit and
Joiner, 2001; Kwang and Swann, 2010; Kappes et al., 2020). Despite common
demonstrations of this behavior, it is still unclear what drives these preferences,
and how do people decide what source of information would confirm their
beliefs when the content of information is uncertain. To answer these
questions, we used reinforcement learning framework (Sutton and Barto,
2018), that assumes that agents update their beliefs by learning from a
discrepancy between their predictions and observed outcomes (i.e. prediction
errors), and free-energy principle (Friston, 2010) according to which agents are
motivated in their actions to minimize this discrepancy in absolute terms (i.e.
surprises). We investigate how prediction errors and surprise signals described
in these frameworks map to hedonic and cognitive responses to
(dis)confirmatory information about oneself. Furthermore, we test which
possible heuristics or learning mechanisms that maximize positive prediction
errors or minimize surprises can explain how people choose sources of
information when its content is uncertain. We describe a new implementation
of reference-point heuristic (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992) based on average
evaluations of self and others, and show that people apply it in their
information seeking choices when attempting to confirm their beliefs. Our
findings provide a bridge between descriptive theories of information seeking
developed in social psychology and a more mechanistic approach represented
in decision neuroscience.
There are two dominant theories in social psychology that describe
what self-relevant information people will be interested in knowing: selfenhancement theory (for review: Blaine and Crocker, 1993; Leary, 2007) and
self-verification theory (Swann, 1983; for review: Leary, 2007). According to the
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former, people will be motivated to hold the best possible view of themselves
and therefore should always look for positive information. According to the
latter, people are motivated to hold a coherent view of themselves, and
therefore will look for information that confirms their core beliefs. Predictions
of these theories will converge in the case of people with positive self-views
but will diverge for people with-negative self-views, for whom the selfenhancement theory would predict a preference for positive information, while
self-verification theory would predict a preference for negative information. A
meta-analysis of studies dedicated to test these theories concluded that there
is strong evidence for both (Kwang and Swann, 2010), however self-verification
predominantly affects how people seek and evaluate the provided
information, while self-enhancement affects how people feel about the
provided information. Following these findings, we focus on two aspects of
reactions to information: hedonic utility, measured by self-ratings of
momentary feelings, and cognitive utility, measured by updates of confidence
in self-views.
Most of the previous studies have focused on general self-esteem
rather than specific self-views about oneself (for review: Kwang and Swann,
2010; but see: Swann, Pelham and Krull, 1989; Dutton, Brown and Jonathon,
1997; Chen, English, and Peng, 2006; Bernichon, Cook and Brown, 2003)
despite dissociable effects of the two (Rosenber et al., 1995), and to the best
of our knowledge, none attempted to precisely quantify the value that people
aim to maximize/minimize while choosing self-verifying information. The
present study fills in this gap, by developing a task in which participants
repeatedly face an opportunity to confirm or enhance their specific view about
themselves, by revealing either higher or lower ratings received from other
participants about their personality traits. We suggest that self-verification is
partly driven by a mechanism that aims to minimize experienced surprise when
being exposed to information. Based on this assumption, we compute the
magnitude of successes and failures of self-verification as an absolute
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difference between received information and expected information based on
beliefs about oneself. This allows us to assess if such computations are
reflected in cognitive and hedonic responses to received information, as
opposed to just looking at differences in responses to positive and negative
feedback of low and high self-esteem groups, as in previous studies.
The idea that the human brain aims to minimize surprises has been
suggested before in the free energy principle (Friston, 2010), according to
which actions that minimize surprises help agents to build better
representations of the world. This principle primarily applies to neural
processes, but there are undergoing efforts to link it to a broad array of
decision-making behaviors (Friston et al., 2013; Friston, 2018), and similarity
between predictions of self-verification and free-energy principle has been
explicitly noted before (Friston, 2018). Based on this principle, we test few
possible implementations of policies minimizing surprises: one based on the
learned information about the environment and the other based on learned
consequences of actions (Friston et al., 2016; Daw et al., 2011; Daw, Niv and
Dayan, 2005; Gläscher et al., 2010; Gesiarz and Crockett, 2015). We compare
these learning mechanism to reliance on decision-making heuristics (Tversky
and Kahneman, 1992).
To model participants learning behaviour, we use two variations of the
Rescorla-Wagner algorithm: one that shares features with the model-based
learning by simulating surprise following one’s actions given the beliefs about
the average feedback and self-evaluation on a given trait, and other that shares
features with model-free learning by just learning the average experienced
surprise associated with different actions in the past (Friston et al., 2016; Daw
et al., 2011; Daw, Niv and Dayan, 2005; Gläscher et al., 2010; Gesiarz and
Crockett, 2015). In model-based learning agents learn about the structure of
their environment, simulate the consequences of each possible action, and
choose the action with the highest simulated value. In the context of surprise
minimization, model-based learning would aim to choose information source
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which will result in the lowest expected surprise, based on what the agent
knows about the environment. Model-free learning relies on comparisons of
the accumulated value of outcomes experienced after taking each possible
action, without any consideration of the environment. In the context of surprise
minimization, model-free learning would aim to avoid information sources
that lead to surprises in the past, and seek information sources that were
associated with low surprises.
Another possibility is that people use simple rules that minimize
surprises in most situations, without the need for learning (Gigerenzer and
Todd, 1999). One example could be reliance on reference points that are often
defined as an average expected value - a heuristic used in many areas of
decision-making (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992; Wang and Johnson, 2012;
Koop and Johnson, 2011). If a person is motivated to seek information that
minimizes the risk of being surprised, they could rely on their average selfevaluation as a reference point, and seek positive information whenever their
specific self-view is better than this reference point, or seek negative
information whenever their specific self-view is worse than this reference point.
An alternative could be that we treat how other people are evaluated on
average as a reference point, recognizing that they private self-evaluations
might be different from how people are perceived in general (Baumeister and
Hutton, 1987; Tesser and Paulhus, 1983), and assuming that our public
perception does not differ from a perception of an average person.

RESULTS
We invited participants in groups of three and asked them to get to
know each other by having a 10 minutes conversation with each person about
three provided topics that aimed to induce broader familiarity with the other
person. Subsequently, we asked participants to rate themselves and others on
a list of 50 adjectives, on a scale ranging from 0 to 10, and rate how confident
were they in their self-evaluations. In the main part of the experiment, during
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50 trials corresponding to 50 different adjectives, participants had an
opportunity to reveal either the higher rating (positive information) or the
lower rating (negative information) that they received from other people. It
was not possible to reveal both, and the identity of the person from which the
rating came from was not revealed to the participant. Finally, after receiving
information about how they were rated by other people, we asked participants
again to rate themselves and provide confidence ratings in their selfevaluations on the same adjectives.

Figure 1. Behavioural task. The task consisted of four parts. (A) In the first part participants
in a group of three were introduced to each other and were asked to talk in pairs for 10
minutes about three provided topics that aimed to induce a broader familiarity with another
person. (B) Subsequently participants retired to separate cubicles, where they were asked to
rate themselves and two other people on a list of 50 adjectives. Additionally, they were asked
to provide a confidence rating in their self-evaluation. (C) In the main part of the experiment,
participants had an opportunity to reveal how they were rated by others. They could either
reveal the higher or the lower rating that they received on a specific trait. After they were
informed about their rating, they were asked about how they feel at the current moment. (D)
In the last part, they were asked again to provide ratings of themselves and their level of
confidence in their rating. Parts (B), (C) and (D) each consisted of 50 trials, corresponding to
50 different adjectives, and started after the previous part was completed.
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People feel happier and more confident in their self-evaluations after
receiving unsurprising information vs. surprising information
First, we wanted to investigate the impact of receiving surprising
feedback. To test if surprise influences the participant’s momentary feelings
and confidence in self-evaluations, we quantified surprise as an absolute
difference between specific self-ratings and the received information. We used
Generalized Linear Mixed Effects Model (GLME) to predict fluctuations in
momentary feelings and changes in confidence in self-ratings based on
experienced surprise with the received information, while controlling for the
signed prediction error (signed difference between received information and
self-ratings) and the value of received information. We find that the more
surprising the information the less happy a person is (β = -0.02, p < 0.001) and
the less confident they are in their subsequent self-evaluations (β = -0.24, p <
0.001). Additionally, the more positive the prediction error (β = 0.02, p < 0.01)
and the more positive received information (β = 0.05, p < 0.001) the greater
momentary happiness. However, prediction errors and information valence
were not significantly related to changes in confidence (prediction errors: β =
0.08, p = 0.18; information value: β = -0.05, p = 0.075). These findings suggest
that surprise has both negative hedonic and negative cognitive value, which
possibly motivate people to minimize it (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Hedonic and cognitive responses to ratings, prediction errors and surprises. To
illustrate the effect of different aspects of received information on hedonic and cognitive
responses, we dichotomized continuous variables based on median split in the case of
received rating and surprise and based on the sign in the case of prediction error. Positive
ratings (A) and prediction errors (B) were associated with higher happiness ratings, but were
not associated with confidence updates (D), (E). High surprise was associated with lower
happiness ratings and decreased in confidence. The statistics were computed using
continuous variables using GLME. *** p < 0.001, n.s., not significant. Error bars represent SEM.

A previous study has suggested that receiving information of valence
inconsistent with one’s general self-esteem can reduce self-clarity, defined as
stability, internal consistency and confidence in one’s general self-concept
(Stinson, Holmes, and Forest, 2010). To test if deviations between revealed
information and general self-esteem were also reflected in hedonic and
cognitive responses measured in our task, we run a GLME model with the
following predictors: (i) general surprise, defined as an absolute difference
between revealed rating and general self-esteem (average self-rating), (ii)
general prediction error, defined as signed difference between received
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information and general self-esteem (average self-rating), and (iii) the value of
received information. General surprise and general prediction errors did not
significantly predict hedonic (general surprise: β = -0.00, p = 0.71; general
prediction error: β = 0.01, p = 0.86) nor the cognitive responses (general
surprise: β = 0.02, p = 0.58; general prediction error: β = 0.18, p = 0.12), in
contrast to surprises based on specific self-views as described above. This
suggests that the potential effect of received ratings on the concept of selfclarity cannot explain the observed effects of surprises about the received
ratings vs. specific self-views.

Confirmatory information-seeking is primarily driven by heuristics
So far we focused on the consequences of receiving information. Next,
we investigate how people seek information. We find that participants were as
likely to choose positive as a negative information source, suggesting that selfenhancement motive did not dominate the self-verification motive in our task
(t(61) = -0.13, p = 0.90). According to the self-verification theory, people with
high self-esteem should seek positive information, and people with low selfesteem should seek negative information (Swann, 1983). Consistently with this
suggestion, we find that the average proportion of positive to negative
information choices significantly correlates with general self-esteem (R = 0.44,
p < 0.001). Predictions of the self-verification theory are much less clear with
regard to specific self-views. Assuming that people are motivated to minimize
surprises, those with generally low self-esteem should sometimes seek positive
information, and those with generally high self-esteem should sometimes seek
negative information, depending on what they expect to minimize surprise.
We considered two groups of choice mechanisms that people might use to
achieve this goal: (i) heuristics and (ii) reinforcement learning processes.
Among heuristics, we tested three possibilities. First, people could
simply use the absolute scale, and seek positive information about qualities
that they rate themselves high and seek negative information about qualities
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that they rate themselves low. An alternative could assume that people have a
reference point (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992), that defines what level of a trait
is positive and what level of it is negative. We test two possibilities of such
reference points: average self-evaluation, and average evaluation of others.
Among learning mechanisms, we consider two strategies that people might
employ described previously in the reinforcement literature (Friston et al.,
2016; Daw et al., 2011): model-based learning, that simulates consequences of
actions based on the learned structure of the environment, and model-free
learning, that relies on learned values of different actions. We also consider
that people might use a combination of both learning mechanisms – as often
observed in different learning tasks (Daw et al., 2011; Daw, Niv and Dayan,
2005). Additionally, we tested versions of the above learning mechanisms that
aim to maximize positive prediction errors, rather than surprises. To compare
these different models, we used the Bayesian Information Criterion that
simultaneously assesses model fit and parsimony (Smith and Spiegelhalter,
1980). The results suggest that heuristics in general fit closer to participants’
behavior than reinforcement learning algorithms, and learning mechanisms
that aim to minimize surprise fit better to the data that mechanisms that aim
to maximize positive prediction errors.
Out of all heuristics, a heuristic that relied on reference-point based on
average self-evaluation outperformed all other alternatives (Figure 4D).
According to this heuristic, people are more likely to seek positive information
about traits that they evaluate as higher than their average self-evaluation, and
more likely to seek negative information about traits that they evaluate as
lower than their average self-evaluation (Figure 4F). Importantly, we observed
a substantial heterogeneity between participants. Although overall referencepoint heuristic based on average self-evaluations was the best fitting strategy,
when considering all participants together, reference-point heuristic based on
average evaluations of others was identified as the most frequent best-fitting
model when choosing the best model characterizing each individual (29.2% vs.
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26.2%; see Figure 4E). Furthermore, for 44.6% of participants a learning
process was identified as the best fitting strategy. For none of the participants
choosing a source of information just based on one’s self-evaluations was a
better model than all other alternatives.
To investigate which strategy would be the most optimal in our task, we
performed a simulation of choice behavior that aims to minimize surprise in a
similar environment to the one used in the experiment (Figure 4A – C). This
exercise shows that reference-point heuristic is an optimal strategy when the
average self-esteem is close to an average evaluation received from others,
outperforming model-based and model-free learning algorithms. However,
when general self-esteem deviates substantially from the average rating
received from the two sources of information, learning mechanisms will
outperform reference-based heuristic. This pattern is consistent across
different specifications of the environment and learning algorithms (see
supplementary material). To test if such deviations might have prompted
participants to employ learning processes over heuristics, we compared
participants who primarily used heuristics with participants who primarily used
learning processes on a measure of absolute distance from mean expected
rating from the two sources of information.
Consistent with the above simulation, we find that participants who
employed learning processes had a significantly higher absolute deviation
from the mean expected rating than participants who relied on heuristics
(t(63)= 2.19, p = 0.03). Participants who used learning strategies tended to
change their preferred source of information in comparison to last trial after
receiving surprising feedback (t(26)= -1.78, p = 0.086; Fig 3.), but participants
using heuristics did not (t(30) = -0.17, p = 0.87; Fig 3.).
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Figure 3. Proportion of changes in preferred source of information (higher rating or
lower rating) from trial to trial after receiving surprising or unsurprising feedback in the
subgroup of participants who used heuristics in their choices, or learning mechanisms.

This suggests that participants tend to use strategies that are optimal
in minimizing surprises for their level of general self-esteem and expected
mean information in the environment. Importantly, these two groups did not
differ with respect to other characteristics, including general self-esteem
(t(63)= 0.81, p = 0.42), proportion of positive information choices (t(63)= 1.76,
p = 0.08), choice variability (t(63)= 0.99, p = 0.33), or experienced surprises
(t(63)= 0.99, p = 0.33), limiting other possible explanations of the observed
differences in employed strategies between participants.
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Figure 4. Choice heuristics and learning mechanisms in simulations and behavior. To
investigate the optimality of different choice strategies that aim to minimize surprises, we
created simulated agents that used either a reference-point heuristic, model-based learning
or model free-learning in their choices, in an environment similar to the one used in our task.
The agents could be characterized by different level of general-self esteem, ranging from
deviating -5 from the average expected rating from the two sources of information to +5.
Their specific self-evaluations on 50 traits were normally distributed around this general selfesteem. Each agent started with no knowledge of the environment, except a knowledge that
one source of information is more positive than the other. We created 2000 agents per each
algorithm and general self-esteem level. We then averaged the experienced surprise during
the task over 50 trials, and averaged over agents separately for each algorithm and general
self-esteem level. Plots (A), (B), and (C) demonstrate the same simulation, with different
discrepancy between mean rating expected from each source of information (represented by
a dashed line). This exercise shows that the reference-based heuristic leads to the lowest
experienced surprise, whenever general self-esteem is close to the expected average rating
from the two sources of information. Strategies that are based on learning outperform the
heuristic the more the general self-esteem deviated from this average and the more the two
sources of information disagree with each other. Plot (D) shows the summed Bayesian
Information Criterion of models fitted to behavior of all participants. It indicates that the
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reference-point heuristics (in orange) outperformed all other alternatives. Plot (E) shows
percentage of participants for whom each of the models was the best model. Plot (F) illustrates
the effect of reference-point heuristic based on average self-evaluations. It shows the
proportion of positive information choices, whenever specific rating was higher, similar
(general self-esteem – 0.5 < specific self-rating < general self-esteem + 0.5), or lower than
general self-esteem. *, p < 0.05; **, p < 0.01; ***, p < 0.001; H, heuristic; L, learning; S, surprise;
PE, prediction error. Error bars represent SEM.

Next, we tested how the winning heuristic model relates to reaction
times. Importantly, we did not find significant differences in reaction times
between positive vs. negative information choices (β = -0.01, p = 0.62), nor
between confirmatory vs. disconfirmatory information choices, as defined by
the reference-point heuristic (β = -0.01, p = 0.72). Therefore, we wanted to
investigate if reaction times are better characterized by quantities used in the
reference-point heuristic, that is the distance of a self-rating from the mean
self-rating. One possibility is that the probability of revealing positive
information predicted by the model could be linearly related to logarithm of
reaction time, similarly to other studies that demonstrated that selecting
stimuli associated with positive affect is characterized by faster reaction times
than selecting stimuli associated with negative affect (Leppänen, Tenhunen
and Hietanen, 2003; Guitart-Masip, et al., 2011; Gesiarz, Cahill, and Sharot,
2019). Another possibility is that the logarithm of reaction time could be
inversely related to decision uncertainty, which peaks at 50% choice
probability, similarly to other studies showing that choice difficulty prolongs
the decision time (Hong and Beck, 2010; Yu and Dayan, 2005; Gesiarz, Cahill,
and Sharot, 2019). To test these possibilities, we fitted the winning referencepoint heuristic model to all participants and extracted the estimated
probability of choosing a positive information source for each trial and
participant. We then used a GLME model to predict logarithm of reaction time
from the probability of choosing positive information and choice uncertainty.
We find that the probability of choosing positive information estimated based
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on the heuristic model is inversely related to reaction time (β = -0.06, p <
0.001). That is, the higher the self-rating than the average self-rating, the faster
the choice, suggesting that despite lack of bias in the proportion of positive to
negative choices, people might still exhibit a positivity bias in reaction times.
Decision uncertainty did not significantly predict reaction times (β = 0.01, p =
0.34). Additionally, we find that the more a participant relied on the referencepoint heuristic (as estimated by the weight put on the heuristic rule in the
choice model, when fitted individually to all participants), the faster the made
their decisions on average (R = -0.25, p = 0.04), consistent with the idea that
heuristics are automatic in nature. We note that we did not find a difference in
reaction times between a groups of participants using learning strategies and
heuristics identified in previous paragraph (t(63) = 1.56, p = 0.12), suggesting
that a weight measure that characterizes reliance on reference-point heuristic
on a continuous rather than categorical scale might be required to capture the
differences in reaction times.
How this finding relates to the prediction of the self-verification theory
that people with high and low general self-esteem should seek positive and
negative information respectively? A generalized mixed-effects model that
predicted choices from general self-esteem and the reference-point heuristic
reveals that these mechanisms are orthogonal, with no interaction between
them, and the effect of general self-esteem being significant only at a trend
level once controlled for the heuristic usage (general self-esteem: β = 0.20, p
= 0.08; reference-point heuristic: β = 0.25, p < 0.001; interaction: β = -0.03, p
= 0.66). A comparison of generalized linear mixed-effects models predicting
choice from the heuristic rules and general self-esteem (which fit the model to
all participants simultaneously - an approach necessary for comparisons
including general self-esteem, due to only one value per participant), again
confirms that the reference-point heuristic based on average self-evaluation
fits better to the data than other heuristics (BIC values for heuristics based on:
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self-rating, 3725.2; self-rating – average other rating, 3721.6; self-rating –
average self-rating, 3716.7).

Individual differences in responses to surprising information are related
to confirmatory information seeking
People who react more negatively to surprises should be more
motivated to minimize them. To test if this is indeed the case, we estimated
the strength of cognitive (confidence updates) and hedonic (momentary
feeling) responses to surprises separately for each participant. To
orthogonalize these responses, each estimate controlled for the other type of
response. We find that the stronger the cognitive response to surprise
(decrease in confidence following surprise), the more often a person was
making confirmatory choices on average, as defined in the reference-point
heuristic (partial correlation: R = -0.32, p = 0.01, controlling for the hedonic
response to surprises, Figure 5A). Hedonic response to surprises was not
significantly related to confirmatory choices (partial correlation: R = 0.04, p =
0.77, controlling for the cognitive response to surprises Figure 5B).

Figure 5. Correlations between proportion of confirmatory choices and strength of
responses to surprises. For each participant, we computed the proportion of confirmatory
choices, defined as confirmatory whenever choosing positive information for traits with selfratings higher than average or choosing negative information for traits with self-rating lower
than average (based on the reference-point heuristic). We also estimated the strength of
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cognitive and hedonic response to surprises separately for each participant, while controlling
for the other type of response. Plot (A) shows a significant partial correlation between
cognitive response to surprises (confidence updated) and confirmatory choices, suggesting
that the more negative the response, the more frequent confirmatory choices. Plot (B) shows
that we did not find such relation for hedonic response (feelings ratings).

Another possible interpretation of the relation between the magnitude
of cognitive response to surprises and the tendency to make confirmatory
information choices is that making a confirmatory choice could enhance
cognitive response to surprise. To test for this possibility, we created a GLME
model predicting confidence update from experienced surprise, and an
interaction of surprise with the type of choice: confirmatory or disconfirmatory
(defined based on the average self-reference heuristic). We find that the
cognitive response to surprise was the same, irrespective if it followed
confirmatory or disconfirmatory choice (interaction: β = 0.02, p = 0.83). Lack
of difference suggests that it is more likely that the relation between the
magnitude of cognitive response to surprises and the tendency to make
confirmatory choices is due to participants with stronger cognitive responses
to surprises making more frequent confirmatory choices to avoid such
surprises, rather than confirmatory choices causing a stronger response to
surprises.

Confidence updates show positivity bias
We replicate previous findings (Korn et al., 2012; Koban et al., 2017),
showing that people update their self-evaluations to a greater extent after
receiving better than expected information than worse than expected
information (positive prediction error: β = 0.41, 95% CI [0.33, 0.49] p < 0.001;
negative prediction error: β = 0.23, 95% CI [0.20, 0.27] p < 0.001; difference
between coefficients: F(1) = 14.78, p < 0.001). We extend the above findings
by showing that people not only learn more from positive information than
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negative information but also are more confident when they update their
beliefs in more positive than negative direction (signed belief update: β = 0.21,
p <0.001). There are two possible explanations of this phenomenon. As
suggested by previous research, people with low self-esteem tend to have a
less clear view of themselves (Baumgardner, 1990; Campbell, 1990). Therefore,
any negative belief about oneself might be inherently uncertain. An alternative
explanation would be that the learning process itself enhances confidence if it
moves the belief in a positive direction, irrespective if of how positive or
negative is the updated belief. To disentangle these two explanations, we
created a GLME model predicting the confidence update from the valence of
the final updated belief, the signed magnitude of the belief update, and the
surprise about the received information. We find that all of these factors
significantly predicted the updates of confidence (valence of final belief: β =
0.04, p = 0.04, belief update: β = 0.17, p < 0.001, surprise: β = -0.12, p < 0.001).
The signed magnitude of the belief update was significantly more important
in predicting the confidence update than how positive/negative was the final
belief (belief update: β 95% CI [0.11, 0.24]),], final belief: β 95% CI [0.00, 0.08];
F(1) = 9.81, p < 0.01). These results suggest that updating one’s beliefs in a
positive direction, and to a lower extent holding a positive self-belief are
related to increased confidence in these beliefs.

Figure 6. Self-beliefs and confidence updates show positivity bias. (A) To illustrate the
positivity in updating beliefs about oneself we divided trials into trials where participants
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experienced positive and negative prediction errors. We next calculated the average learning
rate for each type of these trials for each participant, that describes how much a discrepancy
between initial belief and revealed rating was incorporated in the new belief about oneself
(see methods for details), and averaged them over participants. We find that participants
updated their beliefs about oneself significantly more after experiencing positive prediction
errors than negative prediction errors (t(63) = 5.14, p < 0.001). (B) To illustrate the positivity
bias in updating confidence about specific self-evaluation, we divided trials into trials where
participants updated their beliefs in the positive or negative direction. We next calculated the
average confidence update for each type of these trials for each participant and averaged
them over participants. We find that participants increased their confidence after updating
their beliefs in the positive direction, but decreased their confidence after updating their
beliefs in the negative direction (t(63) = 5.50, p < 0.001). These analyses are equivalent to the
regression models described in the main manuscript. ***, p < 0.001.

DISCUSSION
People often prefer to receive information that confirms their selfrelevant beliefs from information that is flattering – a motive known as selfverification (Pettit and Joiner, 2001; Kwang and Swann, 2010; Kappes et al.,
2020). Despite such preference being well-documented, there are many
unanswered questions regarding the processes involved in such confirmatory
information-seeking. How do we decide what information to seek when we are
uncertain which source will confirm our beliefs, and what are the consequences
of receiving (un)expected information about ourselves? What are the
computations underlying these effects? To answer these questions, we
designed an experiment in which people repeatedly faced an opportunity to
reveal uncertain positive or negative ratings about their personality traits
coming from other people. After revealing each rating, we prompted our
participants to report how they felt at the current moment. Prior and after this
part of the experiment, participants were asked to rate their personality traits
and provide a confidence level in their rating. We find that receiving surprising
information about oneself (controlling for other characteristics of feedback),
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induces negative feelings and decreases one’s confidence in the specific selfrating, providing a reason to avoid such surprises.
We tested several different choice algorithms that could serve such a
goal, which can be grouped into general categories of heuristics and learning
processes. Our results show that a heuristic that relies on a reference-point
based on average self-rating outperformed all other alternatives. According to
this choice strategy, participants will be more likely to choose positive sources
of information the higher they rate their specific personality trait in comparison
to how their rate their personality traits on average, and will more likely to
choose negative source of information the lower they rate this trait in
comparison to how they rate themselves on average. We find that this choice
strategy is independent of the effect of general self-esteem on information
preferences, suggesting the existence of at least two separate routes through
which self-verification motive exhibits its influence on information choices.
The finding that surprising information about oneself induces negative
hedonic response is an important one, as it challenges few commonly held
assumptions. First assumption is related to the fact that many previous studies
failed to find the effect of self-verification on affective measures, leading to a
conclusion that self-verification primarily influences choice preferences rather
than emotional reactions to outcomes (Kwang and Swann, 2010). A null finding
made some researchers contest the idea that people care about consistency
between information and beliefs about oneself and suggest other explanations
for self-verifying choice patterns (Kruglanski et al., 2018). The reason why the
current study was able to identify such an affective response is a
methodological one. To the best of our knowledge, all previous experimental
studies that investigated affective responses to self-verifying information
focused on inter-individual differences between people with low and high
general self-esteem, or a single self-evaluation related to one domain, for
example appearance or performance beliefs (Swann et al., 1987; Ayduk et al.,
2013; Jussim, Yen and Aiello, 1995; Moreland and Sweeney, 1984; Quinlivan
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and Leary, 2005; Robinson and Smith-Loving, 1992; Ralph and Mineka, 1998;
Wood et al., 2005; Stake, 1982), as opposed to within-individual discrepancies
between a variety of specific self-views and received information as in the
current study. These studies generally find that people have a negative
emotional response to negative feedback, irrespective of their general selfesteem – a pattern more consistent with self-enhancement than selfverification motive. Our results replicate these findings, as we also did not find
a significant influence of a discrepancy between received rating and general
self-esteem on feelings. However, we do find a significant influence of a
specific surprise, defined as an unsigned difference between received rating
and self-rating on a specific trait: the more different the received rating from
how the person rated themselves, the more unhappy the person was,
irrespective of how good or bad was the rating itself. Furthermore, we find that
the rating received and the signed prediction error (that is the difference
between self-rating and received rating) had additional and independent
effects on experienced feelings. The simultaneous effect of these three factors
could be an additional reason why many studies failed to find an effect of selfverification on feelings, as disentangling these factors is only possible when
the specific surprise about the outcome is precisely quantified.
A significant negative effect of specific surprise on emotional response
also suggests that the current computational models of changes in momentary
subjective well-being need to be augmented with additional factors (Will et al.,
2017; Rutledege et al., 2014). In particular, our results imply that, all other
things considered, subjects are happier if they receive information that is
unsurprising rather than exceeding their expectations. The opposite prediction
would be made if positive prediction errors were the sole factor driving
momentary happiness. Future work will need to address in which contexts
surprises have a negative hedonic value, and in which situations predicting
happiness just based on signed prediction error is sufficient.
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We also found that receiving surprising information about a trait
resulted in a negative cognitive response, measured by a decrease of
participants’ confidence in their self-ratings about a trait. Despite an explicit
assumption in self-verification theory that receiving inconsistent information
with one’s self-evaluations induces a state of uncertainty (Swann, 1983), there
were almost no attempts to demonstrate this directly. One study that aimed
to address this question investigated how receiving feedback consistent or
inconsistent with one’s general self-esteem affects the concept of self-clarity,
defined as stability, internal consistency and confidence in one’s general selfconcept, and measured by a questionnaire (Stinson, Holmes, and Forest, 2010).
Consistent with the self-verification theory, the study found that receiving
inconsistent feedback with one’s general self-esteem decreased self-clarity. In
our study, a discrepancy between general self-esteem and ratings received
from others did not significantly affect confidence updates. However, we did
find a significant influence of a specific surprise on confidence updates: the
bigger the discrepancy between specific self-rating and rating received from
others in absolute terms, the more participants decreased their confidence in
their self-rating on that specific trait. Future studies will need to address a
question of how a concept of self-clarity is linked to confidence in specific selfevaluations. Differential result between distance from general self-esteem and
distance from specific self-rating in our study suggests that the confidence
question might measure a distinct phenomenon from the concept of general
self-clarity.
Apart from the effect of surprises, we also find that confidence updates
depend on updating one’s self-ratings up or down: the more positive the selfrating update, the more people increase their confidence in their self-rating,
and the more negative the rating update, the more people decrease their
confidence. This finding suggests an existence of a positivity bias in confidence
updates, complementing the positivity bias in belief updates about oneself
(Korn et al., 2012; Koban et al., 2017). We disentangle two possible mechanisms
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underlying this effect. According to one possibility, holding a positive belief in
itself might be related to high confidence, as suggested by studies showing
that people with low self-esteem tend to have a lower concept of self-clarity
(Baumgardner, 1990; Campbell, 1990). Such relation might be adaptive due to
the ease of modifying an uncertain negative belief or a lower hedonic burden
of it. Another possibility could be that updating a belief in positive direction
enhances confidence, irrespective of how positive or negative is the final belief.
Our analysis supports the existence of both of these mechanisms.
The negative hedonic and cognitive utility of surprising information
about oneself provides a reason for people to avoid such surprises. However,
do people take into account these factors when seeking information?
Although our study does not provide a direct test of this hypothesis, we
observed individual differences between participants that do provide some
clues about the importance of these two responses in self-verification. In
particular, we see that participants who decreased their confidence in their
ratings more strongly after experiencing surprises were also more frequently
making confirmatory choices aligned with the reference-point heuristic
outlined above. We did not find a similar relation for a hedonic response to
surprises, supporting the idea that cognitive motives might primarily drive selfverification. As this is a correlational result, the directionality of influence is
uncertain. However, we did not find a significant difference between the
cognitive

reaction

to

surprises

after

making

a

confirmatory

and

disconfirmatory choice, suggesting that it is more likely that participants who
experience a more negative cognitive reaction to surprises might try to avoid
such surprises by making confirmatory choices, rather than confirmatory
choice enhancing a reaction to surprises.
If people are motivated to avoid surprises, how do they decide what
information source to choose to achieve this goal? Information by definition
has uncertain content, as opposed to feedback, that is orthogonal to
uncertainty. Therefore, agents face a problem of what decision rule to apply to
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minimize possible surprises when consequences of actions are uncertain and
different strategies yield a different probability of success. We tested the
optimality of several different heuristics and learning mechanisms that aim to
minimize surprise in a simulated environment similar to the one used in our
experiment. In this environment, artificial agents had to repeatedly sample
between two sources of information, knowing only that one is on average
more positive than the other, but not knowing anything else about the
distribution of information in each source. We show that a heuristic that always
chooses positive information source whenever a specific belief is higher than
the average belief about oneself, and negative information whenever a specific
belief is lower than average belief about oneself, is the most optimal strategy
for minimizing surprises if the average belief about oneself is close to an
average received information from the two sources. Such an assumption is
reasonable in the real world, as people might expect that the received
information about oneself should be on average close to what a person
believes to be true about oneself and consistent with the notion that heuristics
often represent optimal solutions to everyday problems. The more average
belief about oneself deviates from the average from information sources, the
bigger the advantage of learning processes, especially model-based
algorithms that learn the structure of the environment and simulate possible
outcomes of actions before making a choice. The competitive advantage of
learning processes also increases the more apart are the two information
sources due to the increased cost of making an ‘erroneous’ response in terms
of surprise.
Having identified which strategy is the most efficient in minimizing
surprises, next we evaluated which strategy fits best to participants' behavior.
Overall, a reference-point heuristic based on average self-rating outperformed
all other models. However, we observed substantial heterogeneity between
individuals. In 44.6% of cases participants’ behavior was best characterized by
a learning mechanism. Based on our simulation, we know that participants
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would benefit the most from using a learning strategy if their general selfesteem deviated from the average rating that they could expect from the
information sources, and should use a heuristic rule otherwise. Indeed, we
observe that the general self-esteem of participants who use learning
mechanisms deviated from the average rating in the task significantly more
than the general self-esteem of participants using heuristics. At the same time,
we were not able to identify any other significant difference between these
two groups. This suggests that participants are able to choose a strategy that
is the most optimal in minimizing surprises given their specific circumstances.
Future work will need to identify if all participants start with a heuristic and
move to a learning strategy once it proves insufficient in minimizing surprises,
or perhaps use other methods of identifying the best course of action.
Variability in used strategies in this task might be stemming from
ambiguity about the extent to which received feedback was predictive of
future feedback. If participants assumed that each personality rating was done
independently, without any correlation between separate ratings, then there
would be no point in learning anything. On the other hand, if participants
assumed that ratings are correlated with each other, then learning about the
average rating would allow them to develop more sophisticated strategies of
minimizing surprises.
We find that the usage of reference-point heuristic affects the logarithm
of the reaction time of choices. In particular, we find that reaction time is
inversely related to how strongly a participant is influenced by the referencepoint heuristic in their choices, consistent with the suggestion that usage of
heuristics allows fast decisions. Additionally, we find that the probability of
choosing positive information, estimated based on reference-point heuristic,
is inversely related to the logarithm of reaction time. That is, the higher the
person’s self-rating in comparison to their average self-rating, the faster the
decision, suggesting that despite lack of clear preferences for positive over
negative information in our experiment, participants still exhibit positivity bias
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in their reaction time – similar to other studies (Leppänen, Tenhunen and
Hietanen, 2003; Guitart-Masip, et al., 2011; Gesiarz, Cahill, and Sharot, 2019).
At the same time, we did not find a significant difference in reaction times
between positive and negative choices of information, suggesting that taking
into account the reference-point heuristic might be necessary to uncover such
bias.
Our findings create a link between so far separate lines of research and
provide a framework for future studies that aim to look at self-verification
behavior from a computational perspective. By identifying hedonic and
cognitive responses to surprise signals accompanying self-confirmatory
choices, and strategies that people use to minimize these surprises, we validate
and extend the self-verification theory. There are many outstanding topics that
this framework might contribute to, including our understanding of processes
involved in confirmation biases in general, and the role of self-verification in
major depression disorder and social anxiety, in which negative self-image is
reinforced by seeking negative information about oneself (Valentiner et al.,
2011; Giesler, Josephs, and Swann, 1996; Joiner, Katz and Lew, 1997). In a
broader context, the current study helps in advancing our knowledge about
complex motives driving information-seeking, that constitute an increasingly
important part of personal and professional life.

METHODS
Participants
We recruited 94 participants from University College London subject to
take part in our experiment. We excluded from the analysis 29 participants who
did not believe that the experimental manipulation was true in a debriefing
questionnaire, resulting in a sample of 65 people (of which were 48 female,
mean age 23.5). Participants originated from 22 different countries, and 48%
of them originated from countries classified as western. All participants
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provided written informed consent. The experiment was approved by the UCL
ethics committee.

Procedure

Overview. We invited participants to the lab in groups of four/three.
Volunteers were remunerated for their time at the rate of £7.50 per hour. The
experiment had four parts: (1) getting to know the other participants, (2)
evaluating oneself and others, (3) choosing information about their ratings, (4)
re-evaluation of oneself. After the experiment, participants filled in a
demographics questionnaire and were provided with debriefing about the
study.

Getting to know others. Participants were paired with one other person,
asked to introduce himself or herself and chat for 10 minutes about three
provided topics with each other. The topics included: (a) “what would
constitute a perfect day for you?”, (b) “what would you like to be famous for?”,
(c) “if you could wake up tomorrow having gained any one quality or ability,
what would it be?”, and were taken from a list of topics used for induction of
interpersonal closeness (Aron et al., 1997). After 10 minutes, participants were
paired with another person and asked again to chat about the same topics.
This part of the experiment aimed to provide broader familiarity with two
newly met people that would allow participants to subsequently evaluate their
impression of others.

Self and other evaluations. After getting to know other each other,
participants were directed to separate cubicles and asked to rate themselves
and others on a list of 50 positively valenced adjectives. The adjectives were
taken from a questionnaire that mapped the Big-5 traits to English adjectives,
and were displayed at the top of the screen with a short definition taken from
a dictionary (Goldberg, 1992). The provided scale ranged from 0 to 10, with 0
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corresponding to a trait being not at all characteristic for a person, and 10
being very much characteristic for a person. To avoid anchoring effects of a
starting position of the marker, participants had to click on the unmarked scale
to provide their rating. First, participants had to rate themselves, and also
provide a confidence level in their self-evaluations, on a scale ranging from 0
to 10, with 0 corresponding to being very uncertain about the provided rating,
and 10 to being very certain about the provided rating. Subsequently, they
were asked to rate the first person that they talked to on the list of the same
adjectives, as well as the second person that they talked. After this part,
participants had to wait for all participants to finish their ratings.

Information choice. Participants were informed that they will have now an
opportunity to find out how they were rated by others. They were provided
with a choice: either they could reveal a higher rating that they received or the
lower rating that they received for an adjective displayed at the top of the
screen. The adjectives were presented in a random order. The colours marking
higher and lower option were counterbalanced between participants. There
were 50 choice trials in total. After the choice, the rating was displayed on the
screen for 2 seconds. To ensure that participants processed the information,
they had to wait 5 seconds for the next trial. After 5 seconds, they were asked
about how they are currently feeling. Participants provided an answer by
clicking on a continuous scale ranging very happy to very unhappy.
Unbeknownst to participants, all revealed ratings were generated by a
computer, which in each trial drew two numbers from a normal distribution,
with a mean of 6 and standard deviation of 2, rounded to the nearest integer,
and sorted them so the lower number was assigned to the negative rating and
higher number to the positive rating (or randomly assigned in the case when
the numbers were equal). If the drawn number was greater than 10 or lower
than 3, it was equalized to the bound that it exceeded. On average, people
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experienced signed prediction error equal to -1.14(1.19), and surprise equal to
2.26(0.56).

Self re-evaluations. In the last part, participants were asked to again rate
themselves on a list of provided adjectives, that were presented in the same
form and order as during the first time participants were evaluating
themselves. They were also asked about their confidence in the rating.

Data analysis
All analysis was performed using MATLAB 2019a software.

Dependent variables. Choices were coded as 0 and 1, with 0 corresponding
to a decision to reveal lower rating (negative information) and 1 as decision to
reveal higher rating (positive information). Feelings ratings were recoded to
range from 0 to 1, with 0 corresponding to very unhappy and 1 to very happy.
Rating update was defined as a difference between second self-evaluation and
first self-evaluation, separately for each adjective. Confidence update was
defined as a difference between confidence rating during second selfevaluation and first self-evaluation, separately for each adjective.

Independent variables.
Surprise was defined as absolute (unsigned) difference between revealed and
first self-rating for each trial:
surprise = |revealed rating t − self rating t |
Prediction error was defined as a signed difference between revealed and first
self-rating for each trial:
prediction error = revealed rating t − self rating t
Positive prediction errors were defined as:
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positive prediction error =
revealed rating t − self rating t , if revealed rating t − self rating t > 0
{
0, if revealed rating t − self rating t ≤ 0
Negative prediction errors were defined as:
negative prediction error =
revealed rating t − self rating t , if revealed rating t − self rating t < 0
{
0, if revealed rating t − self rating t ≥ 0
Value of the received information was assumed to be proportional to the
revealed rating.
General self-esteem was calculated as an average from all self-ratings:
n

general self esteem = ∑ self rating t
t=1

General surprise was calculated as follows:
general surprise = |revealed rating t − general self − esteemi |
Where i is participant’s index.
General prediction error was calculated as follows:
𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑡 − 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 − 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑖

Generalized linear mixed-effects model. To account for within-subject
correlations of responses related to repeated measures in our design, we used
Generalized Linear Mixed Effects (GLME) model approach, in which fixed
effects describe effects common for all participants and random effects
describe idiosyncrasies specific for an individual (Bar et al., 2013). All models
included intercept and a random effect for each fixed effect, as recommended
by Bar and colleagues (2013). To obtain standardized beta coefficients, all
independent variables were z-scored prior to the analysis. To compare
magnitude of coefficients, we used 95% confidence intervals and to obtain a
p-value for this comparison we used an F-test.
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To analyse the impact of received information on cognitive and hedonic
responses we used the following GLME models:
Confidence updatet = β0 + β1 prediction errort + β2 surpriset +
β3 received rating t
Feelings ratingst = β0 + β1 prediction errort + β2 surpriset +
β3 information valencet
To analyse the potential impact of received information on self-clarity and
accompanying it cognitive and hedonic responses we used the following GLME
models:
Confidence updatet = β0 + β1 general prediction errort + β2 general surpriset +
β3 received rating t
Feelings ratingst = β0 + β1 𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 prediction errort + β2 general surpriset +
β3 information valencet
To analyse positivity bias, we used the following GLME models:
Ratings updatet = β0 + β1 positive prediction errort +
β2 negative prediction errort
Confidence updatet = β0 + β1 surpriset + β2 ratings updatet +
β3 second self evaluationt

Between group and within-participants categorical comparisons. All
between group and within-participants comparisons based on categorical
classification of trials were performed using a two-tailed independent and
dependent samples t-test respectively. In many cases they duplicate the above
GLME model analysis performed on continuous variables, and serve illustratory
purposes (Figure 2, Figure 3F, and Figure 5).

Choice mechanisms analysis. We compared several possible mechanisms
driving information choice. Each model was fit separately to individual’s
behaviour, using fmnincon function in MATLAB. To minimize the chance of
finding a local rather than global minimum, the fitting procedure was repeated
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100 times, each time with different random starting values for parameters. To
compare overall model fit and parsimony we used Bayesian Information
Criterion, summed over all participants (Smith and Spiegelhalter, 1980).
Individual fits computed for all models and all participants allowed us to
additionally calculate percentage of participants for which each model was the
best model out of all models minimizing surprises.
Absolute scale heuristic assumed that people have a tendency to reveal higher
option whenever their self-rating is higher than the middle of the scale:
choice valuet = self rating t
Average self-evaluation as a reference point heuristic assumes that people
have a tendency to reveal higher option whenever their self-rating is higher
than their average self-evaluation:
choice valuet = (self rating t − general self esteem)
Average evaluation of others as a reference point heuristic assumes that
people have a tendency to reveal higher option whenever their self-rating is
higher than their average evaluation of others on that specific trait:
choice valuet = self rating t − (

other 1 rating t + other 2 rating t
) + intercept
2

The choice was modelled as a softmax function:
probability of revealing positive information =

1
1+

e−(β1 choice valuet +β0 )

With 𝛽1 being an inverse temperature parameter, modifying the sensitivity to
change in choice value, and 𝛽0 being an intercept.
Learning processes were modelled as follows.

Model-free learning assumes that people learn to avoid choices that lead to a
surprise in the past.
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higher valuet+1
={

higher valuet + α(surpriset − higher valuet ), if higher option was chosen
higher valuet , if lower option was chosen

lower valuet+1
={

higher valuet + α(surpriset − lower valuet ), if lower option was chosen
lower valuet , if higher option was chosen
probability of revealing positive information
=

1
1 + e−(β1 (lower valuet −higher valuet )+β0 )

With higher and lower values of choices initialized to 0.

Model-based learning assumes that people learn the average rating that they
can expect after revealing higher or lower option, and choose the option that
they expect to minimize surprise.
higher averaget+1
={

higher averaget + α(revealed rating t − higher averaget ), if higher option was chosen
higher averaget , if lower option was chosen

lower averaget+1
={

lower averaget + α(revealed rating t − lower averaget ), if lower option was chosen
lower averaget , if higher option was chosen
model based higher valuet = |self rating t − higher averaget |
model based lower valuet = |self rating t − lower averaget |

probability of revealing positive information
=

1
1+

e−(β1 (model based lower valuet −model based higher valuet )+β0 )

With higher and lower average expected ratings initialized to general selfesteem of the participant.

Hybrid model-based and model-free learning model assumes that people use
both strategies to some extent.
probability of revealing positive information
=

1
1+

e−(β1(model based lower valuet −model based higher valuet )+β2 (lower valuet −higher valuet )+β0 )
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With 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 controlling the balance between model-based and model-free
strategies respectively.
We additionally tested learning processes that aimed to maximize positive
prediction errors, rather than minimize surprises, specified as follows.

Model-free learning:
higher valuet+1
={

higher valuet + α(prediction errort − higher valuet ), if higher option was chosen
higher valuet , if lower option was chosen

lower valuet+1
={

higher valuet + α(prediction errort − lower valuet ), if lower option was chosen
lower valuet , if higher option was chosen
probability of revealing positive information
=

1
1 + e−(β1 (higher valuet −lower valuet )+β0 )

With higher and lower values of choices initialized to 0.
Model-based learning:
higher averaget+1
={

higher averaget + α(revealed rating t − higher averaget ), if higher option was chosen
higher averaget , if lower option was chosen

lower averaget+1
={

lower averaget + α(revealed rating t − lower averaget ), if lower option was chosen
lower averaget , if higher option was chosen
model based higher valuet = self rating t − higher averaget
model based lower valuet = self rating t − lower averaget

probability of revealing positive information
=

1
1 + e−(β1 (model based higher valuet −model based lower valuet )+β0 )

With higher and lower average expected ratings initialized to general selfesteem of the participant.

Hybrid model-based and model-free learning model:
=

1
1 + e−(β1(model based higher valuet −model based lower valuet )+β2 (lower highert−higher lowert )+β0 )
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Simulation. To investigate the optimality of different choice strategies that
aim to minimize surprises, we created simulated agents that used either a
reference-point heuristic based on average self-esteem, model-based learning
or model free-learning in their choices, in an environment similar to the one
used in our task. The reference-point heuristic based on average evaluation of
others was not modelled due to additional complexity of modelling the
relation between self-evaluation and evaluation of others. The agents could be
characterized by different level of general-self esteem, ranging from deviating
-5 from the average expected rating from the two sources of information to
+5. Their specific self-evaluations on 50 traits were normally distributed
around this general self-esteem, with a standard deviation equal to 2. Each
agent started with no knowledge of the environment, except a knowledge that
one source of information is more positive than the other.

Each source of information provided a rating drawn from a normal distribution,
with a mean u and standard deviation of 2. The mean rating of each source
varied between simulations. In the example in the main manuscript it was equal
to either 4, 3, or 2 for the negative information source and either 6, 7, or 8 for
the positive information source (for Figure 3A, 3B, and 3C respectively). The
example in the manuscript presents a situation where information sources are
unreliably positive and negative, i.e. on average positive source of information
presents higher ratings than negative information sources, but is not
guaranteed to always present a better rating in every instance. Supplementary
material presents additional simulation where the positive information source
is reliably positive.

We created 2000 agents per each algorithm and general self-esteem level.
Each agent’s choice was fully deterministic, that is whenever the probability of
positive choice exceeded 50% they always chose positive information source.
The learning rate parameter was set to 0.3 in the example in the main
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manuscript. Supplementary Material additionally presents simulations with
learning rates set to 0.1 and 0.5. All other specifications of the models were
applied as described above.
Each agent made 50 decisions. We then averaged the experienced surprise
during the task over 50 trials, and averaged over agents separately for each
algorithm and general self-esteem level.

Comparisons of GLME heuristics choice models including general selfesteem. Incorporating general self-esteem into individual fits is not possible,
due to only a single value for each participant. Therefore, too compare
different heuristics, while including general self-esteem, we used the following
GLME models:
Choicet = β0 + β1 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + β2 general self esteemt
Choicet = β0 + β1 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 + β2 general self esteemt
Choicet = β0 + β1 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐 + β2 general self esteemt
Where 𝛽0 is the intercept, and self reference-point heuristic is the difference
between participant’s self-rating and average self-evaluation, and other

reference-point heuristic, is the difference between participant’s self-rating
and average evaluation of others. We used Bayesian Information Criterion to
compare the fit of these models.
Additionally, we run the following GLME model to test the independence
reference-point heuristic from the effect of general self-esteem
Choicet = β0 + β1 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐t + β2 general self esteemt
+ β3 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 − 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 ℎ𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐t ∗ general self esteemt

Confirmatory choices. Confirmatory choices were defined based on the
winning choice heuristic: the choice was confirmatory if a person chose to
reveal higher rating, if their self-rating was higher than general self-esteem for
that specific trait, or chose to reveal lower rating if their self-rating was lower
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than general self-esteem for that specific trait. The choice was classified as
disconfirmatory otherwise.

Analysis of reaction times. The decision reaction time was log-transformed
due to its’ highly skewed distribution – a procedure common for analysis of
reaction times (Lo and Andrews, 2015). We used to following GLME model to
estimate the effect of positive/negative and confirmatory information choices
on rection time (RT):
Log RTt = β0 + β1 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒t + β2 positive/negative choicet
Next we investigated if reaction times can be predicted based on the
reference-point model. For that purpose, we extracted the estimated
probability of revealing positive information for each trial and participant
based on the reference-point heuristic. We tested two possibilities. One being
that reaction time is linearly related to choice probability, and second that
reaction time is related to choice uncertainty, following an inverted U-shape
peaking at 50%, and quantified as follows:
𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑡 = 𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 ) ∗ (1 −
𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 ))
Where 𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 ) is the probability of choosing
positive information choice, and t is the trial number.

We used to following GLME model to estimate the effect of positive
information choice and choice uncertainty on reaction times:
Log RTt = β0 + β1 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑦 𝑡
+ β2 𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡 )
We also tested to if reliance on the reference-point heuristic influenced
reaction times in general. To test that, we extracted from fitted reference-point
heuristic model the β1 parameter, which describes how much person’s choices
are influenced by the difference between specific self-rating and general self-
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esteem. We next correlated these β1 estimates with mean reaction time of
each participant.

Analysis of individual differences in responses to surprise. To analyse the
individual differences in a relation between the strength of responses to
surprises and individual’s behaviour, we estimated the strength of hedonic and
cognitive responses for each individual separately, while controlling for the
other type of response.
Cognitive responset = β0 + β1 surpriset + β2 Feelings ratingst
Hedonic responset = β0 + β1 surpriset + β2 Cogntive responset
We next performed a partial correlation of 𝛽1 for hedonic and cognitive
responses with an average proportion of confirmatory choices of each
participant, controlling for the other type of response.
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SUMMARY OF EMPIRICAL FINDINGS, LIMITATIONS AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Chapter 2: how inequality affects human motivation to pursue rewards

Summary
The first study investigated how decisions to pursue rewards are altered
by a person’s awareness that some people in their group were luckier than
others in the rewards that they were offered for performing the same task – a
situation that reflects opportunity gaps between individuals in everyday life.
We found that an unfair distribution of rewards between group members had
a negative impact on the decision to pursue rewards of not only disadvantaged
individuals but also of advantaged individuals. Separately, we found that offer
rank had an independent effect on decisions to pursue rewards. The proposed
rank-inequality model outperformed many alternative formulations in
explaining participants’ reactions to opportunity-gaps. Additionally, we
showed the effects of rank and unfairness on willingness to pursue rewards are
partially mediated by experienced feelings.

Limitations and future directions
In most real-life situations personal wealth is determined by a mixture
of luck and effort, rather than either of these factors alone. Moreover, even
when in some situations luck is a more important factor in determining the
outcomes, people might still exhibit illusion of control over the outcomes
(Presson, and Benassi, 1996), beliefs that the system determining rewards is
just (Frank, Wertenbroch, and Maddux, 2015; Smith, 1985), or simply
underestimate the role of randomness (Frank, 2016; Taleb, 2007; Teigen and
Keren, 2020). These biases could potentially diminish the reactions to
unfairness, by creating a false belief of participating in a meritocratic system
(Ku, and Salmon, 2013; Frank, 2016). Therefore, future studies will need to
determine if the negative effect of unfairness and relative position are also
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present in situations where the role of merit and luck is more ambiguous. Such
experiment would also help to distinguish the effects of inequality and
unfairness that are overlapping in the above study.
Chapter 3: how do we form perceptions of inequality

Summary
The third study has focused on characterizing computations that govern
subjective perceptions of statistical dispersion. We demonstrated that
subjective inequality judgments violate several normative axioms used in
economics to measure inequality: the anonymity principle, by being affected
by their position in the distribution, the scale-independence principle, by being
affected by the size of the economy, and the additivity principle, by being
insensitive to the addition of incomes that transforms positively skewed
distributions into negatively skewed ones. However, we do find that people on
average respect the transfer principle, according to which a transfer of income
from a richer person to poorer person should decrease inequality. We
synthesize these findings by developing a Subjective Equality Index – a
parametric model of inequality perception that fits better to participants' data
than any other conventional measure of inequality.

Limitations and future directions
The above study focused on inequality judgments. However, it remains
to be seen to what extent findings about inequality perception generalize to
fairness perception. One study has found that, quite surprisingly, fairness
judgments are more consistently aligned with the transfer principle than
inequality judgments (Amiel, Cowell, and Gaertner, 2012). No other studies
have compared fairness and judgments directly, and with respect to other
principles – a gap that will need to be addressed in future research. Despite
testing 60 different distributions, we have not tested all possible features that
could govern subjective inequality. One example of such omitted aspect is
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sensitivity to horizontal translation of the distribution, that is a transformation
of the distribution that results from adding a fixed amount of income to all
incomes.

According to Gini coefficient, such translation should result in

decrease in inequality. According to the Subjective Equality Index however, the
inequality should not change – a prediction that could be tested in future
iterations of the current research.
Chapter 4: how wealth of foreign countries affects our well-being

Summary
The second study investigated if the human tendency to compare
oneself to others extends beyond national borders, and to what degree
potential international comparisons could affect how people evaluate their
lives. Our results suggest that there is a strong relationship between
international relative living standards and life satisfaction, that cannot be
explained by absolute living standards or other control variables. Out of 13
different conceptualizations of international comparisons, a rank-inequality fit
closest to the well-being data. Additionally, we show that life satisfaction is not
only related to relative comparisons with people in person’s own country, but
also with relative comparisons to people in other countries, comparisons of
one’s country to other countries, and inequality between countries in a region
of the world.

Limitations and future directions
While the effect of country’s rank on the international stage on wellbeing of its citizens is intuitive and consistent with other lines of research, the
effect of inequality between countries on well-being is a bit more surprising.
One explanation of it could be that inequality between countries in the region
makes it more salient for people that living standards depend on lottery of
birth, making it harder to believe that a person is living in a just world – a belief
that has been shown to serve a protective function for mental health and well-
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being (Nartova-Bochaver, Dona, and Ruprich, 2019; Lerner, 1997; Otto et al.,
2005). Another possibility is that inequality between countries in the region
might be associated with some historical factors, such as international
conflicts, that are not captured by present macroeconomic variables but might
have had an impact on other unmeasured variables, such as culture. Future
studies will need to address these questions by using richer datasets.

Chapter 5: how do we decide what social feedback are we interested in

Summary
The fourth study investigated the computational mechanisms
underlying the information seeking driven by a preference for information that
confirms beliefs about oneself – a motive known as self-verification. We find
that receiving surprising information about oneself, irrespective if good or bad,
induced negative feelings and decreased one’s confidence in the specific selfrating. Our results show that a heuristic that relies on a reference-point based
on average self-rating fit the closest to participants information-seeking
behavior. According to this choice strategy, participants will be more likely to
choose positive sources of information the higher they rate their specific
personality trait in comparison to how their rate their personality traits on
average, and will more likely to choose negative source of information the
lower they rate this trait in comparison to how they rate themselves on
average. Additionally, we find that the variability between participants in
information-seeking strategies could be explained by what strategy is be
optimal for a specific participant in minimizing surprises: we show that
participants who would benefit most from learning about the sources of
information and adjusting their choices accordingly, are also more likely to
actually show such behavior.
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Limitations and future directions
The above study has found that those whose general self-esteem
deviates more from the average received feedback, are more likely to engage
in learning strategies – a behavior also suggested by a simulation, in which we
have shown that learning strategies are more optimal than heuristics in such
situations. This pattern could be either a result of participants switching to
learning strategies, once the heuristics prove to be failing to minimize
surprises, or alternatively could be a result of inter-individual differences
between people with moderate and extreme self-esteem values. Future studies
will need to address this question either by developing computational models
that allow for dynamic transitions between heuristics and learning, or by a
study design that allows for different average feedback value at different times
during the experiment. Important limitation of this study is also a fact that
participants could assume that each trait evaluation was uncorrelated with past
evaluations on other traits – an assumption to some extent justified by Big 5
personality model, in which certain trait groups could be considered
orthogonal (Goldberg, 1992). Therefore, the design of the study might have
artificially boosted reliance on heuristics, by creating uncertainty about the
usefulness of learning.

SYNTHESIS
Overview
As stated at the beginning of the current thesis, previous studies have
demonstrated that the value of rewards is most likely constructed as a linear
combination of the value derived from the properties the offered reward and
the value derived from contextual cues (Burke et al., 2016). Despite a plethora
of evidence suggesting that context can change how rewards are evaluated,
we still know little about the exact mechanisms through which context
influences evaluation of rewards. The studies presented in the current thesis
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fill in this gap. They do so by testing predictions of many different theories of
contextual influence in a social setting, where I was able to quantify the
possible influence of the properties of the entire distribution of stimuli on the
evaluation of rewards. This is an important methodological advancement, as
most previous experimental studies focused on contextual effects in a situation
where there are only two stimuli. In such case, all reviewed here theories of
contextual influence will predict that a presentation of an additional stimulus
with higher intensity (e.g. alternative greater reward), will decrease perceived
intensity of the originally presented stimulus. However, the predictions of
different theories will start to diverge once there are many presented stimuli
at the same time. Our results suggest that when people focus on external
context, such as distribution of income in society, they evaluate their own
rewards based on their ordinal position in the distribution, and additionally
incorporate into this evaluation general preferences about the distribution. On
the other hand, when people focus on the internal context, such as beliefs
about oneself, they tend to contrast the presented stimuli with the mean. The
next section provides a speculative overview of how internal and external
context could interact with each other in influencing evaluation of rewards. I
then answer some outstanding questions that are of general practical and
theoretical interest, and that required a synthesis of evidence presented in this
thesis.
The influence of external and internal social context on valuation of
rewards
Brief look at the possible relationships between internal and external
social context reveals a complex picture (Figure 1.). Here I provide a summary
of these relationships, highlighting the links illuminated by studies described
in the current thesis, and their relationships with past research.
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Figure 1. Overview of relationships between internal social context, external social
context and reward value.

At the most general level it could be argued that internal social context
(personal goals, motivations, reference points, beliefs, social identity, and
social values) will change the interpretations of the external social context
(rewards, their position in the distribution, and the distribution itself), which in
turn will affect reward value and its behavioral expression.
The root of these relationships can be traced to personal goals and
motivations, which are known to bias the formation of beliefs (1) (Sharot and
Garrett, 2016) and preferences for information (Kappes et al., 2020;
Charpentier, Bromberg-Martin, and Sharot, 2018; Gesiarz, Cahill, Sharot, 2019).
Personal goals and motivations can also influence how people utilize social
norms and values (2), often promoting their strategic and opportunistic use in
a self-serving manner (Van Baar; Baar, Chang, and Sanfey, 2019; Dana, Weber
and Kuang, 2007; Gesiarz and Crockett, 2015). Finally, fulfillment of current
goals and motivations will ultimately determine the value of the reward itself
(3). As demonstrated in Chapter 5 this sometimes can lead to negative
response to positive stimuli, for example when a positive stimulus disconfirms
one’s beliefs.
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Links (4) and (5) emphasize the fact that people react to their subjective
beliefs about their rank in the society and the distribution of rewards in society,
rather than objective reality. Both over and underestimations of inequality in
society and personal position within it has been demonstrated in the literature
(Hauser and Norton, 2017; Gimpelson and Treisman, 2017). In Chapter 3 we
show how subjective perceptions of reward distributions are to some extent
based on objective information, but deviate from normative views present in
economics, and are biased by personal position in the distribution.
Personal beliefs, together with social identity, can also influence the
reference points and standards that we compare ourselves to (Van Praag,
2010). As shown in Chapter 5, these reference points can change what is
considered to be positive or negative. As shown in chapter 4, social identity
can also determine the unit of comparison: either individual or group level.
Finally, beliefs will also moderate the influence of social norms and
values on evaluations of reward distributions. For example, although a person
might be averse to perceived unfairness, they might believe that in general the
world is a just place, where most people get what they deserve (NartovaBochaver, Dona, and Ruprich, 2019; Lerner, 1997; Otto et al., 2005).
Reward magnitude, its ordinal position in the distribution, and the
statistical dispersion of rewards can also change the perceived value of
rewards, which will be reflected in both the experienced affect and the
motivation to pursue those rewards, as shown in Chapter 2 and 4. Chapter 2
additionally demonstrated that reward value will affect motivation both
directly, and indirectly through its’ impact on experienced feelings.

Are people averse to inequality?
As outlined in the introduction to the current thesis, inequality-aversion
hypothesis remains controversial on many grounds. Chapter 2 and 4
contribute to this discussion, strengthening the case for inequality-aversion, or
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at least unfairness-aversion. In Chapter 2 we describe an experiment that is
free of many factors that were considered to be confounds promoting
inequality-averse behavior, without a need for inequality-averse preferences.
In this experiment, participants do not engage in re-distribution decisions, or
affect the situation of other participants in any other way, eliminating the
influence of framing (List, 2007; Bardsley, 2008), reputation concerns
(Engelmann and Fischbacher, 2009), reciprocity concerns (Kube, Maréchal, and
Puppe, 2012), guilt-aversion (Battigalli and Dufwenberg, 2007), or retribution
motives (Suleiman, 1996). Instead participants report their currently
experienced feelings and willingness to pursue reward – both of which are
negatively affected by inequality, suggesting that it has aversive properties
even when the re-distribution behavior is not an option. Important limitation
of this interpretation is related to the fact that the inequality in the study was
transparently unfair – making it difficult to distinguish the observed effect from
unfairness aversion.
The case for inequality/unfairness aversion is further strengthened in
Chapter 4, in which we show that that people’s reported well-being is
negatively affected by both between countries and within country inequality
in living standards. Nevertheless, using the same dataset as in Chapter 4, we
replicate previously reported inverse U-shape relationship between country’s
inequality and average well-being, as well as differential effect of inequality in
developing and developed countries (Figure 2.) (Kelley, and Evans, 2017; Katic
and Ingram, 2017), casting doubt on universality of inequality aversion, and
pointing to possible moderating factors, such as perceived opportunities
stemming from inequality. Together, these findings are more consistent with
unfairness-aversion, rather than inequality aversion hypothesis.
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Figure 2. Relationship between average well-being and inequality within a country.

Could influence of inequality be explained by normalization effects?
One intriguing possibility that could underlie many of the observed
effects across studies reported in the current thesis, is that it is not the social
preferences and inequality aversion that cause devaluation of rewards, but a
normalization processes associated with presence of high magnitude rewards
in the context, which could be considered to be a perceptual mechanism To
test if this is indeed the case, we compared the Rank-inequality model with
two most popular value normalization models: divisive-normalization
(computed as income divided by sum of incomes) and range-normalization
(computed as income divided by the range of incomes) (Soltani, De Martino
and Camerer, 2012; Louie et al., 2013). We find that Rank-Inequality model is
a better model in both explaining willingness to pursue rewards in data from
Chapter 2 and effect of international comparisons on well-being in data from
Chapter 4 (Table 1.). Although this does not exclude a possibility that
inequality could affect evaluation of rewards through some normalization
process, it can be concluded that the two dominant models of valuenormalization cannot explain the observed patterns of behavior better than
the rank-inequality model.
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Table 1. Comparison of rank-inequality model with value-normalization models.

Model

BIC

AIC

BIC

AIC

Experimental

Experimental

Gallup

Gallup

Data

Data

Survey

Survey

3661.9

3596

3337

3310.1

3661.6

3608.9

3491.8

3740.3

3681.7

3681.7

3490.2

3468.7

Rankinequality
Divisive
normalization
Range
normalization

Overall conclusions
Taken together, the findings presented in this thesis provide a more
complete

understanding

of

the

interplay

between

rewards

and

internal/external social contexts. They indicate that: (i) presentation of rewards
in the context of rewards received by others changes the hedonic experience
with them, as well as their motivational value; (ii) influence of the social context
on rewards is best expressed as a combination of reward rank and inequality
between rewards; (iii) perceptions of reward distributions often deviate from
normative accounts and personal rank can bias how we perceive such
distributions; (iv) social identity and beliefs about oneself can change how
people engage in social comparisons, and respond to social feedback.
Throughout the thesis, I attempted to supplement the descriptive
results with computational models, and compare predictions of several
different theories, providing a first step towards a more mechanistic
understanding of the influence of social context on reactions to rewards.
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